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Social Security-Welfare Bill
Ends 17-Hour Senate Session
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
momentous $111afarbillion Social
Security-welfare bill has
emerged from the Senate carrying dozens of new benefits
and higher taxes. But it stalls
reform of the welfare-families
program indefinitely.
Capping a 17-hour session in
which 40 separate amendments
were considered, the Senate
passed the bill 68 to 5 early
today.
The 989-page bill would:
—Provide or increase Social
Security benefits for widows;
chronically ill old persons who

Don Bale To Be
Education Speaker
Don C. Bale, assistant
superintendent for instruction
in the Kentucky Department of
' Education, will be the featured
speaker at the First District
Education Association on
classroom teacher breakfast at
Murray State University Oct.
7 13, •
Scheduled at 8 a.m. in the
_
ballroom of the Waterfield
Student Union Building, the
breakfast is one of the activities
of the annual FDEA meeting
traditionally held on the
campus during the fall. • To be featured as the keynote
speaker of the 88th FDEA
meeting if Dr. Jack Frhmier,
specialist in
curriculum
research
and
academic
motivation and professor of
education at Ohio State
• University. Scheduled for 1 p.m.
in the university auditorium, his
address is entitled "Motivation
,..jp.the Classroom."
More than 2,000 educators
from 19 school districts in 13
West Kentucky counties are
members of the FDEA. Dr.
John G. Taylor, chairman of the
---46paatinesa of _educatiolial
services at Murray State, is the
outgoing president.
No Seen & Heard
Seen and Heard, front page
daily column in the Ledger and
Times, will not appear for
several days since the writer
will be out of the office.

The Weather
JACKSON PURCHASE
.Cloudy with a chance of
showers early tonight, later
turning C-boler. Low in midAnd
upper 40s. Saturday clearing
during the morning, fair by
afternoon and cool, high in the
low and mid 60s. Sunny and
cool Sunday.

AM
crunch -

Extended outlook, Sunday
through Tuesday
Kentucky
Extended Outlook Sunday
through Tuesday
Sunday
cloudy
Partly
becoming mostly fair and a
little cooler Monday through
Tuesday. Highs in the 70s
Sunday lowering to the 60s
Monday and Tuesday. Early
morning lows mostly in the 40s.

need maintenance drugs; persons who want to retire atage
60; others who want to work
beyond age 65; all male retirees who now get lower benefits
than women with the same
earnings records; disabled persons; elderly men and women
who need glasses, hearing aids
and dentures, and other groups.
—Substantially increase benefits and set a national income
standard for aged, blind or disabled persons receiving welfare.
—Continue the program of
Aid to Families with Dependent
Children while three reform
plans are tested.
—Aim to hold down the steadily rising costs of the two big
government health programs:
Medicare for the elderly and
Medicaid for the poor.
On the other hand, the 90 million persons who paychecks
are tapped to finance Social Security would pay more into the
program, as would their employers.
A worker now pays a max-

Drug Council
To Meet Monday
The Calloway County Council
on Drug Education will hold a
meeting Monday night, October
9.
The meeting will be held at 8
p.m, in the conference room at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Teachers having specific
needs for classroom materials
should be present at the
meeting, as well as all interested persons.
The drug council has several
projects planned for the school
year and invites the support of
the citizens of.Calloway County,
Ails,
aceording
_to .Willard
chairinan.

Calloway Fire & Rescue
Squad Plans Roadblocks

imum of $486 a year into the
fund; the figure would go to
$648 in 1973.
A large portion of the tax increase is due to a 20-per-cent
4
hike in Social Security benefits
approved by Congress last
June. The fatter checks became
effective this week.
Senate passage sent the bill,
with its landmark changes in
Social Security and welfare
laws, to conference with the
House, which last year passed
a smaller, $8,2-billion version.
A conference on the measure
is expected to be held next
4P
week, and sponsors say they
are sure a compromise version
REPORTS EAVESDROPPING LOGS—Alfred C. Baldwin III, center, key government witness in
can be worked out and sent to
the
Democratic headquarters bugging case is with attorneys John V. Cassldento, left, and Robert C.
President Nixon before the 1972
session ends. That probably Mirto, in New Haven, Cana. Baldwin told the Los Angeles Times that he delivered sealed sets of
eavesdropping logs to the Committee for the Reelection of the President less than two weeks before
will be Oct. 14.
(AP Wirephoto)
However, Sen. Russell B. police closed in on the operation.
Long,0-La., floor manager for
the bill, noting that the Senate
added more than $5 billion in
benefits in the floor debate,
cautioned that the conferees
would have to make many cuts
The Calloway County Band
in the Senate bill.
Boosters Club will meet Mon"Otherwise I am afraid it
day, October 9, at seven p.m. at
will be vetoed by the PresiThe Murray State Choir-, by the choir. A' c-ar wash has
the Calloway County High
dent," he said.
already
been
held,
and
a
candle
under the direction of Professor
drive is planed in the near School.
Robert
will
K.
Baar,
tour
i Continued on Page Fourteen)
Plans will be discussed for
Europe for two and a half weeks future, Baar said.
• Seats are available to persons the annual turkey shoot and also
next spring.
for
the purchase of new
The choir, composed of 70 interested in accompanying the
uniforms for the band memchoir,
Baar
said.
Students
may
members,
will
perform
bers.
literature
ranging
from gain three hours credit in
Mrs. Joe Pat Lamb,
spirituals to contemporary history, and adults who would
president,
urges all band
like
to
tour
may
also
go,
Europe
Postoffice
will
The Murray
works, according to Baar. One
parents and interested patrons
observe the national holiday, of the works will involve the use Baar explained.
Dr. Ken Harrell is in charge to attend.
Columbus Day, on Monday, of a pre-recorded tape.
of
the history group, and will
according
to
G.
if.
October 9,
The trip will be financed by
Jones, superintendent of mails several money-making projects provide background material Eunice Henry To Speak
on historical sites to be visited.
for the local postoffice.
Persons interested in ac- At Coles CanwGround
No city and rural delivery of
companying the choir could
mail will be made on that day.
Eunice Henry will 'be the
contact Bator at the University.
The mail will be placed in the
layman speaker at rthe
guest
Nashchoir.
will
leave
postoffice boxes with the lobby
ville
10, and arrive by air Coles Camp Ground United
being open from seven a.m. to
in Frankfurt, Germany the next Methodist Church on Sunday,
six p.m. Stamps may by purday. Their. first concert will be October 8, at ten a.m.
the
chases in the naichines in
Henry is a layman from the
postoffice lobby.
presented in the RothenburgMartin's
Chapel
United
Nurnberg area on May 12. -,
The holiday dispatch will be
Methodist
Church.
The
public
is
Concerts
will
follow
in
Berlin,
obeeeved, Jones said.
Prague, Czechoslovakia; invited to attend, a church
Vienna,
Bateburg, spokesman .said.
Austria; Innsbruck, Austria;
Lucerne S, Switzerland; and a
farewell banquet in Heidelburg
on May 24.
On May 25, the group will
return home from Frankfurt.
night and for this year in ap"Since the choir will be
preciationnight for retiring
The Murray Civic Music
representing not only the
Lieutenant Governor Harold
University, but also the city, Association has completed one
Eversrneyer.
state, arid
nation, any of its most successful memRev. Marshall Fortner
The dinner meeting was held
cooperation that can be given in bership campaigns in the
at the Murray Woman's
their projects will be greatly history of the cooperative
Clubhouse with Dr. Morgan E.
concert series, according to
appreciated," Baar said.
Sisk presiding. Dr. Bill Simpson
Richard W. Farrell, president.
of Mayfield recognized Dr.
Farrell said because of the
Harold
Eversmeyer and
efforts ef about sixty volunteer
held
will
be
services
Revival
presented him a watch, the gift
workers in, Murray and the
of the area clubs for two years at the Emmanuel Baptist
the
area,
surrounding
service
as
District
15 Church, located on Highway 121
association is now in the process
Street,
NOrth
16th
and
Bypass
Lieutenant Governor.
of negotiating for a fourth
Calvin McKay, Lieutenant starting Monday,October 9, and
concert
this season which will
Jerald
White,
pastor of the
Governor from Princeton, in- continuing through Sunday, Memorial Baptist Church, will be announced when the
stalled Dr. Raymond Carter as October 15.
membership cards are mailed
Rev. Marshall Fortner will be be guest speaker at the Mid- in about ten days.
president of the Murray Club.
Continent Baptist Bible College
He also installed vice-president; the evangelist for the services in Mayfield
Concerts scheduled at the
Monday.
Dr. Joseph Rose; secretary, Dr. to be held nightly at 7:30 p.m.
Murray State University
Scheduled
for
10
a.m.,
the
the
Robert Daniel and treasurer Rev. Fortner is from
auditroium at 8:15 p.m. are as
Midway Baptist Church at program is especially designed follows:
William Boyd.
for
students,
but
the
general
Hickman.
The Roger Wagner Chorale on
Maurice ' Humphrey was
Speical singing will be public is also invited to attend, Tuesday, November 14.
named "Kiwanian of the Year" featured each evening and the according to a spokesman for
The New York Brass Quintet
by his fellow club members. A public is invited to attend, the school.
friday, February 23.
on
There is no charge for this
Kiwanian first in Princeton according to the church pastor,
Citig Shepherd, pianist, on
program.
Rev. Grandville Courtney.
Continued on Page Fourteen)
.....
Thursday, March 15.

Murray State Choir To .7.
Tour Europe Next Year

Murray Postoffice
To Observe Holiday

Annual Awards Night Held By
Murray Kiwanis Club Thursday
Kiwanians in Murray were
joined by representatives from
surrounding
area
clubs
Thursday night at the annual
installation of officers, awards

Almo PTA Meets
At School Monday
The Almo Parent-Teacher
Club will meet Monday,MOM
9, at seven p.m. at the school
with
the board meeting
scheduled at 6:30 p.m.
Plans will be completed for
the Turkey Shoot to be held
Saturday, October 14, at 8:30
a.m. at the school, and for the
fall festival to be held later in
the month.
Following the business
meeting, parents will have the
opportunity to visit the
classrooms and meet the
teachers, a PTC spokesman
said.
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Band Boosters.To
Meet At Calloway

Roadblocks will be set up by
members of the Calloway
County Fire and Rescue Squad
on Sunday,October 8, at several
points along North 12th Street
and South 12th Street.
Funds will be collected for the
work of the squad who.. operates
without pay in fire fighting And
rescue work in. the county and
surrounding areas.
The squad members do not
charge for their services and
have been called at all hours of
the day and night to help fight
fires and to aid in the rescue or
recovery of persons in accidents. •
The squad cooperates with
the city in their work and just

Jerald White To
Speak at College

The public is asked to contribute to the support of the
squad at the roadblocks on
Sunday, or persons may send
contributions to P.O. Box 612,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

Girl Scout Program Is
Explained TO Rotarians
„More than 300 girls and adult
leaders are apected to be involved in the Girl Scout
program in Murray and
Calloway County when a
current reorganizational effort
is completed members of the
Murray Rotary Club were told
Thursday.
Mrs. Lucille Mack, executive
director of the Bear Creek Girl
Scout Council of which
Calloway County is a part, told
the Rotarians that there are
presently 17 troops in the county
with more than 270 girls and
adults involved.
Three other troops are on the
Wink of registration, which will
'push the involvement total to
more than 300. Two troops are
located in the county: One at
New Concord and the other at
Panorama Shores.
The Bear Creek Council,
Which_ headquarters
in
Paducah, includes the eight
Purchase counties of West
Kentucky, Livingston, Crittendert and Lyon Counties,

Murray Civic Music Association
Completes Membership Campaign

Emmanuel Church To
Hold Revival Meet

recently the rescue squad truck
was kept at. the downtown fire
station when one of the city
trucks was out of operation.
The truck, purchased by the
squad with donations from the
Public is kept at the squad fire
house on North 4th Street,
between Hendon's Service
Station and the Calloway
County Lumber Company.
Members of the squad meet
regularly for training in their
fire fighting arid rescue efforts.

All students at Murray State
University are admitted to the
Murray
concerts
upon
presentation of their ID cards.
_ Concerts scheduled at the
. Paducah Tilghman auditorium
at 8:15 p.m. are as follows:
Hungarian State Symphony
on Saturday, November 4.

Mas-sac and Pope Counties in
Lilinois, and South Fulton,
Tenn., giving it a tri-state ting,
Mrs. Mack pointed out.
The executive director, who
has been involved in Girl Scout
work for more than 30 years,
also announced that the
council's annual Show Case
i Continued on page Fourteen)

Conferences
Planned, WMU
Leadership Conferences for
all members of the Woman's
Missionary Union of the Blood
River Baptist Association will
be held on Monday and
Tuesday, October 9 and 10,
according to the asaociational
director, Mrs. Crawford Ray.
The first conference will be
held Monday from 6:30 to nine
p.in, at the Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
Tuesday the conference will
be held at thP 7irst Missionary
Baptist :.,nurch, Benton, from
9:50--aTfirto-two parr-Each ow Is asked to bring a sack lunch.
Conferences will ,be led as
follows: WMU Directors, Mrs.
Kenneth Capps, Calvert City;
Baptist Women, Mrs. Pete
Carlisle, Kirktey; Baptist
Young Women, Miss Glenda
Kelley, Elm Grove; Acteens,
Mrs. Clifton Campbell, Poplar
Springs; Girls in Actibn, Mrs.
David Brasher, Mt. Carmel,;
Mission Friends, Mrs. George
Holland, Cherry Corner.
All women of the churches in.
Calloway an Marshall Counties
are urged to attend, Mrs. Ray
said -

Operetta Tonight on Monday,
November 13.
The Young Americans on Gospel Aires
Featured
Tuesday, March 27.
Longstretch and Escosa, In Singing On Monday
harpists, on Monday, April 16.
Concerts scheduled at the
A gospel singing will be held
University -of- Tennessee,
at Weston Hall, Grove Junior
Martin Branch, at eight p.m.
High ,School, Paris, Tenn., on
are as follows: Monday, October 9, at seven
Uga Grants, pianist, on p.m., sponsored by the ParisThursday, October 19.
Henry County Jaycees.
New York Lyric Quartet on
Featured groups Will be the
Thursday, November 2.
Downings from Nashville,
lowa Brass Quintet on Tenn., and The Gospel Aires
Thursday, November 16.
from Puryear, Tenn.

ter

no

1551

TENN.

Klwanlans In %gray celebrated several things at their annual Awards and Ladles Night Thursday. Outgoing District 15
Lieutenant Governor Harold Eversineyer, left photo, was presented a watch by Dr. Bill Simpson of Makfield, Governor-Elect of
Kentucky-Tennessee Division of Klwanis International. In behalf of all the area Klwanis Clubs. Maurice Humphrey, center photo.

was named Kiwanian of the Year and awarded a plaque by Dr. Robert Data. Lieutenant Governor Calvin McKay, right photo, of
Princeton installed Dr. Raymond Carter as 1972-73 President of the local club. A large number of Kiwanians ,id their wives from
throughout Western Kentucky attended the dinner peeling at the Woman's Clubhouse.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGII, Alb TIMES FILL

The City of Murray and the County of Calloway
sold $850,000 in hospital bonds yesterday in a special
joint meeting held at the City Hall.
New officers elected for the Calloway County
Homemakers at the annual day held ,yesterday at
the Murray Woman's Club house were Mrs. Kenton
Broach, president, Mrs. Holmes Dunn, vicepresident, and Miss Erin Montgomery, secretarytreasurer.
The Murray High School Tigers beat Bowling
Green 20 to 12 in the homecoming football game
played here last night.
Mrs. A.M. Harville of the El Rancho Nursery
spoke on "Landscaping" at the meeting of the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

20 Years Ago Today
LILIXILII

TIKES PILL

Seven fire trucks will lead the gigantic fire
prevention parade in the Murray Fire Department
Show to be held October 8.
"From all reports Paul Gargus starred in the
Lions Club Show here. His alphabet sermon brought
down the house," from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray."
The Calloway Council of the Parent-Teacher
Association held its fall meeting at Kirksey High
School with Clyde Scarborough of Hazel speaking on
the subject, "Where Are Our Children."
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Wait 'Til the
Sun Shines Nellie" with David Wayne, Jean Peters,
and Hugh Marlowe.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
All %e like sheep havegone astray; we hqve turned
everyone to his own way; and the Lord hath laid on
him the iniquity of us all.-Isaiah 53:6.
Thank God,there is pardon for our follies when we
yield ourseives to Christ.

Cancer Fighters Meet
TO Consider New Drug
By FRANK CAREY
P Science Writer
HESDA, Md. (AP) Cancer-fighting scientists from
10 nations are meeting here
today to examine the potential
of BCG as a possible new
treatment for hwnan cancer.
The bacteria substance has
been viewed as a prospective
treatment for cancer for a decade, according to the U.S. National Cancer Institute which is
sponsoring the conference.
There is still no proof whether or not it will work, but research has been encouraging,
Says the NCI.
Studies also have suggested
that BCG 'night serve to prevent at least one form of cancer-childhood leukemia-although that, too, is unproven,
the institute has said.
The two-day conference of 80
scientists represents the first
international meeting of researchers studying BCG
By coincidence, it comes
about two weeks after an Oak
Ridge, Tenn. scientist reported
using the substance against animal cancers. The report stirred
widespread but quickly quashed
hopes that a major breakthorugh had already been
achieved toward curing human
cancers.
Long-used as an antituberculosis vaccine, BCG mow
-recently came under investigation as a possible means of
treating cancer by stimulating
the body's natural immunological defenses against disease.
The material is actually a
strain of tuberculosis bacteria
which causes TB in cattle but

fa

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars,
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Do not let past failures deter
you from doing your best-and
achieving-NOW! King-sized
profits in the offing.
t
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Better-than-average prospects,
but you will have to grasp the
good opportunities firmly,
quickly reject propositions
unlikely to be productive.
- GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21i
You may have to slow down
:now. This does not mean you
are stagnating. A period of rest
46itheft,
will revive your energies for
CoPk7
brisker action, refresh your
mind.
CANCER
\SPEED-UP oR BOMB TIAZEsq?'
(June V to July 231
Be direct, manage your affairs
astutely and don't let anyone
turn you p-om a well-planned
onservation
- -• - -course. Do recognize when you
are in error, however-,-ab
immediate steps to rectify.
LEO
(Julu 24 to Aug. 23) J2
A day in which to curb your
ow Underway
natural aggressiveness with
Trees-the subject of Joyce Intelligent self-discipline,
moderation. Avoid extremes.
Kiltrier's most famous poem-is
VIRGO
the topic this year as Kentucky
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 IP
,elementary and high school Tip-top influences stimulate
HILLS BUCK
students compete for $3,825 in your potentials now. You
should
U.S. Savings Bonds in the 1972 feel buoyed for action. But
I hunt the tingling darkness
Conservation Essay Contest. direct energies constructively.
Old buck for you.
The subject, for this year's Don't go off on tangents or
By PAUL RECER
Match my precision steel.
essay is o'Trees-Their Effect attempt the bizarre. .
AP Aerospace Writer
Hide your step.
on -Me and My Local En- LIBRA
SPACE CENTER, Houston
I know the wind.
vironment." This is the first (Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 —
(AP) - A 179-year-old U.S.
As a child, prance in love.
time,the subject has been used Mixed planetary influences. Not coin secreted on board the'GeNo matter, icy shafts
in life contest.
all will turn out as you hope, but mini 7 spacecraft in 1965 was
have darted to your soul.
Now in its 29th year - and the diligent, consistent try will sold recently for $15,000, and
Shafted clouds see you.
probably the largest con- eventually produce results.
the man who sold it said it
Matched you are today.
servation essay contest of its SCORPIO
could now be worth as much as
Come proud stag,
'
,e4
C
kind it) the U.S., it is sponsored (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rn.
$100,000.
_Let the crosshairs see
Muster
your
best
efforts
for
the
by The Courierolournal and The
The coin is a 1793 large cent
Into the hill's simr •
"trying" moments-even
which
normally sells .in numisOf rolling scatteringleaves.
with the Kentucky Department though they tnity--be
matic eireles-Thr
$23106Immortality is but a moment,
of Education and the Kentucky you can breeze through most of
A space agency spokesman,
From the wall of minds,
Association of Soil and Water the day. Put your weight behind in response to a query from
For you today proud beck.
solid undertakings.
Conservation Districts.
The Associated Press, admitted
Last year's, winner was SAGITTARIUS
that the coin had been slipped
-Tom Perkins
Nancy Stout of Carrollton. Miss
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
aboard Gemini 7, the 14-day
Stout's essay was picked best Rewards will gratify if you earth orbit Space mission in
CHURCH STEEPLE
from among 86,057 e
4ssays handle the needs of this day 1965. The spokesman said that
written on the subject "Land astutely-and yourself with no one connected with the NaOutside my window, straight and tall,
Use-Its Effect on My Local discipline. Avoid time-wasters tional Aeronautics and Space
I see a church steeple with a cross.
and eliminate all nonessentials Administration,including astroEnvironment."
Reaching toward the endless sky,
Again this year, the writer of from your schedule.
nauts Frank Borman and
I had to ask the question why.
the top essay in the state- will
James Lovell, profited from the
CAPRICORN
receive a $500 bond. The second (Dec..22 to
transaction.
Jan. 20)
Why such a cruel death had to be,
place winner will receive a $200 Good stellar influences govern
In a prepared statement, the
to one who was as good as he.
bond,and third place will earn a new projects as well as space agency said, "The coin
Could no one else have taken his place,
$100 bond.
everyday routine. Cooperate was placed in the in-flight medA substitute perhaps, was there no other way.
The three top ur
-Tfifter-S, their with those who have both know- ical kit by Dr. Howard Miparents and teachers will be how and integrity. An excellent ners, a flight' surgeon who left
Did He have to suffer such a painful death.
guests of honor at the day for doing well.
NASA several years agdN
He could have called thousands of angles,
newspapers' annual Farm
The coin, said the statement,
But He thought not of himself.
AQUARIUS
Awards Luncheon in Louisville
was the 'property of William
to
Feb. 19)
next February. Prizes will be (Jan. 21
It was a great Love abounding,
Ulrich, a coin dealer then living
A new light thrown upon certain
awarded at the luncheon.
That held him to that tree,
in Minneapolis, Minn. NASA
situations
you
for
prime
should
,Each winner in the state's 121
it was because- al Uwe,said that after the mission MinSnit- and Water- Conservation fine advantages in the offing. tiers, Borman and Lovell signed
He died for you and me.
yourself
MAKE
for
the
wort
*bids will receive a $25 bond
No one ever loved me like this,
attainment which requires a letter certifying the coin had
anka wooden plaque.
than usual vigor. You can been in space and then re.In such a mighty way, - C&tificates will be awarded more
.
do it!.
_ turned it to Ulrich.
Yes, I welcome Christ into my heart
to the runner-up in.each district.
Ulrich sold the-coin two
And in my life to stay.
-Certificates'ivill also be sent to
months ago to William Fox
PISCES
the writer of the best essay in
Steinberg, a long-time coin
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
-Judy Bailey each school in the state.
Ifjou want to give a first-rate 'dealer in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
The deadline for schools to performance now, you will have
Contacted at his home in the
submit their winning essays to to be even more dexterous than Bahama Islands, Ulrich, now
their local schoq,b superin- usual. Good planetary in- retired, said he sold the coin
tendents is December 1, 1972. fluences, but your cooperation for $5,000 in cash, plus a $10,000
All school superintendents .needed..
lot located next to the I.ucaya
and principals throughout the
YOU BORN TODAY are golf course on Grand Bahama
state have bean sent 'Complete -extremely sensitive, amiable, Island. Ulrich said he now redetails and referace material personable and artistic in your gretted tire sale.
By RUSS PULLIAM' . . • tion is the first to enter the
for the $972 competition. In- leanings. Your love of beauty is
wouldn't even consider
-Associated Press Writer
, highly competitive moute arena cluded are contest rules, special _outstanding, as is your
selling it if I had it today," he
NEW YORK •i AP) - A na- with professional -quality prosubject eeference material, and discriminating taste Your -Said. "That coin could be worth
tional Protestant denomination ductions, one of thew already a
appreciation ofsolor and your -ti slay anything up to
$100,04."
has ventured into the com- success, and the other soCifl to teaching guides for-classroom keen
sense of symmetry and
teachers' use. . Knitters, contaced at his
mercial film distributing busi- hit the inarket.
proportion
make you a home in Bethesda, Md., said
Contest material is also
he
ness in an effort to cogiteraet
Gatewair Films currently is available from soil con- ,"natural" for the art field, and
the emphasis on, sex and vio'your
gift
of
words,
which
is
booking "The Cross and the servation district supervisors
lence in modern moVies. •
truly eloquent, could bring you
„..In explaining the _unusual Switchblade: *in 250 to 30ir and conservation district of- outstanding success in the
_
flees,
state
theaters
and
U.S.
.
foresters,
across
the gountry..
'more by the 1.5-iiiiition-iiiemThe film, starring ...Pat Boone, county ',agricultural eftenston world of literature. Traits to
ber American Baptist Conconquer: Moodiness and tactalready has grossed More than agents, county libraries and
ventien, the Rev. Kenneth Curlessness. Birthdate of James
SG million in over a year of teroktirobiles,and Fish and
Whitcomb Riley, Amer. poet.
tis, general manager of the
showings.
Wildlife: junior conservation
citurch's newly formed Gate-.
the agency this fall also is -1.4(Ication supervisors:'
way Films, says:
releasing "The -Late Liz," - a
In addition, matdrulls arc coma toffee
--The motion picture theater
film starring academy award .available from the Divisen of ` NEW YORK IUPIt - No
matter how it is brewed, coffee
is a ceetral '•place. where the
winners Anne,,,Bax(er and Jack Soil and Water (onservation, tastes its best only when the
values and views "V - young
Albertson, add has plans for 2(9 St: Clair Street. Frankfort, (suttee-maker is scrupulously
Americans are' Shaped."
4istributing other films witti
Ky. 40601, and from the Public clean., says the Soap and
This
'mason, her Service Department,..She Detergent Asaociation. Take it
adds, for the church to get into
Tritiniflitr-gronntis-.-ami •
.--ipli
:
ri''While the sex'and violence • Courier-Journal and The wash the pot in hot soap or
that field. Moreover, he says,
Louisville
Times,
Louisville,
detergent suds. Just'
perva4ive work of the .i.tos; films,are going stronger,
and
•
even with very hot water, will
pel in society is as powerful a. str4;ger, a- deeper .and deeper 1 YZ40202.
hot remove the oily coffee
$Ulliett _as any .other for the backtaeli is growing against
_Insects are the most,abut-_, -residue which
ventitall
them" say's the -Re:v. Mr. Celli's. dant animals in 4the
screen."
world t,0- becomes rancid and gives
, day!. • •
-Nevertheless, the denomina-.. *1 Valley Forge, Pa.
subsequent brews a hitter taste.
•
,
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Essay Contest
N

by Carl Riblet Jr.
The presidential campaign four years from now,
in the year of the 200th anniversary of American
independence, is quite likely to square off Spiro
Agnew and Teddy Kenedy against each other in
what may be the fizzle of the century, the last dying
gasp of male supremacy in politics---which is to say,
women are becoming pretty damned independent
•these days.
"Nothing can stop a determined woman."
-Dictionary of Opinions

GOP Committee Advises
On Ettiquette For Wives
• WASHINGTON rAP - The
National Republican CongreS:
sierra) Committee has some advise. for candidates' wives:
Watch your cigarettes, lay off
the gum and never look bored.
And bow your head during
the entire invocation.
Those tidbits of political etiquette appear in the recently
published "Wives' Manual," a
10-page booklet which tells
spouses of GOP candidates the
do's and don'Co, of ladylike behavior on the campaign trail.
"Considerate Ivomen never
• let -smoke waft in another's
lice; they never leave- butts
burning in ashtrays," advises
the,mannal, "Discriminate Women never smoke on the street
or when dancing; they never'
let a cigarette dangle from the
lips ,or exhale , through the

girl elephant wearing a smile,
red lipstick and a pants suit.
The booklet was written by
Mary 'Elleh Miller, special assistant to Congressional Committee Chairman Rep. Bob Wilson of California. She was
aided by several wives of Coneressinen.
Tr) women whose husbands
are running for the House of
Representatives the manual
suggests:
-Never talk loud, er argue
about your husband or his political nitiil with'- anyone.
Steer clear of -.conroversial
statements.
Applaud as though you
i wan it.
-Wien Your husband
speaking, watch hint proudly.
Never appear bored, even if
you have heard the same
Tli.se.r,
speecli" repeatedly.
Such admonishment rankles
--When sitting on a stage, or
the Cipitol Hill chapter of the at the head table, either c
Wr Iiiien's PTLMCAL 'Caucus your ankles or keep your knees
*Mich takes oh the Wives' Man- together.
ual in this month's newsletter,
----A ste.ely, band shake is un-Equal Times."
ladylike._ - ''The role of the eandidate's
-Never. let -(ziur picture be,
_wife is _clear," said- Equal taken white holding a cocktail
gimes in an editorial. "She is glass or a cigarette. •
tutalty subtnerge.d in her hus-It is •safer not to drink hband's identity."
ip ..Butseit4 ea ndtrla te knows
Featured,on the cover, of the-t_Lis own district, and probably
Wives' Manual is a'beribboned what the reaction inight_be.
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Church Moves Into
Film Distribution

The Oak Ridge laboratory
said the animal- research described by Hanna did not represent a major breakthrough in
the human cancer field.

slipped the coin into the Gemini
7 in-flight medical kit without
the knowledge of Borman and
Lovell. He removed the coin on
the recovery ship USS Wasp,
after the space flight, and
showed it to the astronauts.
Later, he said, they all three
signed the letter and sent it
with the coin back to Ulrich.
Minners stated emphatically:
"There Was no financial consideration to myself or tolhe astronauts."
New NASA regulations controlling such items were handed down recently after. it was
revealed the Apollo 15 astronauts arranged to profit by $7,000 apiece. frpm stamp covers
carried by them into space.
They later declined the money,
but were reprimanded.
The Gemini 7 astronauts have
both left the astronaut corps.
Borman is now, an executive
with an airline . in Florida.
Lovell is still with the space
program, but as an executive.

Mr. & Mrs. Goo(
To Celebrate 50
Anniversary Her
Mr. and Mrs. Claude
will celebrate their
wedding anniversary o
day, October 8, with a
house at their home on
Route Four.
All relatives and foe
invited to call at the
home between the hour
to three o'clock in the a
on Sunday.
The couple
was
October 7, 1922, at
Tenn.
Mrs-TGo-och, the form
Marine, is the daught
late John Marine an
Fulton Marine. Mr. C
retired farmer, is the
late George Gooch a
Taylor Gooch.

Installation He
By The Ruth
At Story Horn
Mrs. Archie Sim
stalled the newly
ficers of the Ruth Sun
Class of the Firs
Church at the in
Mouday evening,Sep
at the home of Mrs.
Farmer Avenue.
. Officers, installed
inspiring ceremony
Simmons were Mrs
Nance, president:
Lovings, vice-presi
Ralph D. Darn
ministries; Mrs. 'E
secretary-treasur
Maria Vinson,
Stewart, Mrs. Will
and Mrs. J.R. S
captains; Mrs.
Jones, teacher.
Also present for
was Mrs. Kenneth
is one of fourteen
the class who ar
teachers in other
of the Sunday
church.
Group V. Mrs.
captain,served re
the close of the r
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Dear Editor:
As an interested student at
Murray I would like to air a
complaint. Recently I have
noticed that there is an increase
of political material being
shoved onto • such things as
garbage cans, utility poles, stop
signs and etc. I would like to
know why a.group such as the,
Youth fiw McGovern-Shriver
who are supposedly in favor of
eplogy I would deface the
beautiful campus we have here
at Murray? I would like to ask
them to please restrict such
political paraphanalia to
bulletin boards where it
belongs.
Yours for a cleaner enviroturient!
-a Rick Zeiher •
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not in hwnans.
The idea of using BCG
against cancer is based on the
fact that most people have developed a natural immunity to
TB. Administering BCG to a
cancer patient conceivably
could reawaken his body's
memory of its reaction to TB
germs and marshal the body's
defensive "shock troops" in
great strength against the cancer invader.
Probably in anticipation of
the exchange here, the National
Cancer Institute last week issued a statement declaring that
results obtained during the past
few years limited human trials
of BCG "while encouraging, do
not represent a major breakthrough."
"BCG is not now ready for
other than controlled clinical
trials in human cancers and
probably never will be of use
by itself in curing patients with
advanced cancer," the statement said, adding that results
in human trials were "not definitive." ,
The institute's statement was
triggered by the hope-laden
public reaction-especially
among cancer patients and
their families-to a report Sept.
22 by Dr. Michael G. Hanna Jr.
of the Oak ,Ridge National Laboratory, an NCI contract-researcher, that BCG had proven
100 per cent effective in curing
cancer iq laboratory animals.

Old Cent Worth MuchMore After Voyage
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Mrs. Walker Guest
peaker A-t2Meet
Of -Dorbthy Group

MC—&—kia-Cooch
To Celebrate 50th
Anniversary Here
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Gooch
will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary on Sunday, October 8, with an open
house at their home on Murray
Route Four.
All relatives and friends are
invited to call at the Gooch
home between the hours of one
to three o'clock in the afternoon
on Sunday.
The couple
was married
October 7, 1922, at Puryear,
Tenn.
Mrs:--ao—oib,the former Audis
Marine, is the daughter of the
late John Marine and Betty
Fulton Marine. Mr. Gooch', a
retired farmer, is the son of the
late George Gooch and Ellen
Taylor Gooch.

Installation Held
By The Ruth Class
At Story Home

*
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The International Women's Club met at the Cherry Corner Baptist Church fellowship hall on
September 29 at 6:30 p.m. for a workshop meeting on "Making Flowers From Fake Fur." Seated
around the table, left to right, are Mrs. Harvey Cidp, Miss Ellna Bucheli of Ecuador, assistant
president, Miss Chili Liang of Taiwan, Mrs. Crawford Ray, Mrs. Roy Gibson, Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger,
Mrs. W.A. Erwin,reporter, Mrs. Ugar Coskuner of Turkey, president, Mrs. Lloyd Cornell of Hawaii,
Mrs. Raman Patel of India,and Miss Betty Tsui of Taiwan. Mrs. George Holland, treasurer, is not in
the picture. Children in the nursery were Sttnay -Tiku" Patel of India, William Erwin, Junior
Holland, Jeff Holland.

r13IRTHSJ

PICKEL BOY
Mr.and Mrs. Robert Pickel of
Benton Route 3 are the parents
Mrs. Archie Simmons in- of a baby boy, John Jacob,
stalled the newly elected of- weighing seven pounds two
ficers of the Ruth Sunday School ounces, born on Thursday,
Class of the First Baptist September 21, at 6:30 p.m. at
Church at the meeting held the Benton Municipal Hospital.
Monday evening,September 25, ....Grandparents .are Mr. and
at the home of Mrs. J.R. Story,' Mrs. Johnny Keeling of Benton
Farmer Avenue.
Route Eight and Mr. and Mrs.
. Officers, installed in a very Jacob Picket of Benton Route
inspiring ceremony by Mrs. Three. Great grandparents are
Simmons were Mrs. Vernon C. Mrs. Attie Jones of Alin° Route
Nance, president: Mrs. Gene One, Mrs. Mabel Creed of
Lovings, vice-president; Mrs. Benton Route Three, and Mr.
Ralph D. Darnell, class and Mrs. W. Arval Keeling of
ministries; Mrs. 'Evan Kelley, Calvert City, polite Two.
secretary-treasurer;
Mrs.
Mancil Vinson, Mrs. Chad
HURT GIRL •
Stewart, Mrs. Will Ed Stokes,
Kina Nichole is the name
and Mrs. J.R. Story, group chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Larry
captains; Mrs. Clayborne G. Hurt of Murray for their
Jones, teacher.
baby girl, weighing seven
Also present for the meeting pounds and 1912 inches long,
was Mrs. Kenneth Adams, who born on Wednesday, September
is one of fourteen members of 27, at 7:05 atii: at the Murraythe class who are serving as ,Callow): County Hospital.
teachers in other departments
The new father is employed
of the Sunday School . of the as a clerk at the . Murray
church.
Postoffice. The new mother,
Group V, Mrs. Gene Lovings, Faye Hurt, was a formercaptain,served refreshments at hairdresser at the Kut and Kurl
the close of the meeting.
Beauty Shop.
Graddparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ottis L. Hurt and Mr. and
Wash the wastebaskets now Mrs. C.D. Morris, all of Murray
and then. For easier ekaaing. . .Route` Three. A great grandline the bottom with a Paper' mother is Mrs. Lucille Hargis of
bag or folded newspaper to Murray Route Three.
prevent dirt and grit from
collecting.
HIGGINS GIRL
A baby girl, Stephannie Lynn,
Aret7111nrsix poands fl‘teurwee,
was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Higgins of Cadiz Route
Two on Sunday, October 1, at
4:33 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
Lakeview One Stop.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. H.R. Higgins of Cadiz
Route Five and Mr. and Mrs.
H.C. Birdsong of Benton Route
Five. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Mae Higgins of Cadiz
'Route Five, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Jones of.Murray, and Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Wallace of Canton.

&Dm over
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HOLT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Holt,
1702 Park Avenue, Benton,
announce the birth of a baby
gir.1,1kri Rene, weighing seven
pounds eleven ounces, born on
Friday, September 29, at 6:14
p.m, at - the Murray-Calloway
County HnspitaI.
They have one son, Jeffrey
.Alan, age one. The father is a
pharmacist at the J. & R.
Pharmacy at Benton.
Grandparents are Mrs:
Tehlnia Holt of Benton and Mr.
and Mrs. 011ie Brown of Bardwell.
••

We Want Your
Home Loan
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Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St.

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-7921
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Dr. Ray Mofield Is
Speaker At Home
Department Meet
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the department of communications of Murray State
University, was the guest
speaker at the ineetineheIct bY
the Home Department of the
Murray VrOinan's Club on
Thursday, Septeber 21, at two
o'clock in the afternoon at -the
club house.
professor
Murray
The
discussed "Local Histtiry in
Appreciation of Calloway
Sesquicentennial
County's
Anniversary." He was introduced by Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette, department
chairman.
New members of the
department were recognized by
who are
the chairman
Mesdames Tom Covington,Guy
Cunningham, Ruby Harrell,
Carl Harrison, Lola Lewis, Paul
Maggard, W. E. Moffett, and
James G.'Ctwen.
Mrs. Ray Buckingham of the
finance committee said the
department was selling Civic
Pride cleaner as a project.
Members were urged to save S
& H Green stamps toward the
purchase of a kidney machine
and mail them to Mrs. James
Martin. This is a project of the
general club.
The minutes were read by the
secLetary,_yrs. Dwight Crisp,
and the treasurer's repoirgilfeif
by Mrs. Albert Crider.
Specie- guests of the
department were senior citizens
and 0. C. McLemore, president
of the Golden Age Club, expressed his appriation to the
women for invitag them to the
special tea and program.
Refreshments of tea, coffee,
and cookies were served at the
beautifully appointed table by
the hostess, Mesdames Clifton
Key, G. C. Ashcraft, N.P.
Hutson, Max Hurt, R. M. Miller,
and A. C. LaFollette.

Bridal Coffee Held
At Rose Home Fdr.
Helen J. Vowells
Another courtesy extended to
Miss Helen Jane Vowells of
Henderson, bride-elect of Dale
Parker, was a coffee held at-the
lovely home of Mr* Allen Rose,
Keeneland Drive, Murray, on
Saturday morning, September
23.
The hostesses for the lovely
occasion were Mesdames
Carney , Hendon, Sid Jobs,
Buford Hurt,,and Allen Rose.
For the event the bride-elect
wore a purple knit dress and
was' presented a corsage of
white carnations by the
hostesses.-- The honoree's mother, Mrs.
Douglass Vowells of Henderson,
and mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
James _A. Parker, ,were
presented hostesses' gift corsages of white carnatioos.
The bride-elect was presented
with an electric mixer in
avocado, her chosen color, as a
wedding gift from the hostesses.
Twenty persons
. were present
for the occasion.

New Concord Class
Elects Officers
-The Sixth Grade Class of the
New Concord Elementary
School recently elected class
officers.
They are Kenneth McCuiston,
presideht; Debbra Smith, viceBogard,
president; Kim
Beard,
John
secretary;
Lax,
treasurer; Tammy
reporter; Julie Williamsi
sergeant-at-arms.
Mrs. Patricia Seiber is the
class teacher and Robert Allen
is school principal.

ahead.

•

•

Friday, October

Game Night for faculty an•
staff and families of Murray
The Dorothy Group of the State University, sponsored by
Baptist Women of the First the Women's Society, will be
Baptist Church held its Sep- from seven to 10:30 p.m. at the
tember meeting at the home of
Carr Health Building. SwimMrs: Hugh Oakley on Olive
hung, volleyball, basketball,
Boulevard.
badminton, card games, and
Mrs. Richard Walker, wife of refreshments will be featured at
• the new pastor of the church, no charge. In charge of
was a special guests. She talked arrangements are Doctors and
about the difference between Mesdames Don Hunter, Mike
being a pastor's wife and Gardone, Bill Grasty, Tom
homemaker here, and a Muehleman, Bill Platzer, Karl
missionary's
wife
and Hussung, and Robert Burke.
homemaker in Brazil. Rev. and
Mrs. Walker returned last year
Saturday, October 7
after serving as missionaries in
-The Aurora Arts and Crafts
Manaus, Brazil,South America, Fair will be held at the Hollow
since July 1964.
Amusement Center from ten
a.m.
to dusk.
Plans for the new church year
were discussed. Mrs. Eugene
A-rummage sale will be held
Russell was a new member. at the American Legion
Visitors were Mrs.' Walker, Building from eight a.m. to 12
Mrs. W.W. Johnson, and Mrs.
noon, sponsored by Boy Scold
James Hamilton.
Troop No. 45.
A letter from
Dottie
The Fall Festival will be held
Brizendine Mosteller,
missionary in Thailand for at the Hazel Elementary
whom the group is named, was School, sponsored by the PTC.
read. She had been requested by Sandiwches, pie and drinks will
the group to send a list of things be sold starting at six p.111. and
needed by her in her work in the the festival will begin at 6:30
p.ni.
Asian ckuntry.
Mrs. Oakley, group chairCouples Steak Night will be
man, also read a letter from
"held at 6:30 p.m. at the Oaks
Margaret Trevathan inviting
Country Club. Make reserthe members to , attend the
vations at two dollars per
reading,of the book;'- "Hiding
couple by Thursday noon. Each
Place:: at the Calloway Kiblic
one is to bring a Wrapped article
Library on October 12.
of clothing or accessories. Hosts
Refreshments were. served by
_
_are Messrs and Mesdames T. C.
Mrs. Oakley.
Collie, Thomas, Jones, and
James Ward.
Tenth annual Turkey Shoot by
the New Concord ParentTeacher Club will be held at the
Garvin Phillips' farm, two
miles west of New Concord, at
nine a.m.
•

He needs listener
for his problems
DEAR ABBY: Please keep my name off this. if ;stir
mother knew I wrote it she would kill me.
First, my mom has been in the nut ward four times.
(She used to tate all kinds of pilla.l She can't get along
with anybody. She knows everything and is never wrong.
Everybody else is. She doesn't talk—she hollers! She is
always picking on me, and when I complain to my father,
he says, "You know your mother is off het- rocker, so don't
expect her to act normal."
r ask him -why we -don't just send. her away
somewhere, he says, "Because she will get well faster at
home, and 11.7gst don't try to get along with her, we will
send YOUliWayll
'Is that fair? I am 15 and have some
rights, too.
My morn's been going to a psychiatrist three times a
week for five months now and I can't see one bit of improvement. It's costing my father a fortune. That's why he
can't buy me a car.
I guess maybe I just need someone to talk to Maybe if
I acted goofy enough they'd send ME to a shrink. It would
sure be neat to pay someone to listen to me complain.
Thanks. Abby, for letting me get this off my chest.
DOWN IN THE DUMPS

Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
at Murray State University will
have slave day from nine a.m.
to four p.m. F,or odd jobs call
767-2375.

Sunday, October 8,,
Senior recital of Cathy
Hyland, Fulton, piano, will be
held at two p.m. in the Farrell

DEAR ABBY: We live In an apartment, and the people
next door have taken their stereo out on the patio and the
racket is driving me up a wall. They have one of those twin
speaker setups, and I hear rock and roll blasting away
until I think the top of my head will fly off! I simply
cannot understand how they can tolerate the sound level.
They have GOT to be deal'
I didn't have the courage to go over there and tell them
personally to tarn the music down, so I telephoned them,
and would you believe the phone rang a full ten minutes
before they heard it! They did turn it down a bit, but the
next evenirvg it was blaring away again.
Don't tell me to report them to the manager. The
people on the other side did that and got nowhere. And in
case you think I'm an old fogey, I am 33 years old! Please
help me.
LOSING MY MIND IN L.A.
DEAR LOSING: Go over there and TELL them they
are disturbing your peace. And since the other neighbors
are equally annoyed, how about getting up a petition?
Present it to the manager. It that doesn't get results, call
the gendarmes.
DEAR ABBY: The Admiral of this installation was
leaving for another assignment. His last day he came to
each person to bid fareweN. LI am a woman, employed
here I When the Admiral aPproached my desk I stood up to
shake his hand.
Another woman employee loudly criticized me for
standing up for a man Some employees took her side.
Some took mine I am interested in your opinion.
a.

Problems! Trust Abby. For • personal reply, write to
ABBY. BOX MN, L. A.. CALIF. Me aad enclose a
.slomped. addressed esveloPe.
Rate to write ktterSeed Si to Abby, dor WM. Las
Aogeles, Cal. MU. tot Abby's booklet, -How I. write Let.
Oars foe All Oceashoos

Turkey Shoot by the New
Concord vrc will continue at
the Garvin Phillips' farm,
starting at 1:30 p.m.
The fellowship- breakfast for
iheitibers of the MurrayCalloway County Shrine Club
and their families will be held at
the Holiday.Inn at nine a.m.
Monday, October 9
Leadership Conference for
the Blood River Baptist WMU
will be held at Elm Grove
Baptist Church from 6:30 to
nine pin.
Calloway
The
County
Genealogical Society will meet
with Mrs. Foreman Graham at
1:30 p.m.
The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. O.J.
Jennings at seven p.m.
The Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m, at the club
house with Dr. James Frank as
speaker. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Harold Hurt, Robert
Buckingham, Bailey Hendricks,
A.B. Crass, and George Ed
Waldrop.

Miss ,Frances Armstrong of
Lynn Grove has completed
plans for her itiarriage to
Eugene Spillman of Frankfort.
The private ceremony will be
solemnized at Williams Chapel
Church of Christ on tueaday,,
October 10, at seven o'clock in ,
the evening. Bro. Don Hall or
Henderson will officiate at the 5
double ring ceremony. A
program of music will be
presented by Mrs. Tommy Payne of Mayfield and Mrs..,
Webb Caldwell of Murray.
The bride-elect has cht1Sen
Miss. Judy Hughes to be her
maid of honor; and Henry
Arinstront, brother of the
bride-elect, will serve as best
man.
Immediately following the,
ceremony a reception will be"
held at the Murray Woman's
Clubhouse. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend;
the reception at approximately,
eight o'clock in the evening.

Mattie Bell Hays Circle of the
Pirst United Methodist-Church
will meet at the social hall at
7:30 p.m.

4pir
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-

The Board of Directors of the
Quota Club will meet at the
'Triangle Inn at 5:30 p.m.
Group III of the CWF of the
First Christian ,Church will
meet with Mrs. George Hart at
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. H.B. Bailey,
Jr., as program leader.

The Altno $choot PTA will
meet at the school at seven On.
with the hoard meeting at 6:30

rfreionaily
Whore to go for all, the
information you need
about yOur new community.

Phone

Linda Adams;
753-2378

t
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The Bethany Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the Community Center on Ellis Drive at
seven p.m. with Group I as
hostess.
.
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t
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many a truth is spoken In jest. Maybe
you do need someone to listen to yew. If there's a counseling service at school, take advantage of it. Or inquire about
peeing someone at Family Service or your local Mental
Health Clink. Living with a disturbed person Isn't easy. but
If you learn more about your mother's Illness you will be
more compassionate and less hostile. which would help her,
and you, too.

Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University, at two p.n.'.

Plans Completed By
Frances Armstrong
For Her Wedding

A rummage sale will be held
on the court square from seven
to 2:30 p.m., sponsored by
The Puryear School PTA will
the Tau -Phi Lambda sorority.
meet at the school at seven p.m.
Proceeds will go to Headstart
with Willard Alls as speaker on
Program and Senior Citizens.
"Drug Abuse."

IV

DEAR DOWN:

DEAR 8.: It is proper for a wohlas to stand in Krretlig a man for whom she wishes to show respect for his age
or position.
While serving dinner. let
pots, pans, casserole dishes, or
any other utensils which have
baked-on stains, soak in a sinkfurl of sudsy- lint water. When it
COMPS time to do the dishes, the
hardest job will become the
etisiest, because you -thought
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this week at

LongJohn Silveri
SEAFOOD SHOPPE

AFTER 4:30 in the afternoon
to 8:30 p.m.

Monday

Buy a golden fried fish &
chips dinner and get the
second order

FREE

a golden frieti fish II,
chips dinner and get the.

Buy

Friday

second order
and any Wee Matey accompanied by an adult receiires a

FREE PIRATE IAAT
South 12th Street
across from the
Bel Air Shopping Center
,.. in Murray.

tloAi1,11k
474
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Scotts Grove
11 00 am
Worship Service
Evening worship
7 )Op m
Emmanuel Missionary
Morn,no Worst',p
Ham
Evening Worship
7 30 P.m

Methodist

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

AMirtins Chapel Unitow
Sunday School
10111.M.
Worship Service
Item.

SprintCreitik
Morning Worship,
Evening Worship

South Pleasant Grove
Morning Worship
10:45a.m.
Evening Worship
7•00p.m.
CHIOd Sheenerd United
Worship Service
9 )0•.m.
Sunday School
10 30 a.m.

1,1 a.m.
iP.rn
11 a m
7p m

Hazel Baptist
Mornirva Worship
11am
Evening Worship
7 30p m.
Morning
Evening

K eraser United
Morning Worship
II 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.00p.m.
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11 00 a m. 1st &
2nd Sunday: 1000 am 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10.00 a.m 1st &
2nd Sunday - 11:00 a.m 3rd & 4th
Sunday
Temple Hill United

Blood River
Morning Worship
110.m
Evening Worsh ip
6:30p.m
Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
hem.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
9A•fnertill Sapittst
Morning Worship
10:5011.m
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
r

4,45rninci Worship
Sunday SchOol

New Mt. Carmel Missionery
Morning Worship
1100 am.
Evening.Worship'
7:00

Worship

•

Murray Church
)0 a rn
Sunday School
Ill m.
Worship Service
Locust GroveetChurch
11 a M
Morning Worship
7 p.m
Evening Worship

Church School
Worship Service

- 1041.711•
11 P.M.

11a.m
7p.m.

EIM Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

116.m
7p m

Goshen Methodist
Worship ServiceS at 11 a m 131 $.
3rd Sundays, ,
7 p m 2nd
ith
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a m 1st
& 3rd Sundays. 11 a m 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service
10 00 a.m.
Doixter•Hardin United
Worship Service 1000 a.m.
lst & 2nd Sundays, 11100 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6 30 p.m.
lit a. 3rd & 4th Sunday

Sugar Creek
11 a m.
7 15 p rn,

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st.
Sunday-11 003.m. 3rd Sunday.
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10 00 a.m. 2nd 3rd. &
41h Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd.
Sunday . 11'00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd
'5. 4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday

Lone Oak Primitive
1st. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd . Sunday
200P.M.
Faith baptist
Morning Worship
11 A.M.
Evening Worship
6:30P.M.
.,

-Hair Styles for

Men

RESTAURANT
CAFETERIA
YOUR CHOICE-Have a seat & order or Use our
cafeteria l ine
A Breakfast Anytime A

SOO Main

Mayfield Hwy. 121

I

Steaks - Chops - Seafoort Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak • Tue , Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs.. Chicken . Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext.'641 -Call In Orders to 753-4419

Body Shop

4181411en-bdow"-

E

DODSON, OWNER

Lassiter & Frank

Houser

209 So. 7th- -

-----

COMMERCIAL

;W:

621 So 4th

Ktittikial fried Ckiektot

MUMMY, 1111r.

Phone 753-3734
-

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Wells Electric

t

.SALES

Phone 753 5802

205 No 4th Street

Neal Starks

SERVICE

\

PARK RENTAL

-

Phone 753-8181

802 Chestnut

Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service

Phone 753.2997

ki&vit

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

Ph, T53- 7494

Sam

SPAGHETTI

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

Air Conditioning-Heating Commercial Refrtgeratton
MR & MRS WM A JONES, OWNERS

PIZZA

12th & Chestnut
-

Upholstery

60e S 4111

Ph, 474-2211 Ext. 171
.

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 52.00 OR MORE

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

Peck
'
s Auto & Furniture

Sales, Parts, Service CompeteBoating Supplies
94 E. at Murray Balt Co

Park

1

Trenholm's Drive-1n
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

4

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER

Ky. Lake State

1105 Pogue - 1 7 Block E. of S. 12th. Phone 753-1489

Phone 753-1675

Sycamore atth
er2
Call in Orders..753-7101
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

* HOUSE BOAT RENTALS Al

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

753-1751

•0111,1 1.0 Cr.. _

.1. W. WILHAM-MGR.

Buildings

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

Original Equipment Auto Glass
1203 Johnson Blvd
753-7117

Real Estate Agency

Carroll Tire Service

RESIDENTIAL
•

CO.
Distributing Gulf Products
.

-Commercial,Residential

Kenlake Marina

. Guy Spann .

Al.

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Rudy Lovett Distributing

Glass Company

Corp. ,Inc.

Residential . Commercial • Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying - Selling- Leasing
Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
E. W. Outland, Supt.
518 W. Main
Phone 753-8220
Phone 753-7724.
r
*

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete Automatic Transmission Service..
-Front End Alignment• Complete Tune-up & Repair Service,

MOBILE HOME SALES
SALES & SERVICE

nail%1

.111 Ail
,74
5 Mi. No.,Murray on 641

Hwv. 94. 1 Mi. E. Murray. Ph. 757-6685

753 6734

,

Claude'Vaughn

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Palace Drive-1n
Phone 753-7992

1415 Main-Street

Fr
Mot
elieori
tca
s n

Plumbing, Healing and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential - Sales & Service

''BOWLING AT ITS BEST
,

e
-Five Points .

Phone 753-2202

Appliance

118 South 12th

if_ov/ERs FOR

.

1

FT0

Phone 753-3037

502 N 4th St

MrS, Mona Purdom,RN-Admin.
"A NOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN Physician On .Call 41 All Times
.1505 Stadium View Drive
753 7101
Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads Meats
.

403 Maple

.'3251,
753

Colonic House
Smorgasbord

Fern Terrace Lodge

-

-WEIT-ViCTON -=---FIffafoomis_____aa
aaTAG
.----___

MEMBER F.T.13

Vegetables and Desserts
Open Sundays
Phone 753 71130

, Fast Service
, Hwy. 641 ,North

Ph-onr It'S

1 ...... o..

Phone 507 75) 1200

up
JA,‘, D r I OPTON IDIV

Freed Cotham CO., Inc.
HEATING • SHEET METAL -

8

is

The Hitching Post
*See the Old Country Store*

Alit CONDITIONING
"z

9th at Chestnut

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies Stokes

Phone 753 4832

,

m IIWRAY01104 SERVICE

"finvrtes You To The Private
World Of Luxury Living-At No
.J_

3it
• U S 641 North

173I,

r

God Is Love

ct----= elivivta eatett3

Ward-Elkins

Ail OCCASIONS

Sales

Ambarssador•Hornet-Mat4dor-Gremlin.Jeep
Top Quality Usi-d Cars
Five Points
Phone 753-6448

'

Shirley Florist

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool

Cirin & Treas Motor

Repairs & Installation -1-- Gas & Sewer
501 Iv 4th
Phone 153 6168
#

Dunn- Furniture, TV &

'Unique Giftsi-Novelties
West of Kenlake State Park

Me4i
Aurora, Ky.

Ii-- ".,,.....,. .
-Custom Ripe Bending
--,
-Lifetime Guaranteed Mufflers,
-,------- ..._. . ..
7th & maple
lehr 753 9999

m
Fitts Block & Ready Mix
Co.
BUILDING BLOCKS a READY MIX CONCRETE

Ph 474 3266

Tractor & Implement Co.

East Main Street

.,. ,
fpi,

"FOR ALL 'COUR -FERTILIZER NEEDS".:
Murray, Ky

Phone

753-111.1

H&H Cycle Shop
YAMAHA & DKW SALES & SERVICE
McCollough Chain Saws
.
816 Coldwater Rd.
753-8078
.amillolmaimiwilmilMOININIT

SALES

SERVICE a RENTALS

1

Typewriters . Adding Machines and
Calculators
''-•-753 1763
liNNEMMINNMENI1L,

ris so fth

.
Taylor Motors-, Inc.

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp Dealer
4th al Poplar
753-1312
-.
..
198,

Co
To

Air Shopping Center

Highest Cash Prices for Corn & Soybeans

Sholar
'
s Auto Repair

•

Hogs bought daily
WM

Warehouse

,G0K:01:14
,,,,,
:
ri.
:
F
ayao
',:S.y.orT9huN
l:
fr.E
ts & P
E
eiR
15E
3.
7
1,
belay
"Every
Bugs Have

'

GRAIN DIVISION

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753-7k75
Central Shopping Center .

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. - PH. 753-5334

Bel

WINCHUTER PRINTING SERViCt

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing '
Murray, Ky.
102 N.„4th

Storey's Food Giant
4

Murray

4
Murray Livestock Co.

1
4-1
THEATRE

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

(ROSE'S .'

BERT, ALTON'AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates
Hwy. 641 S. (Hazel Hwy./
Vh. 153.7150

.

r
----

Jones Brothers
ri
lltliiP
'
-

I,., 751 53111
rsz'fro

Boone's., Incorporated

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

Ph. 753-5209

es*

Chestnut St.
753,121S

SO. 12th & Story
753-14135-

11-Frprr

Grecian Steak House

Hwy. 121 W. (Coldwater Rd.) Ph. 753-3164

Sabbath
a
Seventh Day Adventist
at
Sabbath School
9 30 a m
Worship Service

V.

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
‘.
"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC

Phone 753-5012

RECAPPING

:
,
rn
n
0
19'
7
30
3
1:
c hoe
ani vel Lutheran
ylMm
Sunday
Morning Worsnip

Mobile Home Courts

753-2411

-- -

Union

St. Jotirl'sEpiscopai
Sunday SchoOl
Morning Worship

Shady Oaks

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

a,

waymen Chapel
AME Church
morning Services 10 45 A.M.

Co-Operative Corp.

Master Tire Service, Inc.

CINCINNATI (
Anderson is a m
motion, seeking p
tack and soothing
the satisfaction h
managing the Cin
"I never stop
Anderson told a
Riverfront Sta
the Reds prepa
day's.opening o
League baseba
Pittsburgh.
If I don't ha
Anderson said,
I couldn't live,
weren't any pr
Sparky And
strike the cas
problem-seekin
Rather, his ea
frank talk lend
tryboyism," of
with himself
ings.
Johnny Ben
star catcher,
sion is decepti
"Sparky is
ager in haseb
"Managing-wi
...the

Wayman Chapel A.M E.
WOrship Services Ham 7pm

,

Triangle Inn

S.

West Kentucky Rural Electric

Hairstyttng ByRoffier Trained Hairstylist
-Hairpieces-Grooming Aids-Scalp TreatmentsCentral Shopping Center -For Appointment 753-8909

And
To

St Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m , 11 a m 4:313
m
Saturday Mass
130 p m
6,
Christian Science
Worship Service
11a m
Jehovah's Witne
Watchtower
10 30a rr
9 30a m
Bible Lecture

First Christian
10 3.0. m
1Notship Services
pm
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 45 am ,Ipm

Roffler of Murray

19h

Church of
Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a.m.

Christian

V.
3-&7

10:50a.m.
6 p.m

Other
Denominations

3000

753-4953
E.,...

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Liberty Cumberland
loam
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
North Plosion, Grove
10a.m. •
Sunday School
11 a.M.
Worsh,p Ser v,re
Oak Groff*
, : 101.M..
Sunday School
Worship Services 1146,m ,7 p.m.
Mount Plesatil
lie m.
Morning Worship
7p m
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
Church School
9 3cc rn
Worship ServiCe
10:45 a m

Russells Chapel United
lunday Sch004
10 cm
-Mortsirvg Worship
VI a..nrt

Salient Baptist
Morning Worship
llam
Evening Worship
7 15 m.

Friendship
Sunday School
10:000.m.
Morning worship
•11:00a.m.

Presbyterian

First Methodist
B 45/S10.50am,

1-141.m.
31/-191-

Evening

Almo Heights
11 a.m.
Morning worship
7 3O pm.
Evening worship
United. 310 Irvan Ave
Sunday School
10 a.m
Evening Worship
7pm
United, New Concord
Sunday School
loam.
Worship Services II a m ,7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday Schdoi
,10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a m .7:30
m
First Assembly Of God

4.

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Second Street
Morning Worship
Worship

Pentecostal

•-

By ERIC PRE
Associated Press Six
OAKLAND( AP) -owes the Detroit Tig
YOU.
By reaching the
League playoffs, so
here Saturday, they
from a certain one-s
tion to the Oakland
As it stands, Blue
tentative starter'for
the best-of-five ser
"I'd like to start,'
-But, you know, it'
type of year. When
you're hot. When
you're not." The
left-hander was
_pitcher in baseba I
finishing 24-8 in his
league season. Th
pitched hot and

Union Oros'?
Morning Worship
10.50 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
1040a m
Evening Service
$p m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10 50a m.
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
1111.M.
Evening Worship
Both.

Nazarene

Of

Independence United
1st& 4th Sundays
9.30a m
11 00a m
2nd Sunday
3rd Sunday
8 00p m

Grace Ilialptist
Morning Worship
10 451 res
Evening Worship
7p m

Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:4Sa.m.
Evening Worsh i p
70 M.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 50•m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.

S

Bethel United
1st Sunday
11 00 a m
2nd & 4th Sundays
7 00 P M
3rd Sunday
9 30a m

Blue
For

item.
6:30p.m.

University
/Warning Worship
'0:80a.m.
Evening Worship
6-00p.m.

imon was acclaimed the best fisherman of his day.
He could really catch "ern. But somehow lately his catch hod been small.
He hod fished long and hard but wills little luck. He hoped for full
nets on every cost but they were always empty, on this trip, when he
brought them up.
Simon, much in need of food and money to fill
his purse, showed his disappointment. Just then Christ stepped in
and taught him the parable of plenty. He knew very well that
Simon was disgusted; that his fishing trip had been a failure.
- Christ said,"Cost the net again, Simon." Simon quickly
obeyed, and behold, his net was so full of fish thut it broke.
course Christ was working on Simon in this parable.
Simon was to become Simon Peter, the fisher of
men. The lord wanted him to know that there were great
numbers of men who needed saving just as there were
plenty of fish to be caught.
This challenge was not only for Peter but
for all of us.
It was a universal corn mond
. -Go ye therefore, and teach all notions.
baptizing them in the name of the to.
ther, and the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost." Let us be Jock-of-Ovr.Trode
and let our trod* be saving souls
for God.
- 1

Brooks Chapel United
1st Sunday
7 ()p m.
2nd Sunday
1'
11 30 a' m.
11 008 m.
3rd & 4th Sundays

Sinking Springs
Morning vvorship
11 a rh
Evening Worship
7:812p m

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

ii

a lack.01.Hislage

11 a.m.
6 30p.m.

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:456.m.
Evening Worship
7 - 30 p.m.

Morning worship
Evening worship

Church
Of Christ
New Provident*

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist

MASSEY FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Indultlial Road

Phone 15313
"

Blaleck-Coleman--- ,
Funeral Horne
753 6800

BURGER
QUEEN
Hoghway'641 North

.

---BOOKS'
.

- 1'MINIM
'1
753.6025

Wallace's
Book Store

Phone 753 3540 .. _

Roberts'Realty
- REALTORS - - - -941)YT ROBERTS .RAY ROBERTS

i
Phone 753 1651

505 W Main

Nite 753.3914

Hendon'
s - Service•Station

PN4HIPS

s...,7//...., '4.4,,
ii.......
,,66
• •
1413 Olive Blvd
753-1334
.

,.

CLOSE•'
D•ON SUNDAYS
---,
64 PRODUCTS

PHILLIPS

No- 4th Street

Phone 753 1921

WASHING
National
doesn't vo
home-game
outs, it fa
that Congr
putting gal
when they
h
sioner Pete
about this
voluntary p
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Tigers Meet Trigg Tonight
a.m.
pm
T

p.m.

am.

•m
m-

a.m.
sp.m.
se a.m
7p.m
lls.m.
ap.m.
11a.m.
3 P•m•
.001.m.
00a.m.

56 a.m
6 p.m

By ERIC PREW ITT „
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND AP) — Vida Blue
owes the Detroit Tigers a thank
you.
By reaching the American
League playoffs, which open
here Saturday, they saved him
from a certain one-week demotion to the Oakland A's bullpen.
As it stands, Blue is only a
tentative starter'for the A's in
the bestwif-five series.
"I'd like to start," says Blue.
"But, you know, it's-been that
type of year. When you're hot,
you're hot. When you're not,
you're not." The 23-year-old
left-hander was the hottest
_pitcher in baseball last year,
finishing 24-8 in his first full big
league season. This season, he
pitched hot and cold after a

St
loam
ch
.430
P.m.
11 a m
304 m
306 m

.7p m

0:30•.m
9010a.m
9 1Sa m
CI
m
30aliSt '
:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m

ii rts
h. 753.5709
1s)silo)
143 IMMO
SERV iCf
Pl.nnnj
Murray, Ky

PEST
Bugs Have

7S3 3914

Ina
LS4
74-2211 Est 171

g-Electric
ice

late start caused by his con- pitchers, as Williams knows
tract holdout against A's Owner from managing the Red Sox
Charles 0. Finley.
-1 three seasons.
Blue's 6-10 record this year
Mickey Lolich, 22-14, edged
was the worst among A's start- by Blue in the American
ers. So was his 2.80 earned run League's Cy Young Award votaverdage.
ing last year, will be the
Manager Dick Williams plans Tigers' starter in Saturday's 4
to start Blue inthe fourth game
n EDT playoff opener.
((f-the playoff, if necessary, in
The Tigers arrived here
Detroit. But if the A's trail two Thursday afternoon. Both
games to one at that point, teams had the day off from
first-game starter Jim "Cat- practice and had workouts
fish" Hunter 21-7 may be used scheduled today.
instead.
"We've got all the material
Williams had planned to use we need to win," said Tigers
only
three starters—leaving Manager Billy Martin, who has
Blue in the bullpen—if the Bos- had scout Charlie Metro followton Red Sox had beaten Detroit ing the A's for several weeks.
in the East.
- The Tigers may have All-Star
Boston's Fenway Park, with catcher Bill Freelnin available
its close left field fence, is a for the playoffs. He broke a
horror chamber for left-handed thumb Sept. 23 but has been re-

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
George Landolt doesn't
believe in odds. If he did, then
he certainly wouldn't be playing
football for the Murray High
Tigers. Because, two years ago,
the odds were that Landoll
would never be able to play the
game of his desire again.
After playing on a freshman
team that won four of its five
gai»es, Landoll came out for his
sophomore season with high
expectations. But, in the Tigers'
first game of Landolt's
sophomore season, misfortune
struck.
The Tigers were romping
liver Fulton County and Porter
McCuiston had scored the
second of his three touchdowns
in the game. Landolt, who had
!ready run for one conversion,
ook the ball into the end zone
4r thesecond time and was hit
by three defenders.
-I was hit on a rolling tackle
and as soon as I was down, I
knew something was wrong,"
Landoll said. Dr. Charles Clark
took one look at the knee and
•
small things he does are from waving his hand to add empha- know they're right, yoti—aiii
1j:andott's father that.:.
years of experience. _
sis, "anything goes. The easiest have a winning ball club."
surgery would be required. The
"All those people who boo thing for any manager to do
Anderson discovered at mid- next inorrang the Landolt's
and think they know all the an- today is to join them—the playthat the stomach woes departed for Campbell's Clinic
season
swers," Bench says, "they ers—to let anything go.
he'd endured stemmed from an In Memphis.
• ,
don't bother Sparky. He wins or
"Just look at some of these
ulcer.
Landolt's injury was found to
loses with his own decisions.
clubs," he sputters.
But he's made no com- be what is known in the sports
"He's always thinking," says
"I'll never do anything like
Bench. "He can see, three or that,- Anderson says, noting promise with the aching stom- world as the "tinhappy triad."
The interior ligament, the
four innings ahead, what situ- the close-cropped and clean- ach refusing to slack off.
ations will be or could be. The shaven Reds filing by. "Not "I'm not as calm all the time cartilage and the two cruciate
little things he does can mean even if it puts me in a as I appear," Anderson says, a muscles irithe left knee were all
torn. Three days later at Baptist
the difference in a game.'
sanitorium."
smile creasing his open face.
Hospital in Memphis, the same
Anderson is 39 but looks old"We(in baseball cannot con"I remember one time," he
er, and is sifallish at 5-foot-10, tinue to sweep things into a adds, scooping an ash tray off doctor who operated on New
corner," he adds, -because his desk, "when I was talking Orleans Saints star quarterback
170 pounds.
Archie Manning, performed to (Dave I Concepcion in here
His brownish hair is clipped they won't go away.
"The players, like kids today, and I was bashing this thing on surgery on Landoll.
short, a manifestation of conAfter the operation, Landolt's
servative attitudes—attitudes still crave discipline, but with the desk so hard I almost
father was told that his son
ruined my hand.
some players find hard to ac- honesty and fairness."
Anderson's beckoning for the
"Outside, they thought I was should never play the game of
cept.
football again. George spent
old virtues draws a sym- tearing the place down."
"I've got many guys On - this
two weeks in the hospital and
*pathetic note from Bench, the
proud
Anderson
he's
admits
club now who hate me," Andermaturing young catcher who is of his image as a straight- was in a cast for 'six weeks.
son says. "But my guys out
the team's field leader.
talking, no-nonsense manager.
Although Landoll was not
there know what I'm doing, I
"Sparky comes from the old He says he'd have it no other able to participate in any more
am doing, not anybody else." ;
beliefs that a ball.player way. sports _ during his sophomore
Anderson's dislike for the presents himself to the pdblic,
"I treat every man as an in- season he still refused 'to- give
long hair and moustaches and that we're their idols," dividual," he says. "I never
up. With - the supervision of
sported by some athletes Bench siva.
know what I'll say to a guy be- Murray State Athletic Trainer
showed through in blunt con•'Disciplihe has always been fore I talk to him.
Tom t Simmons, Landolt worked
versation.
one of)6things," Bench adds.
"You've _just got to be even with a knee machine in order to
"In baseball today," he says, "But if - you do things right, and all the time."
regain strength and muscle tone
in the knee.
During the summer of his
sophomore year, Landoll won
two water ski tournaments at
the Paducah Summer Festival.
Three months later Landolt
shovted up for basketball
practice.

Anderson Seeking Problems
To Attack As Reds Manager
CINCINNATI AP—Sparky
Anderson is a man in constant
motion, seeking problems to attack and soothing his ulcer with
the satisfaction he draws from
managing the Cincinnati Reds.
"I never stop all the time,"
Anderson told a visitor to his
Riverfront Stadium office as
the Reds prepared for Saturday's opening of the National
LeagUe baseball playoffs in
Pittsburgh.
If I don't have a problem,"
Anderson said, "I'll invent one.
I couldn't live, I think, if there
weren't any problems."
Sparky Anderson does not
strike the casual visitor as a
problem-seeking world-beater.
Rather, his easy manner and
frank talk lend an air of "countryboyism," of a man at peace
with himself and his surroundings.
Johnny Bench, the Reds' allstar catcher, says the impression is deceptive.
"Sparky is the smartest manager in baseball,- Bench says.
"Managing-wise, he's second to
moves ...the
none_ ...the
_

Congress May Pass Law
To Air Sold Out Games
WASHINGTON (API — If the 0. Pastore, D-R.I., author of a
National Football League bill to end local blackouts of
doesn't voluntarily lift its sports contests that are sold out
)ome-game television black- 48 hours before 'theevent be:
outs, it faces the possibility gins.
that Congress might pass a law
"Unless Mr. .Rozelle conies
putting games on television up. with an answer within - a
when they are sold out.
week," Pastore said, "this bill
hoping (NFL Commis
may go on as an amendment to
sioner Pete) Rozelle will think another
about this and come up with a
Although Rozelle told the Senvoluntary plah," said Sen. John ate communications subcorEE

mittee lie would consider voluntary action by the NFL,
Pastriti said he ,doubted the
professional football league will
do anything about it.
"I don't think Mr. Rozelle
was serious when he said he
take it under advisement," Pastore said.
A three-day hearing on the
bill ended Thursday with three
TV networks, Sens. William B.
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Spong Jr., 1)-Va., Old' Alan
Bible, D-Nev., endorsing the
bill.
"Here in Washington it is virtually impossible to buy a
ticket to a Redskins game at
any time," Soong said in a prepared statement. "Yet the
people of the greater Washington metropolitan area, including thousands of Virginians,- are barred from seeing
on television these gaines
which are so important to them
And to which they would buy
tickets to see 'live' if they were
"afforded the opportunity.' - "Professional football is
adopting a selfish and anreasonable attitude. jt may 'kill
the goose that laid the golden
egg' if it does not show more
consideration for the people.7

Landolt saw a lot of action on
the hardcourt and led the
Murray High "B"team to an 181 season. Landolt's best game
came in a victory at Carlisle
County in which he. -ored 18
points.
On the first day Of football
practice this summer, Landoll
decided to watch tbe team work
out.

Class AA powers Mayfield
and Hopkinsville, each unbeaten in divisiOrT7play. wilt
meet at Hoptown tonight in a
gaiile that will go a long %4 ay in
deciding the champion.
The contest matches a team
that has specialized in defense
against-a high-scoring machine
that has had trouble slopping,
the opposition.
Hopkinsville, the . defe▪ nding
district champion has given up
only 16 points while winning five
•and losing one. The Tigers have
averaged only 10.5 points per
game.
Mayfield, meanwhile, has
averaged 25 points per game
while surrending 14 points per.
Paducah Tilghman. fresh

-

TRIGG TRREAT—George Landon, 42, Shows what a threat the Tiger offense Is
going to be to the
Trigg County Wildcats tonight, Landolt was the leading ground gainer in the 74
'Tiger victory last
Friday over Bowling Green,
ever was during my freshman
season," Landoll said.
Last weekend, Landoll
reached the sumat of his
comeback in Murray's 7-6
Hoinecoing win over Bowling
Green. Landolt scored the
Tigers' only touchdown and
rushed for 159 net yards in the
game.
'Before the game began,
Coach John Hina told me to be
sure and get 150 yards. When I
learned that -I had gained 159
yards. I was more surprIsed

than the coach was Landoll
said.
This season, in his first full
season of varsity competion,
Landoll has scored five touchdowns arid is the leading scorer
for Murray.
Landolt is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Landolt of 1318 Wells
Blvd. in Murray. He has two
sisters at home, Debbie, a
junior at Murray ,High and
Lore, a sixth grader at Murray
Middle School.
*Der graduation from

(Photo by Wilson Woolley;
•
Murray High, Landolt plans to.
attend Vanderbilt University
and enter the
medical
profession.
The Tigers will meet Trigg
County tonight, traveling to
Cadiz for the encounter with the
Wildcats.
The Cats sport a 5-1 record for
the season, dropping only ape
game to Pineville, 21-13. 1
Admission for the gamelill
e
be 11.50 for adults and 75 c Is
Iii, students. Game time is t
for 8 pin.
•:

Still$1999:
IOW -

"Football is my favorite
sport, and I was missing it so
much that I decided to give it a
try," Landoll said, t'114y knee
didn't bother me the-first day so
I decided to stay with it," added
Landolt.
Landon,. who. had' been a
halfback during his freshman
yea,,, was moved to the fullbacls,
position for Coach Ty -Holland's
Tigers. .
"I was More nervous-in- the
first game this season than I

Mayfield To Take On
Fippkinsville Tonight

inq
&afters

•Realty

turned to the roster for the
pistseason e,aines.
The A's bullpen was hurt by
the loss of southpaw reliever
Darold Knowles also with a
broken thumb, in the final week
of the season,. says, Williams.
Knowles was 5-1, with a 1.18
'
ERA.
The Detroit lineup Saturday
will include many veterans of
the 1968 world championship
team. Lolich won three games
in the World Series that year,
and right fielder Al Kane, the
37-year-old hitting star of the
Tigers' late-season title drive,
batted .379 in the Series.
Oakland is getting another
playoff chance, after being
swept by the Baltimore Orioles
in three straight games last
year.

Landoll Makes Big Comeback
After Injury Two Years Ago

from its first district trioniph
over Caldwell County, takes on
another Class AA foe, the
Bowling Green Purples, at
Tornado
Paducah.
The
trounced Caldwell, 28-6, last'
weekend and now has a 2-4
record.
norodistrict games,
In
Caldwell County's Tigers visit
Morganfield to play 4 the
powerful Union County Braves,
'while Russellville -plays at
adavies Gounty.
-Fupon county entertains
South Fulton and--Pulton . City
invades North Marshall, while
Heath fates Lone Oak for the
mythical McCracken County
title. Fulton County sustained
its second consecutive loss last
week, bowing to Dyer County,
14-7, in a rain-delayed contest,
1 •

VViile you con see the Beetle is still ot
;nice low Price, you really can't begin la
see the value until you know what you're
. getting for your money4
A warranty, for instance, -that's twice •
hat you get with any other small'car: 24
Months or 24,000 miies. •
•
But then, we wouldn't be'o-Frering Ti it
weren't
• for our incredibly finicky factory
insp-eetion; aver 1100 inspectors poring
over more than 5,000 parts, (It sounds
compulsive,, but it's the best way to reach
perfection.1
And now, there's our new VW Computer Diagnogis system Meaning literally

What ,( says, a blond new computer,that.
been installed, Or soon will be, in our serv
ice area ready to be hooked up to you
car.
-The most advanced service system
the world, it check vital service parts, vi
sensors and probes built into critical areas
and spells the results out in plain English.
Consider als9 our: legendary resat
value. When you compare it with othe
cars after'three year,it moke`iQur S1999*
sound ob-s-PrUiely arnazing t
Everything adding.ub to one im'portani
parnt there's a big difference between
being cheap;and being a bargain.,

.
1972 Volkswagen Sedan III suggested retail price P.O.E. local loses and
othTe dealer charges, fony, additional. IDV
wager, of Ametico, Inc. **if syrtwner maintains and .setrices his vehicle in
accordance with the Volkswagen mainline
schedule any factory part found to be defective in material or workmanship Within 24
manths or 24.00Q miles, *hicks*
comes Grit (except normal weas and tear and sett
loops/ will be repaired or replaced by any U
or Candd
' VatItswagen,Dtaler And this will be done free of charge. See
your dealer tot details
tSource: 1969 moneys-lure rs' suggested retadpriatt-end,19
.72 average used co lot.reicid once* Os Quoted in NADA Offi
Used Car Guide, Eastern Ed , June, .1972
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State High School Grid Teams
Face Crucial Tests This Week
By BOB COOPER
vision, the Butler-Bishop David AA trophy Ashland wants so
Associated Press Sports Writer clash in Louisville and Madi- much.
Ashland. Richmond.Madison son's visit to Madison Central
Butler, frontrunner in Class
and four Louisville-area schools cpuld be the games of the AAA until last week's one-point
face crucial games this wee- week.
loss to Pleasure Ridge, has
kend as Kentucky's high school
Of greater importance how- been scored upon only twice
football season turns into the ever, is Ashland and Boyd
this season in racking up five
home stretch.
County, the blooming rivalry of lopsided victories.
Although not counting toward Eastern Kentucky that also
The Bears are now ranked
the championships of either di- counts toward that state Class No.
2 in the Associated Press
poll.
Bishop David, rated third in
Class AAA, is undefeated in six
games, although last week it
was just a one-pointer over Valley—the third time in the season anyone crossed the Bishop
David goal line.
Madison also is undefeated
MILWAUKEE i AP i — The straight year as home attendMilwaukee Brewers have re- ance plunged 131.00 to just and fresh from a 98-8 massacre
placed controversial Frank iiver 600,000. However, Selig of Whitley County in going
Lane as director of baseball op- emphasized the shift "is in no against its neighborly enemy,
erations, while insisting he still stay a criticism of Frank Lane Central, a Class AA school with
figures prominently in their or a minimizing of the out- only one loss on its slate.
Madison coach Monty Lowell
plans.
standing work he has done."
Jin Wilson, who pitched a
-"The first thought , on my said he was embarrassed at
noa itter for the old Milwaukee mind is how do you go; about last weekend's, scores, but
Braves in 1954, was promoted trying to replace a legend?" couldn't help it as he sent his
head of scouting and play- Wilson said. "Certainly Frank second team into the game in
er devehipiiient to Lane's slot— Lane is. a legend, and I don't the first period and played the
in effect the general manage- think anyone around the game second half with second and
third stringer only.
rship. bane. 73, will stay on as has the background he does."
After all, Madison has only 29
a vice president and special asLane staked much of his repsigniiient scout.
utation as a master trader on players—and they were all deThey were the two major Last year's 10-player deal with mons against Whitley.
Central's only loss came at
f•lianges in a sweeping front of- Boston that many thought
fice reorganization announced would accelerate the Brewers' -the hands of Clark County and
in the Indians' last three games
bs president Allan H. "Bud" progress.
•
Selig at a news conference
It didn't turn out that way, they have scored 103 points
Thursday.
but final statistics suggest the against Boule County, Scott
The Brewers finished the sea- Brewers would have been even County and Garrard County
son last in their division of the worse
had the deal not been svhile holding the three to just a
dozen.
American League a second made.

Brewers Replace
Lane As Director

on

SEC Co-Leaders Face
Tough Foes This Week
By ED SHEARER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
Fourth-ranked Alaban'ta and
No. 17 Auburn, coleaders in ths
Southeastern Conference footface tout),challenges
on the road Saturday in a -Pair
of SEC headline attractions.
The Crimson Tide invades
Athens for their first meeting
with Georgia since 1965, while
Auburn tangles with Mississippi
at Jackson. It will be the conference opener for both home
teal is.
Alabama and Auburn each
stand 3-0 for the year and 2-0 in
the conference..Auburn served
notice it was a contender last
week with a 10-6 upset victory
over
then
fourth-ranked
Tennessee.
In other action Saturday.
Tennessee;currently 10th in the
poll, visits Memphis State and
Florida is at unbeaten Florida
State, the No. 13 power, in the
only other afternoon action.
Night games involving the
SEC find eighth-ranked Louisiana State at unbeaten Rice,
Virginia at Vanderbilt and Mississippi State at Kentucky.

'Oftsida
_

The independent slate has
Clemson at Georgia Tech in an
afternoon engagement, while
the night battles send Miami of
Florida to Baylor, Pittsburgh to
Tulane, Louisville to Tampa
and-West Texas-State tu Soaks
ern Mississippi.
Alabama is a 14-point favorite over Georgia, which won
;hat last meeting in 1965 on a
controversial flea-flicker pass
in the closing minutes. The
Crimson Tide recovered frOit
that early defeat, however, and
went on to win the national
championship.
"Everyone gets ready to play
us anyway,' says Tide Coach
Paul "Bear" Oryant, "so we
can expect Georiga to really be
up emotionally for the game. I
don't think I have to tell you
what can happen if we aren't
really ready. Just look at Colorado and Tennessee, last weekend."
A sellout crowd of '59,200 is
assured for the Sanford Staditun battle. Andy Johnson is
expected to return at quarterback for the Bulldogs.
Ole Miss., ranked 18th, is a

seven-point favorite over Auburn's defense oriented power
with a capacity crowd of 36,000
expected. Both clubs are unbeaten after three games.
"Ole Miss has as many good
. athletes. as any team in the
SEC," says Tiger Coach-RalPl
"Shug" Jordan. "They are in
the same psychological situation we were ,in last week.
They won a tough one from
Southern Mississippi, but they
did not approach that game
with the same mental attitude
that they will prepare for us."
ISU, only other unbeaten
Streak before 60,000 in Houston..
FSU, riding the fictional total
offense and passing leader in
Gary Huff, is a 17-point pick to
stop Florida, which upset the
Seminoles last year. FSU has
won four straight this year.
Elsewhere, Tennessee is
heavily favored to return to the
victory of column. Kentucky is
a four-point choice over the
Bulldogs, Vanderbilt a 10-point
pick ovser Virginia, Tulane a 13point choice over Pitt and Georigia Tech a 17-point favorite
over Clemson.

In Idouisville on Saturday, top
raked Trinity risks its 6-0
record against St. Xavier, an
up-and-down team with a 3-2
record including last weekend's
32-0 romp over Iroquois.
Other key games in championship play include Murray
at Trigg County, Fort Thomas
Highlands at Newport and
Atherton at Manuel in Louisville.
Murray, always a threat in
Class A competition, is 3-2 on
the season, but matches Trigg
County's 2-0 mark in championship play in the first district of
region one.
Trigg, the defending state
champion, has only one loss
this season—to Pineville in the
opener—and Fort Campbell is
the only team that has gotten
within a touchdown since.
In other games involving
ranked teams in the AP poll,

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
ftlaSeball returns to Murray
Saturday afternoon when the
Murray State Thoroughbreds
open their fall season by hosting
Austin Peay in a doubleheader.
The first game will begin at 1
Last spring Murray compiled
a 26-12 record in route to one of
the most successful seasons in
recent yeari. Only four starters
from that team will not be back
this season.
Outfielders Rod Pryer and
Steve Seltzer along with infielders Dave Bradford and Ron
Rudnick are lost to Murray due
to graduation..
The only
inember of the mound corps to
graduate was Lynn Meredith.
in 'preparation for Saturday's
twinbill, Murray played at
Martin yesterday in a scrimmage game against the
University of Tennessee at
Martin. Steve Barrett, who set a
hool record by beitiw-iii
hoiners last season, slugged a
round tripper in the 8-1 win as
did. Rick Weisman. Mike Bono
had -three hits while Murray
High graduate David Hughes
had a double,
Jerry Weaver, who finished
with a 5-2 record this spring,
will draw the mound assignment in the opener while
Russell Peach 4-2) will hurl the
nightcap. Both are senior southpaws for Coach Johnny
Reagan's-Breds.
Four men will be battling for
the three outfield positions.

You'll Never Be
"Offsides"
with a
- Checking
Account

P
- EOPLE
MURRAY

500 Main

12th & Story

No 4 Manual in Cass AAA
sends its 3-0-1 record against
Atherton, now 3-2 on the season.
Top rated Lexington Bryan
Station, 4-1, with only a loss to
Trinity. entertains Covington
Catholic, 2-3, in a game that
counts for the Class AA championship only for the visitors.
No.. 4 Union County, undefeated in six games inclUding
three shutouts, is host to Caldwell County, 2-4, and fifth rated
WHERE IS FT—Somewhere in the middle of all these Junior Varsity bodies, there is probably a
Dixie Heights is idle.
Pineville, now atop the Class I football. Number 46 is Todd Harrison. but as to the ball carrier, it is hard to tell.
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
A rankings, also has the week
off with No. 3 Lunch, 3-0-1, at
Wheelwright, 34, in a game
that counts only
toward
Wheeluright's title hopes.
Lexington Sayre, 4-1, entertains Beechwood. 5-1 and rated
No. 5 in Class A, with the outcobe counting only towards
Sayre's championship total.
By MIKE BRANDON
line and raced up the right_ Suiter came back on the two
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
sideline for a 91-yard runback point conversion by hitting Todd
In one of the most exciting and the touchdown. On the .tro Harrison with a pass.
junior varsity games in several point conversion, Lindy Suitor
Brazelton did not get their'
years, the Murray Junior hit Todd Harrison in the end first six pointer
until the 0:39
Varsity dropped a heart- zone and Murray took a 16-12 , mark of the
third quarter when
breaking 20-16 contest to lead with 4:20 left in the game. halfback Brandon
Warren went •
Rick Weistian, a .293 hitter last Brazelton had the four point
over from three yards out, The
minutes
Two
later
Wilder's
Stadium.
The
loss
leaves
the
JV
seasari and John Howland (.313 I
two point conversion pass failed
are the only returnees from last Tigers with an 0-3 slate in the heroics were overshadowed ,as and Murray held to an 8-6
season's team. Richie White newly formed Tri-City Con- quarterback Jeff Stone hit Steve lead.
Stroden with a 54 yard pass. to
and David Hughes will also be ference.
The visitors took their first
With Murray trailing 12-8 regain the lead. The two point lead of the
st•eilig action in the "pasture."
evening with 4:36 left
through the final conversion was successful and in the game when Jeff Stone hit
Mike Bono (. .1231 will be at midway
Brazelton
last
night
Holland
at
first base while second base will period, Bob Wilder took a
James Greer with a 51 yard
be held down by slugging Steve kickoff on the Murray nine yard advantage.
pass to put Brazelton on top 12-8
Murray Was not able to move and set the stage for the 91 yard
Barrett,a .388 hitter this spring.
past midfield as time ran out on kickoff return by Wilder.
Steve Coulson 1.314) will be at
the scoreboard clock.
the it cOrner while Leon
Murray will seek their first
The Tigers drew first blood in win next Thursday at Paris
Wurth .2631 will plug the gap at
the game with 1:12 remaining in when E. W. Grove Junior High
short.
the first period when Sinter provides the non-conference
Doing the catching for
connected on a 20 yard scoring entertainment. Gametime will
Murray will be Bob Andzel and
pass to left end David Frank. be at 6:30 p.m.
(tick Bieterman.
"If we get the pitching that we
are expecting, this is going to be
• it
LEXINGTON, Ky. (APL —
one oLsuir best ballculbs,"
eftach Johnny Reagan salt:—..K.eritucky Coach John Ray anWe feel that this club can be nounced Thursday that tailback
better than last springs', which Doug Kotar, who'suffered a hip
was a. very sound team," injury in the Alabama game
earlier in the season, will start
citii•luded Reagan.
Murray will host UTM in a for the first tine this year in
'scrimmage gaine4ruesday at 1 Saturday's game with Mis.p.m, before visiting Western sissippi State.
Freshman flanker Steve
ntueity—on- t-4Atb ,.and
--of--Fid“.1tfort, Ky:,
Middle Tennessee on the 20th
for doubleheaders to close the will also start for the first time.
In a session Thursday, the
campaign.
Wildcats worked on short
yardage and goal line situations
New
NORTH-ADAMS, Mass.(API and continued efforts to sharpLI- Toni Greene, 50, athletic di- en their'kickinggame, in prepIT
rector ar4 basketball coach at aration for Saturday's game.
"We had a good, brisk worFlorida Southern College for 15
years, is the new head basket- kout which we naturally wanted
WINS AT CLARKSVILLE—Bobby McKinney, 509 Whitnel,
ball coach -at North Adams after being forced inside by
soggy ground Wednesday," said Mum-ray, won first place in the Racking Class, at a horse show held
State College.
at the 79 Riding Chit) in Clarksville, Tenn., recently. Others from
Greene was named -Thursday Coach Ray. The defense had
to replace Larry Siegfried, who some contact work, while the Calloway County who attended the show were Nancy Myers of
Hazel who won second place in the racking class, Gene Rickman
accepted the post and then offense tapered off -and timed
of Murray,5th place, and Bud Manning of Coldwater.
up
their
offense."
changed his mind last month.

Murray Junior Varsity Drops'
Heartbreaker To Brazelton

Kolar To Start
For Kentucky
Against State

„A4.„

c3acpsst
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families efficient electricity.
The service of West Kentucky Rural Electric has revolutionized the life of farm
families in this entire area.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation

NORTH BRANCH

Mayfield, Ky.

12th & Chestnut

Murray
Much I
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Valley Conference f S
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nessee; Jacksonv
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Ledger & Times Sportsw
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Murray State To Resume
Baseball Play Saturday
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New Concord To Hold Annual Game
Between Graduates And New Team

bably a

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The New Concord Redbirds
will prepare for their season by
playing last year's team tonight
(Friday 1 at the Concord gym.
The annual clash between the
varsity and the graduates will
begin at 7 p.m, with admission
being 50 cents for adults and 25
cents for students.
Last year the Redbirds won
the conference tournament in
route to an undefeated season.
But with all of the starters of
last season's squad gone, it
would appear that Coach Bob
Allen's Redbirds are in fee* a
rebuilding season.

The first regular season game
for New Concord will be
Thursday evening when Alrno
visits the Redbird gymnasium.
The preliminary game will
begin at 6:30 with the varsity
tilt starting at 7:45 p.m.
Members of the 1972 Redbirds
are Ronnie Gibson, Steve
McCuiston, Ted McCuiston,
Phillip Zacheretti, Junior Duke,
Truman Anderson, Roger
Stubblefield, David Williams,
Jimmy
Walker
Danny,
Kingings and Kenneth McCuiston.
Cheerleaders for New Concord are Cindy Brandon, Cindy
Williams, Felicia Housdon,

Linda McCuiston, Lyna Gardner, Sonia Hendon, Mitzi
Redick, Laura Shelton, Lenna
Duke, Nix Ann Osborn, Pat
Cunningham
and
Ricki
Barkhurst.
Redbird Schedule
Oct. 12
Oct:47
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov.3
Nov.7
Nov. 14
Nov..16
Dec. 1
Dec. 5
Dec. 12

Almo
Kirksey
Faxon
Lynn Grove
Hazel
Mmo
Kirksey
Murray'
Faxon
Lynn Grove
Hazel

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home

;randon

S.

the two
tting Todd
get their
'
1 the 0:39
rter when
rren went
S.. out, The
pass failed
to an 8-6
their first
ith 4:36 left
ff Stone hit
a 51 yard
on top 12-8
the 91 yard
drier.
their first
y at Paris
Junior Lligh
conference
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Murray State, UT-Martin Have
Much In Common This Season
Murray State and UT-Martin,
The Pacers are led offootball foes at - Murray fensively by captain and threeSaturday night, have a lot in year letterman Dana Witten,a
*common. Both are still seeking .split end who has caught 7
their first win. Both feel they passes for 121 yards. He's the
should have won last Saturday, favorite receiver of quarantrboth'ate far stronger teams terback Sehlton Zennon who has
completed 22 of 36 passes for
than their records indicate.
Murray has dropped its first 149 yards. Leading rushers for
three games to Wester& Pacers are All-America Nate
Carolina, one of the nation's top= Holmes who has 149 yards in 44
ranked college-division teams; rushes and Marvin West who
Tennessee Tech, the Ohio' has 76 in 31.
The Pacer defense has nine of
Valley Conference favorite; and
Morehead. UT-Martin has lost its starters from last year back,
to undefeated Middle Ten- and Furgerson says no team
nessee; Jacksonville State, has been able to run effectively
another of the nation's top- on them this season. The Pacers
ranked; and Tennessee Tech. held Murray scoreless last
Murray lost 27-24 to Morehead season at Martin.
Murray will be going with a
last week but had a pass
nullified late in the game which new quarterback in the game as
game film showed was good. Tom Pandolfi, Who was having
Had the pass been allowed, the is best performance of the
Racers would have had first season, hurt an elbow late in the
down on the Morehead one-yard Morehead game and will be
line. UT-Martin lost 13-10 to sidelined for 2-3 weeks. RedTech, but had two scores shirt freshman Mike Hobbie
nullified. The Pacers led 3-0 will replace him. Hobbie made
his first appearance ever for the
much of the game.
Murray Coach Bill Furgerson Racers laSt. Saturday after
calls the Pacers "a typical UT: Pandolfi was hurt and guided
Martin
team—aggressive, -them to one touchdown and
threw the disputed pass that
physical, tough on defense." •

would likely have led to
another.
"He's a most capable
player," Furgerson says. "He
has a good arm and the speed to
run the option. We were most
pleased with his game at
Morehead., He's had a good
week in practice and we 'think
he can lead us to a victory
Saturday."
,
.Linebacker Tom Johnson who
missed the Morehead game
with an injury is ready to play
Saturday which brings the
Racers to full, strength but for
Pandolfi.
The Racers had by far their
best offensive game of the
season at Morehead and
tailback George Greenfield was
named the OVC's "Offensive
Player of the Week" for his 205
yards gained in 39 rushes.
Murray' and UT-Martin are
tied at 4-4-1 in their backyard
rivalry. Murray won the first
four games of the series which
began in 1961. Martin has won
since but for a 7-7 tie in 1968.
Saturday's game, which will
be the first for the Ratters on
their home field since Sept. 9,
will begin at 7:30 p.m.

Dolphins Remain Only. Unbeaten?,
Team After Three Weeks of Play.
'4!

By BEN THOMAS
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK t AP) — There is
only one team in the National
Football League with a perfect
record after three weeks of the
1972 regular season—the Miami
Dolphins.
There are only two teams in
the NFL with perfect losing
records after three weeks—the
New Orleans Saints and the
Philadelphia Eagles.
The Chicago Bears are also
winless, but they have a tie to
blemish their otherwise perfect
losing record.
With the rash of upsets in pro
football the past two weeks, one
might think that it was time for
either the Saints or the Eagles
or the Bears to pull one off.
This doesn't appear to be the
weekend, however. And it also
looks as though the Dolphins
will continue as the league's
only unbeaten, untied team.
Now for a look at the games,
and the latest Fearless Football
Forecast,with hopes everybody
can forget last week's perform-

ance was 6-6-1 for the second
consecutive week—putting the
record at 22-15-2 for .595.
Miami 28, New. York Jets
20—It may be the week for the
Dolphins to fall, but with Bob
Griese and, CO. spearheading
Miami's offense and a porous
Jet pass defense, don't count on
it.
Dallas 31, Pittsburgh 27—This
was supposed to be the weekend that the Cowboys .fell.
Somebody didn't tell the Packers, however. Therefore, Dallas
will probably be vengeful this
Sunday and Terry Bradshaw
won't be able to save the day
for the Steelers.
Atlanta 31, Detroit 30—Now
We'll see if the Falcons are
really as good as The Dutchman says. But this one could go
either way, particularly if Greg
Landry, and the Lions start to
roar.
Cincinnati 21, Denver I7—The
Bengais won't lose two consecutive games this year if
Paul Brown-has to play himself.
broncos are improve

ing rapidly, but not rapidly could it?
enough to win this one.
Washington 35, Philadelphia
Kansas City 35, Cleveland 2I—And in the it-couldn't-hap14—The Chiefs have been leth- pen department, it won't hapargic for three games. The pen to the Redskins this week.
Browns will be up after beating But George Allen is an odds-on
the Bengals last Sunday. But pick to go for a tie again if it
Kansas City will overcome.
ever does.
San Francisco 24, Los AngeSan Diego 31, Baltimore 27—
les I7—At the beginning of the
season, it figured that the home This week's upset special. The
team would win in each of the Chargers are going places. The
two meetings between these Colts were supposed to go
National Football Conference places. But San Diego—with
West powers. Now, with the John Hadl, Deacon Jones and
Rains' having injuries and oth- the rest—have found the way.
er problems, the 49ers should Johnny Unitas and the Colts
win on the road Sunday—and seemed to have misplaced their
also at home later in the cam- map.
Green Bay 24, Chicago 17—
paign.
New England 24, Buffalo 14—
Things are looking up for the This is the oldest established riPatriots and Jim Plunkett. At valry in pro football. The Packleast for this week. The two ers have won 10 of the last 12
last-ininute victories still have meetings and with John BrockNew England flying high. The ington lugging the ball it will
Patriots shouldn't have -to wor- be 11 of 13 on Sunday, Dick Butry about the final minute this kus of the Bears notwithstandtime. But wouldn't it be some- ing.
thing if the Bills and O.J. SimpMinnesota 31,- St. Louis 17—
son ... It couldn't happen. Or The Vikings could have been 3Instead, Minnesota's record

Mississippi State Favored
Over Kentucky In SEC Clash

is 1-2, the same as the Cardi-.
nals. This should be the game'
that Fran Tarkenton comes
through for Minnesota. But St.'1,4
Gary Cuozio has plenty.
of incentive to defeat his old"
teal inflates. Incentive, however,
won't. be enough.
Ne.,w York Giants 28, New Or- leans 7—It's been a wacky.3
three weeks
ee in pro football, butt.
not wacky euough for. the
Saints to join .the ranks of the
upset-makers. If you think the
Giants have problems, you ain't
seen nuttin'. Look for some
changes down in the land of the
bayous if the Saints don't win'
before long.
Oakland 35, Houston 31—This.
could be the spot for an upset.,
The Chargers have had their
problems. The Oilers pulled off
a big upset by beating the Jets.But the guess is that Daryle
Lainonica will have his passing ; •
arm cranked up and the Monday night television audience
will be in for quite a show.
Houston's Dan' Pastorini has a
dandy passing arm, too.

Southern Cal
Big Favorite
Over Stanford

But Collins, whose breakaway
Even supposing that Dowrunning makes the Kentucky sing's burn knee will keep him •
attach go, sprained an ankle on the sidelines, State looks the
last Saturday against Indiana stronger. But you can look for
and, if he plays at all against a free scoring affair on both
State, won't be himself.
sides.
State is 2-2 on the season, its
The football forecast, which
two victories coming over Van- has an accuracy average of
derbilt and Northeast Louisana .727 t and one of the most fanState, while Kentucky won its tastic closeness-to-score weeks
By TED MEIER
opener over Villanova, then lost of all last weekend ) takes
Colorado, which drop
Associated Press Sports Writer from third to 12th in this
to Alabama and Indiana.
State, 20-14.
Is this the week that the top- week's Associated Press rankThis team (State) is a lot
In other games involving
ranked Southern California ings after losing to Oklahoma
like Indiana," Kentucky coach Kentucky colleges, we find:
Trojans are due for a fall in State, goes against Kansas
John Ray said. "They're wellLouisville at Tampa — Coach
coached with a quarterback Lee Corso returns to his home college football?
State
while
10th-ranked
Melvin Barkumj who can run state to face a much stronger
The unbeaten, untied Trojans Tennessee, beaten last week by
a
the ball."
Tampa team than the Spartans take their No. I national rank- Auburn, takes on Memphis'
On defense, Ray said, state that Louisville whipped 21-10 ing and Rose Bowl hopes on the State.
road to battle Stanford, a team
isn't as big or overpowering as last season. Still,
Third-ranked Ohio State plays
that has upset them two at California; No. 4 Alabama is
the Indiana team that nipped
Louitville, 20-13.
straight years.
his Wildcats 35-34 last week,
at Georgia, No. 5 Michigan, enMorehead at Austin Peay- —
"but they are tenacious and key injuries could blunt the
The Trojans are a big favor- tertains Navy, No. 8 Louisiana
quick."
41ainhiegeds
hafl.ying Eagles attack, but a ite to make it five in a row„ but State is at Rice and No. 9
-- -A -ituestion__ mark_there is
with 93 stoirita_in a 1-2-1 in the wake of last week's Texas hosts Utah State.
whether defensive halfback record still has all the powerlt- upsets - of Coloradia..—And.
--in .gaines involving the AP
Frank Dowsing will be up to
Tennessee anything could hap- Second Ten, Oregon is at No. lr
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS team unit until doubling in size New Yoak Islanders and the At- man J:C. , Tremblay and par for the game.One minute it
pen in this game that headlines Washington, Florida is at No.
Morehead, 28-20.
The National Hockey League at the start of the 1967-68 sea- lanta Flames—and the loss of Toronto-goalie Bernie Parent. ' looks•like he will, the next that
Phil Goyette, a former stand- he
Eastern another hectic Saturday on col- 13 Florida State, Arizona is at
at
Tennessee
Middle
facing a challenge from a rival son, now has 16 clubs—and more than 50 players to the
won't.
No. 14 UCLA, No..16.Penn State
Kentucky — billed as the defen- lege gridirons.
league for the first time and faces opposition from the infant WHA, the NHL faces one of its out playmaker_ with Montreal
sive battle of the Ohio Valley
minus several outstanding play- 12-team World Hockey Associ- most critical seasons in history. and the New York Rangers,
One thing is sure. The Cardi- is at Illinois, No. 18 Mississippi
Conference season, Eastern nals, as 15th-ranked Stanford meets No. 17 Auburn at Jack-.
ers, begins its 55th season Sat- ation, which begins play next Nevertheless, the NHL already has been named coach of the
must eliminate those costly er- now is known, are primed to son, Miss, and the Air Force,
urday night with two new Wednesday.
has awarded franchises to -Islanders who have been placed
rors to have a chance. The make it three straight over the No. 19 is at Colorado 4,tate,_
With the thinning of talent be- Washington and Kansas City in the East along with Boston,
teams and a group of fledgling
Montreal, Toronto, Detroit, the
Marrons will do it.
cause of an expansion draft to for the 1974-75 season.
Second-ranked Oklahoma,No.
coaches.
Trojans. "Our teams always
Eastern, 10-7.
The NHL, a compact six- stock the two new clubs—the
The Boston Bruins, defending Rangers, Vancouver and Bufseem to get up more for USC," 6 Nebraska and No. 20 Iowa
Stanley Cup champions, were falo.
'Tennessee-Martin at Murray commented Coach Jack Chris- State have an open date.
Bernie "Boom Boom" GeoffMissouri is at Oklahoma
the biggest losers in the battle
— Racer each Bill Fergwn is tiansen.
non, a former outstanding
for talent.
Michigan State, routed 51-6 State, Northwestern at Wiscona Martin team that
for
.looking
The Murray State women's
Goalie Gerry Cheevers, for- scorer with Montreal, is coach"aggressive, plays good de- last week by USC, will try and sin, New Mexico at Wyoming,
volleyball
team, which last is
ing
the
Flames,
who
have
been
wards Derek Sanderson and
and features strong run- rebound at home against sev- Columbia at Princeton, Pitt at
fense
John McKenzie and defensemen placed in the West with Chi- week won three matches and ning backs." He won't find enth-ranked Notre Dame in the Tulane, Arkansas at Texas
Ted Green.and Ron Plumb all cago, Minnesota, St. Loais, lost one and finished second in
nationally televised game of the Christian and Oregon S te at
quite that much.
Arizona State in other gait es.
left Boston for the WHA. The Philadelphia, , Pittsburgh, Los tournament at Eastern Kenweek.
Murray, 21-6.
tucky, will play UT-Martin
Bruins also lost penalty-killer Angeles and California.
1972 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air, 16,000
The other new coaches are Saturday at Murray. The match
Ed Westfall to the Islanders
miles, Murray Car, Sharp as a briar, 2 to choose from.
and goalie Dan Bouchard to the Detroit's Johnny Wilson and will be at 1 p.m.
The volleyball team, coached
Buffalo's Joe Cro-aier, each
Flames.
1971 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan, all power and air,
by
Dr. Nan Ward, beat Austin
starting
season
his
full
first
Still, the Bruins have center
Murray car, Sharp.
Peay in its-season-opener early
Phil Esposito the league's lead- after taking over midway
week, 154, 9-15. 15-5.
ing goal scorer the past two through the 1971-72 campaign; last
GOING AT BARGAIN PRICES
Kentucky
State became the
Vic
Vancouver;
Bob
Stasiuk at
seasons including a record 76 in
•,_, A 4011...„....
w.
Brand New '72 Olds Luxury Sedan,all power and air
team's second victim as
the 1970-71 'campaign, and Bob- Pulford at Los Angeles, and
at
FrankMurray
15-3
won 15-1,
by Orr, winner of the James Garry Young at California.
Brand New '72 Pontiac Bonneville, all power and air
Sj•
Saturday night's opening fort. That same day, Murray
Norris Memorial Trophy for the
beat Bellarmine 15-9, 15-5.
past five years as the league's games include Minnesota at
In the Eastern Kentucky
outstanding defenseman. How- Montreal', Chica.0-at Toronto,
1965 Ford, Pick-up truck, V.8, long wheel base
the team split
tournament,
ever, Orr had his fourth knee the Rangers at Detroit, Atlanta—
games with Marshall, 15-7, 13at
at
the
California
Islanders,
operation
last
June
and
has
Nice Selection of New Cars—Use Cars Needed
Vancouver, Philadelphia at St. 15, beat University of Kentucky
been slow recovering.
twice, 15-2, 15-0, and split with
Chicago,defending West Divi- Louis, and Los Angeles at PittsEastern, last year's state
sion champion, also felt the burgh.
champion,
11-15, 15-5.
open
Boston and Buffalo will
sting of The WHA, losing superEastern had a 5-1 record to
star Bobby Hull to the new Sunday.'
win the tournament and Murray
league. Among the other top
finished
second at 4-2.
-- Main Street -NHL performers to jump
Following the tournament,
leagues were Montreal defense- the team was beaten at
Football is one of the
Morehead 14-16, 1-15! Coach
blamed the Morehead
Ward
SAN FRANCISCO I APi —
THE
defeat on -being psychologic-'
greatest equalizers, develPitcher Juan Marichal and
ally down after a great perthird baseman Jim Ray Hart of
oping sportsmanship,tan
the San Francisco Giants Will formance at Eastern."
Following the UTNartin
undergo surgery next Monday
match, the volleyball team will
at Stanford Medical Center.
effort,-sound character and
University
Cordially Invites You and Your Friends, Without 'Obligation, To Hear
The baseball team announced play Bellarmine and
Louisville, Oct.
of
at
Kentucky
Mr. Donald MacDonald
Thursday that Marichal, bothInvitational,
leadership. We pay tribute
ered all season by a sore back, 14;in the Mid-South
of
Murray, Nov. 10tournament
at
will. be operated on for correc• • Uitizens Fidelity Bank and Trust Company, Louisville, Kentucky
to our local football teams.
tion of a disc in the lower back. 11; and in the Kentucky State
on
Nov.
The 33-year-old right hander, Calunpionships at Murray,
Trust Services and Estate Planning
who has ^won.2(/ games 4p Aix 17-18.
Jilambers of the volleyball
7 p.m,
seasons, was 6-16 this year.October 9, 1972
team
are Linda Arnold, Bonnie
of
inHart, who has a history
University Branch
Dykeman;
Debbie Hafer, Tantlyjuries, will undergo knee sur, Highway 641 North
gery. He spent most of the year Jones, Nancy Lemaster,
For Reservations and Further Information Call 753-1893
in the minor leagues, but made Marianne Malone, Mami
ne
a good late season- showing_ Murphy, Mag Palo, Carol Riley
Nimmiemisummose. with the C.Onts.
and JoAnne Tarbox.
By BOB COOPER •-•
Associated Press Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -7Except for the turn of an ankle,
Kentucky and Mississippi State
might have been pretty evenly
matched in their Southeastern
Conference football clash Saturday night.
State's ground attack is led
by tailback Lewis Grubbs, who
has 201 yards in 41 carries;
Kentucky's by Alfred -Sonny"
Collins, the freshman sensation
with 200 yards in 40 tries.

pect

NHL to Open 55th Season
WitliiiroWThortits, coaches
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Customers ToBear Increase
Of TVA Costs
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
says its electricity customers
will bear the brunt of the agency's increased cost to fight pollution, estimated at more than
$100 million for the next fiscal
year.
The projected $100 million
means an average family being
served by TVA will eventually
spend about $360 yearly for
service.
Part, of the cost will_ come
directly through home electric
bills, with the remainder.. from
higher costs of goods and services and higher taxes resulting.
from increased electric rates to
business and government, officials said.
The cost of TVA anti-pollution
programs for the fiscal year
ending last June 30 was $36
million. The estimated cost for
the current year is $60 million.
TVA said the increased costs
will result as-more prefects are
PRE-VET SCHOLARSHIP--Roger Douglas of Water Valley
begun to meet new state air
Route 1, a junior at Murray State University, has been awarded a
and water quality standards.
$300 scholarship sponsored by the Paducah Kennel Club for the
Two of the authority's three
second successive year. The 20-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
major anti-pollution programs
Clarence F. Douglas is shown as he works with a kerry blue
involve ways of curtailing-emisterrier show dog. Douglas is a high honor student at Murray State
sions Ii o- in TVA's 12 power
where he has a 3.96 grade point average of a possible 4.00 The
plants which burn coal to proPaducah Kennel Club scholarship is given each year to a student
duce electricity. The third is a
in a pre-veterinary curriculum.
limestene wet scrubber program.'
The agency has a $120 million
program underway to eliminate
'fly; ash emissions- from the
coal-burning power plants by
installing electrostatis precipitators.
.
— The second pollution program
By JIM TODD .
believe it would §e a, Single_, for the plants is designed tq.
Ashland Independent
eliminate sulfur dioxide,
birth..
ASHLAND, Ky. t AP) — Ex"I could have cried," Charles charges. The limestone sciatbte
penses have doubled again at said
after the anesthesiologist ing-- program, used at Widow's
the home of Charles and June
informed him that he was the Creek Steam Plant in Alabama,.
Davenport since Sept. 17.
began this year at a cost of $36
father of twins--again.
That was the day Mrs.. Da
million.
venport gave birth to twin
June- said her washer and
boys—just 10 months and two dryer are doing double duty
( days after the arrival of their taking care of the more than Glass roadway
at an airport
first twins, Charles MacArthur 300 diapers used weekly. She
NEW YORK (UPI) —
Jr. and Cheri Darlene.
figures the two sets of twins Glasphalt, which subatitutes
"It certainly wasn't planned also will be going through for crushes stone in the paving
this way," said Mrs. Davenport. about 80 jars of baby food which in other respects
resembles asphalt, has made its
"Definitely not," declared the weekly.
first airport appearance.
bewildered father. "He hasn't
An experimental strip of twoCharles admitted that even
even had time to sit down and
though the younger twins, Jer- lane roadway has been covered
talk to one another, much less
with
the "ecological pavement
ry Lee and James Allen, will
Itialie plans for She future."
at John F. Kennedy Inbe able to use many of the ternational
Airport by the
Charles. 29, a crane operator
things the older twins have of New York AuthorityPort
in
at Armco SteelCorp., and June,
used, many things are still cooperation with the Glass
21;Were man I led Jao.-12. 1971.
Containex
needed':
Manufacturers.
, The first twins weren't a surInstitute. More than 90,000
He said he may have to take glass bottles and jars recovered
prise since X-rays had told the
Davenports what ,to expect a part-time job so the couple from litter and solid waste were
During the second pregnancy, can expand the Iwo-bedroom crushed to manufacture the
asphalt.
examinations led the couple to house.

Now There's A New
STANDARD STATION
In Murray
r4k

FREE PEPSI
CASE OF 24 - 10-0Z.
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Sunday
School
Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
SOCIAL CHANGE: URBAN CULTURE
Primarily for economic reasons, millions are leaving the rural
areas and moving to the urban centers. Modern life is increasingly being influenced by urban culture. More and more our
whole culture is becoming thoroughly secularized. The chief
interest of most people seems to be profit and pleasure. Our large
cities are rapidly becoming our greatest mission fields. .
Man's Program—Genesis 11:14
God divided the earth among the sons of Noah and commanded
them to "go forth and replenish it. In obedience to His command
they journeyed toward the west and settled on the plains of
Shinar.
A Purpose
. God's purpose was to scatter the people for enlargement and for
the replenishment of the earth but His purpose was not acceptable
to the people. It was their purpose to thwart the will of God by
staying together. Their purpose was to oppose the will of God and
live as they pleased. They thought they could get along very well
without God. Consequently, the people exalted their wills above
God's will.
A Program
Their program called for a united effort( Genesis 11:3-4).
A little knowledge had caused them to become conceited. A
small accession of power had made them arrogant. Their desire
to build a tower had its origin in their deliberate, determined, and
enthusiastic hostility to the divine purpose. They made the tragic
mistake of leaving God out of their reckoning. They wanted to
build something in their own honor In proposing to build a tower
to heaven they were attempting the impossible. With them ambition had gone wild.
The building of the tower of Babel was an outstanding example
of the sin of pride. People are always trying to make themselves
bigger than they are, even if they have to declare their independence of God. Man can do amazing things, but there is a
limit to his ability. After all, he is s finite creature.
A Principle
The principle underlying the purpose of unity and the program
of unification was that of the glorification of man. Because of their
inordinate desire for fame, they said, "Let us make us a name."
Any system that glorifies humanity and makes man everything
does not exist very long until it minimizes God and treats Him as
if He were not anything. God did not approve of their attempt to
build in order to glorify man.God was highly displeased with their
work which was done independent of and'in disobedience to Him.
Anybody is foolist who leaves God out of his thinking, planning
and working, and who tries to do as he pleases regardless of God's
will.
(v3 declared His determination to frustrate the design of the
disobedient people and to accomplish His own purpose by confounding their language. The confusion of tongues at Babel came
as a curse upon men for trying to be independent of God. The
tower was proud civilization's attempt to reach heaven by man's
efforts. Instead of permitting that God confused their language.
Another.reason for their shameful failure was that they were
actuated by selfish motives. To live for self is to sin against self,
others, and God.
A third reason for their miserable failure was that they defied
the will of God. No one has ever truly succeeded who deliberately
refused to do the will of God. If you would avoid failure and experience success, be sure to discover and do the will of God.
God's Promise:—Zectariah 93-5.
Jerusalem has been destroyed many times on account of the
sinfulness of men. Zechariah predicted that the time would come
when Jerusalem will be d city of peace, purity, and prosperity. In
contrast with the conditions which prevail in many cities today,
where assault, robbery, and murder have become commonplace,
the prophet tells us that when Christ shall reign in Jerusalem the
aged can appear on the streets without fear of harm and the
children can play there without being in danger. God has not
relinquished His claim upon the lives of the multitudes who reside
in the cities. During the reign of Christ in-:Jerusalem, sin will be
banished from -the city, men will not be self-willed and displeasing
to God as they were at Babel, but the citizens will live in unbroken
fellowship with Him and enjoy complete security.
Christ's Prayer—John 17:15-18
In His great intercessory prayer Christ prayed that His
followers might be preserved from contamination by the world.
He was anxious for them to be delivered from the evil one who
was a strong and bitter opponent of God. Instead of asking for
their escape from temptation, suffering, and sorrow, Christ
prayed that His own might be preserved while passing through
these experiences. He besought God to prevent the adversary
from corrupting the lives and destroying the influence of
Christians.
Christ did not pray for His Father to remove His disciples from
this world and thereby impoverish the world by depriving it of
their testimony. Neither did He pray for their satisfaction or
honor, but for their sanctification. He prayed that His disciples
might be set apart to do the specific work of representing Him
effectively. God's truth constituted the means through which they
were to be sanctified. Christ's representatives needed special
cleansing grace to make them vessels fit for the use of the Master.
Governed by the truth of God's Word,they possessed the ability to
conform to His will for them
As the Father had sent His Son into the world, Christ was
sending forth His disciples as ,His representatives and
messengers. He wanted then') to hold forth the Word of life to the
unsaved. What a high and holy privilege it is to be messengers of
Christ to those who need His message!

Costume winners at the initiation party helki
.for all new members of the Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future Teachers of America on Thursday, September 28, at seven p.m.
Jeffrey gym were, left to right, Sherri Starks, third, dressed as a duck, Cindy Mills, second, dressed
as a puppy dog, and Julie Greenfield, first, dressed as a chicken. Each member came dressed as an
animal and imitated the animal before the group. Games were played and each new member lighted
a little candle from the main one and set them around the main candle. Refreshments were served.

By JOHN DORFMAN
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (API — Interest
rates are on the rise, but most
economists remain confident
there will- be no repetition of
the credit crunch
which
pinched the economy in 1969
and 1970.
Investors, apparently less
confident, have sent the stock
market reeling at every announced hike. News of prime
rate hikes by major banks sent
the Dow-Jones industrial average into a I2-point tailspin Aug.
24, and snapped a budding rally
on Sept. 29.
With the adoption Tuesday of
a 53(4 per cent prime rate by
San Francisco's Bank of America, the nation's largest commercial bank, the Pa per cent
prime became virtually universal — for the time being.
Why are investors so concerned abotit interest rates?
For an answer, one need only
go back to 1969.
Prime rates --the interest
charged by banks on loans to
their most creditworthy customers — were then at
per
cent, the highest in the nation's
history.
"Companies like the Bell
Telephone system had to pay
9/
3
4 per cent," recalled Tilford
Gaines, an economist with
Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Co. "Other companies with less
credit had to pay 12 to 13 per
cent — if they were lucky
enough to be able to get money
at all."
With no money available for
expansion, many companies
had to stagnate or cut back
their operations. This in turn
affected employment. Housing
starts were at a low ebb as

Student admissions
WORCESTER, Mass.
IUP.1) — A do-it-yourself
admissions policy at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute makes it
possible for an applicant to
enroll after a comprehensive
campus visit.
He looks over the school, its
programs and requirements.
He then figures his chances of
suceekling at the school. If it
looks as though he can survive,
he admits himself. Such a
program is designed to fill the
school with, self-motivated
students.

With Oil Change, Oil Filter and Lube

iliortgage money cost around 10
per cent interest. The stock
market sagged.
-The craw*,-Gaines said, was
a function of a deliberate contraction in money supply engineered by the Federal Reserve
Board. "The policy was aimed
at stopping inflation. It helped
to do that, but it also created a
business recession."
Gaines, and many other economists, are convinced that the

Fed "has "learned its lesson"
and would not attempt such a
drastic contraction of money
supply again.
"The rise in interest rates
we're experiencing now," said
William Nelson of Moodf.'s Investors Service, "is a natural
reflection of increased demand
for money' in an expanding
economy. But it still makes
people nervous because they remember the crunch."

THE GOOD OLD DAYS ARE BACK

SATURDAY OCTOBER 7th
SUNDAY OCTOBER 8th

Newly elected offic
)VICA at the new M
training camp at Da
to right, first row, S
reporter; second row
Shaeffer, advisor,
Wayne Hoisapple, p
and Kenny Lawrenc

Blind
Race F
JACKSONVILLE,
— Like justice, the
of the Duval Coun
blind.
"I put my blind
line at the inception
paign," Louis Corb
nesclavy, the day a
the ',nonpartisan c
runoff.
Corbin lost his s
in a shotgun accid
he doesn't feel it
him in judging
dence when he ta
January.
His opponent
Iven Lamb Jr.,
county judge m
coroner. and "vie
Blindeess, theref
thinly not a
Lamb contended.
Corbin replied'
is obsolete, wit
medical examine
_private physica
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GENERAL ADMISSION
ADULTS $1.00 CHILDREN 50c
GENERAL ADMISSION INCLUDES
ENTRANCE TO GROUND AND
OCTOBER FAIR — 1880's ACTIVITIES

Cash Prizes and Ribbons will be Awarded
for Homemade Goods and-Crafts
CRAFTS *GUNFIGHTS
OLD TIME MAGIC SHOW
PIE EATING CONTEST
FOLK MUSIC *PUPPET SHOW
KY. LONG RIFLt SHOOT CONTEST
KISSING CONTEST
MEDICINE SHOW *1880's GAMES
50 Booths Featuring Items
"For Sale" from Antiques
to Homemade Foods
NOT INCLUDED IN GENERAL
ADMISSION *PRICED EXTRA

Plus Tax,

FOOD & REFRESHMENTS-SALOON SHOW* INDIAN SHOW
TRAIN RIDE *FUN HOUSE

with '3.00 Purchase

North Point

(502) 527-9948

Chevron

WI Standard Oil Company
IWO121 Bypass - Mayfield Road
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Eastern Gets Approval
For Law Officer School
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Newly elected officer of Vocational Industrial Clubs of America
VICA )at the new Murray Vocational School attended an officer
training camp at Dawson Springs, September 22-24. They are, left
to right, first row, Steve Geurin, treasurer, and Mitch Johnson,
reporter; second row, Rodney Burkeen, parliamentarian, Bruce
Shaeffer, advisor, and Rodney Williams, chaplain; third row,
Wayne Holsapple, president, Kenneth Burkeen, vice-president,
and Kenny Lawrence secretary.

Blind Lawyer Wins
Race For Judge Post
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP)
— Like justice, the new judge
of the Duval County Court is
blind.
"I put my blindness on the
line at the inception of the campaign," Louis Corbin said Wednesdpy, the day after winning
the :nonpartisan contest in a
runoff.
Corbin lost his sight at age 6
in a shotgun accident. He said
he doesn't feel it will handicap
him in judging people or evidence when he takes office in
January.
His opponent in the race,
'yen Lamb Jr., had said a
county judge must act as a
coroner, and "view the body,"
Blind9ess, therefore, is "certainly not a qualification,"
Lamb contended.
Corbin replied- that practice
is obsolete, with the county
medical examiner's office or a
_titivate physican determining

cause of death in most homicide cases.
He said he had been able to
handle a varied law practice,
including civil and criminal
cases, well enough and has
been earning his own living
since he was 16 years old.
Corbin, 33, with his wife and
two children toralee, 11, and
Lesley, 9, joined other winning
candidates in receiving congratulations at the courthouse
Tuesday night.
Corbin said in his law practice, he depends upon his secretary to read the mail and documents. She also does research.
All of C,orbin's files and office
records are kept in braille.
""Ibere are no braille law
books," he said. "But if I want
to eite cases, I get them
transcribed into braille. As a
judge. I plan to have standard
instructions in various type
cases put into braille."
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Buick's new Rega
LAMPKINS BUICK
CO., Inc.
307 No. Main — Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-3441 or 527-6761

By GARY LUHR
Associated Press Writer
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP)—Regents at Eastern Kentucky University voted Wednesday to go
ahead with plans for a $7.4 million law enforcement training
complex.
In Frankfort, meanwhile,
Kentucky Crime Commission
Director Charles Owen said recent news stories hinting that
Eastern's program might be
curtailed, based on a consultant's report, "were not totally,
accurate."
The report, released last
month by the crime commission, recommended the University of Louisville and University of Kentucky assume a
greater role in criminal justice
education and research. Some
people assumed this would in
turn mean a reduction in Eastern's program.
Owen said Wednesday, however, that while his staff was
still studying the report, "there
is nothing in it that would be
detrimental or that would argue against the construction
and continued development of
Eastern's School of Law Enforcement."
He said misinterpretation
arose because the consultant
called for no new programs at
Eastern. However, the report
also recommended no additional programs in law enforcement anywhere else in Kentucky, thus protecting Eastern's existing program, Owen
said.
The report recommends the
following new programs be
created: A criminalistics prograin at UL, a legal technology
program atilL and UK,a masters degree in criminal justice
administration at UL and a
PhD in social professions at
UK, Owen said. None of these
currently are offered in Kentucky, he said.
The only recommendation
that could curb Eastern's program would involve shifting
control' over extension courses
to other institutions, Owen said.
"And we may or may not go
along with that," he said.
Owen said the crime Commission and higher education representatives from around the
state were scheduled to meet
Oct. 23 to discuss criminal justice education. From there the
commission will begin developing its own comprokkenciva
higher education plan, he said.
Eastern will present its proposai for the new complex next
week to the Kentucky Council
on Public Higher Education,
whien•must approve any capital construction project of $100,000 or more.
EKU President Robert R.
Martin said he was confident

the council would approve it.
The facility would include
classrooms, laboratories, faculty offices, a motor vehicle driving range, a lake for water
safety courses and a pistol
range, to be built apatt from
the main center. Construction
time is estimated at 18 months.
The proposal anticipates the
university selling 68 million in
revenue bonds to finance the
project. Wednesday's action by
the regents, however, didn't include authorization of a bond
sale.
•
Eastern's law enforcement,
program, which also includes
the Kentucky Traffic Safety Institute, was begun in 1966 and
has received national recognition. The school currently is the
only one in the United States to
have a federal grant to train
college law enforcement
teachers.
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BOMBED BRIDGE AT HANOI—This official United States Air Force photo, released in Saigon,shows the collapsed spans of the
Paul Dourmer bridge over the Red River at Hanoi. The bridge was hit by U.S. bombers in September.
(USAF Photo via AP Wirephoto
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Works Of Local
Artist Displayed

T3-IE CLASSICS, REBORN . . with the snap-dash shaping,
proportion and detailing that datelines them Fall '72. Checked,
textured, ribbed, striped, pleated . . a gamut of Act III
separates, slated to be mated however you please in this
go-ahead-mix-it-up season. All color-attuned Dacron'. polyester...wool doublekrAits, ready to provide a smashing wardrobe of anytime-options. All, 8 to 18.

At Bethel College
Various works of art by Vikki
Rivers of Murray, are currently
on display in the Dickey Fine
Arts Center Gallery at Bethel
College, McKenzie, Tennessee.
The pieces consist of silkscreen
prints which are done in
sumptuous colors embodying
animal and nature forms.
Also .included are several
drawings which rely On bright
colors contrasted with neutral
areas to create a feeling of
ethnic patterns and rhythms.
Ms. Rivers' works are chiefly
characterized by her personal
use of pattern, texture and
colors to establish images
which can be interpreted in
flan). ways.
Ms. Rivers, at 24, has
exhibited in numerous regional .
exhibition and arts and crafts
fairs, among them being the
Drawing Mid-South Exhibition,
Brooks Memorial Gallery,
Memphis, Tennessee, Ms.
Rivers' prints can also be seen
and purchased at galleries in
Louisville and Murray.
The public is invited to view
these works October 3 through
October 14, between the hours
of_ 7:00 adii. and 10:00 p.m—
weekdays.

Fig. A
Fit-closer blazer, contrast edged
Sleeveless ribbed striped turtleshell
Smoothly yoked pleated-swingy skirt ...
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844
$18
S22

Fig. B
FObbed shirt with smooth'collar and placket
Belted gore-flared skirt -

$24
$25

Fig. C
Envelope pocketed bodyfit blazer
Sleeveless ribbed turtleshell
Smoothly yoked pleat-cascaded _checluktrt-.

$40
816
$24

Fig. D
'Checked envelope-ercketed blazer
Sleeveless • ribbed turtleshell
Solid _match-up pullon pants

$44
$16
$22

Fig. E
Checked tunic-length vest
Ribbed long-sleeved turtlesweater
Checked super?it pullon pants

530
$20
$24

Fig. F
. ..........
Huggy 'stitch-framed vest-tunic
$213
Striped long-sleeved lurtlesweater
$22
318
. .
In-again slimtine skirt . .
Solids of black, rust, oxford, leather, navy, green, beige.•
Checks and .stripes in combinations of black 'rust, oxford/
leather„navy...green.
'Solid blazers and vest are not available in beige
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Quality Is Our Moir -important Product
Buy With 6rifidence
.•

SEA-GOING GARAGES
The Toyota Mans may be
the world's most expensive
parking lots, The ships cost
about $7 million each to build
and carry from 1,200 to 2,700
vehicles.
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STATE DELEGATES — Purchase area high
school students will attend the 1972 State
N'outhpower Convention in Louisville through
Saturday. Representing high schools at the
conference are (front row, from left, Debbie
Walker, Cindy Perry, Melody Smith, Glenda
Russell, Myrna Guess, Ann Austin: (second
row, from left) Paula Lyons, Jane' Kelso,

Youthpower
Delegates
At Meet

BEATLE BAILEY

Purchase area delegates leftThursday to attend the Kentucky
Youthpower Food Conference in

NANCY
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The three-day meeting is cosponsored by the Division of
State Vocational Education, the
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, and UK Cpoperation Extension Service.
Representing area high schools
are: Donna Foust, North Marshall; Myrna Guess, Heath; Cindy Perry, Reidland; Debbie
Walker, Reidland; Melody
Smith, Carlisle County; Vondra
Porter, Tilghman; Veloria Hawkins, Tilghman; Charles Clark,
Tilghman; David Flournoy,
Tilghman; Joe Strader, Tilghman Vocational School; Glenda
Russell, Heath; Paula Lyons,
Murray; Ann Austin. Fulton
County; Jerry Castleman, Fulton County; Rosalind Grundy,
Hickman County; Wallace Grundy, Hickman County: Gwen
Bryant, Ballard Memorial; Alleena Smith, North Marshall;
and Yvette Thomas, Hickman
County.
ketco of Calloway
• County High School, will be 011
the state program.

Velora Hawkins, Alleena Smith, Gwen Bryant;
(third row, from left) Wallace Grundy, Yvette
Thomas, Rosalind Grundy, Charles Clark,
Jerry Castleman, David Flournoy; (back row,
from left) Joe Strader, Donna Foust, Vondra
Porter, and Bob Little. The delegates met at
Reidland High School Thursday morning to
leave for Louisville.
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1 Head of Catholic
Church
5
5' Withered
6
9 Fondle
12 War god
7
13 Newspaper
8
-14 Be mistaken
10 Great Lake
15 One who
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22 Exclamation
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
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17'6 IN COVE-

To the people of the - Nei,
Concord School District: Upon
the encouragement of various
persons who are deeply corrcerned about our coui.ty
scluals,..I. have agreed, if you
elect toe, to serve as a meiotic r
of the Calloway County Board if
Education representing the
New Concord Ceatkil District.
I served in public schools fcr
twenty-two years, as teacher
and as principal in elementary
and high schools and for seven
years as assistant superintendent in the Trigg County
Schools.
I have visited all of the rural,
schools of Calloway County and
know about their programs and
their problems. If you elect The,
I will work for a better
educational opportunity for all
the youth of Calloway County,
helping . to einploy the best
faculty and staff available,and
giving them iny full support and
r-eacourageuxent.. in. the performance of their (idles. Of
course, I will give particular
attention to matters -of special
concern to otir district.
This is legally a non-political
race,and I intend to keep it that
was. Furthermore, I pledge to
do my best to get politics out of
the schools.
As much as I would like to
know each one of you personally, I will not attempt a
door-to-door campaign. Inqpire
about me of whomever you
wish. And if you choose me as
your board member I will serve
the interests of your children
with honesty and courage and
hard work.
Whether you intend to vote for
me or not, let me encourage
you to be sure that you are
properly registered before the
registration is closed on October 410th, and to vote the
school ballot as your sense of
reason and duty direct you.

THAT 511,f10 THOMP5ON,1 THE
LAST TIME THIS HAPPENED, HE
ALM051 6OTU6 ALL KILLER..
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*NOTICE*

Calloway.County-Fire and Rescue
Fund Raising :oód.,Block

2
2
2

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8th
At Several Points Along North and South 12thltreet

All Funds Collected Will Go Toward_ Fire Fighting and Rescue Efforts
* The Calloway County Fire and Rescue Squad is Supported Entirely By Donations *
This Ad Paid For As A Public Service by . . .

West Ky. Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
Mayfield, Kentucky
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By TOM HOGE
AP Newsfeatures Wrii
For centuries, the N
tile bulb known as I
perhaps has been us(
flavor more types of foot
any other seasoning.
Despite the potent aro
member of the onion
gives off — by scientifi
mate one millionth of an
can be detected by the
nostril — garlic is deli
prepared properly.
In the Mediterranea
where garlic is used
cooks have discover
crushing the bud redu
potency Boiling gad
tames the scent In fa
ens in Provencal featur
composed of acouple
garlic cloves, water
much else.
In ancient times,
served as a food-rathe
seasoning. Historians t
Egyptian slaves who
Great Pyramid in the
tury B.C. virtually
garlic and onions. An
man poet, Virgil, urg
to eat garlic to help t
stand the broiling su
toiled in the fields
Garlic also was us
dicinal purposes in o
When one suffered
toothache, a .sliver
was placed in the
generally was belieV
eval times that ga
cure dog bites. pot
wounds and the stin
*mous snake.
One tends to link I
with the flavor of
this is true of man
that land, from th
matoe sauces of sou
to the tangy dishes
the north. Good I
are careful not to o
dish or sauce with
there is usually e
aroma to make it
tectable.
In Naples they s
flavored with garl
oil, and in Pied
ants feature a pa
nown as bagna
th. Made from
hovies, white truf
c with olive oil,
live mixture is
p for cold raw v
makes a delicious
,-In Milan, they
rlic specialtie
nd their way

fi

One is Osso Bu
siSts of veal s
with vegetables,
toinatoe*. &for
this pungent dish
with a mixture of
garlic, lemon pee
One of the
garlic dishes for
noted is Vitello T
is of sliced
th garlic, wi
ed cold W1
fish, ancho
uce.
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but I could see that the awareWhen I confessed my guilt to
ness of their destructive potential was shared by thy three an Indian diplomat from the Intratelling companions — Air ternational Control COMMiSSOf1
Force Maj. Edward Elias and standing languidly at the bar,
Navy [As. Mark Gartley and he told me, "The Vietnamese
Norris Charles, prisoners of can get along on virtually nothwar just released by the North ing, minimum food, minimum
clothing. That is the secret of
Vietnamese.
As combat officers, they had their ability to wage war debeen much more conditioned to spite great hardship."
The tension of war, and the
viewing the North Vietnamese
as enemies than I was. The austerity, prematurely aged the
first Vietnamese Gartley ever Vietnamese. One of our intersaw in his life was the farmer preters, a pretty girl called
who captured him after he was Lien with long plaited •tresses
down to her waist,said she was
shot down four years ago.
Now they were guests of the 22, but her facial bones were
enemy, comfortably riding old
Russian sedans and sipping
warm beer as the ruins of
bombed railway sidings and
factories slid by the windows.
When children started cheering
the *lot at hamlets along the
way t I felt that the North
By Mrs. R.D. Key
Vietnamese sense of forgiveSeptember 25, 1972
ness knew no bbunds, until I
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Beaty
discovered that everyone from Texas spent last week with
thought we were Russian her mother, Mrs. Clara Wicker
technicians.
and Ariel! and Mr. and Mrs.
If the sense of forgiveness Charlie Wicker. Visitors in the
was naturally enough restrain- home of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
ed, the sense of hospitality was Wicker Sunday were Mr. and
not. The food was suinptuous. Mrs. Tommy Beaty, Mrs. Clara
Three-egg breakfasts served Wicker and son, Ancil, Mr. and
with • Hanoi-canned ,pineapple Mrs. -J.P. Wicker, -Montlejuice, black bread and coffee Wicker, Arlin Paschall, Mr. and
from the highlands began each Mrs. Joe Powell and children",
day.
- -Mr. and' Mrs. Othel Pahl!
Three meat courses came Mr. arid Mrs. Hildred Paschall,
each lunch. Dinner at night in Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Paschall
the onee-ornate but now faded and boys, Mr. and Mrs. R.D.
dining mein of the Hoa Binh 'Key, Mrs. Holcie Grooms, and
Hotel was usually more of the Mrs. Enloe Tarkington.
same French cuisine, or a
Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph
Vietnamese banquet of a dozen Gallimore visited friends' in
muses.
Chattanooga last weekend.
And this.in a country that alBro. Jerry Lee was in a
lows each person only a little revival at Flint Baptist Church
more than an ounce of meat a last week.
day.
Mrs. Holice Grooms is
It was this avalanche of food spending a few, days with Mr.
that seemed to finally convince and Mrs. Waymon Young.
the three pilots that they were
Bro. Warren Sykes was in
free,
revival services at Dover,
"I useat dream that when I Tenn., last week.
got out I Would eat meat until I
R.D. Key has been sick the
was stuffed with it. That would past week. Bro. Vaden visited
be true freedom," said Gartley. him Thursday afternoon.
He had an opportunity to do
Harold Kuykendall will have
that every meal. And Elias, the surgery in Jackson, Tenn.,
only oneo:if the three not met Monday.
by a relative in Hanoi, noticeMr. and Mrs. Glenn Lee were
ably relaxed as the weelewent dinner guests of Bro. and Mrs.
by and the dinner table Jerry Lee Sunday.
groaned under quiche lorraine,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
sole ainandine and crepes su- visited the R.D. Keys Sunday
zette
afternoon.
----TheobagyooLYtetooroP_F, inMrs. Enloe
Mr. aoad
terpreters, guides and police' Tarking on aridVir:'11111-1Strso
agents who danced constant at- Ralph Kennedy visited Mr. and
tendance on everyone most of Mrs. Tellus Orr Sunday.
the time retired at mealtimes
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
to a back room where I saw visited Mr. and Mrs. Bardon
them once, tucking into a meal Nance Saturday afternoon.
of boiled rice and thin fish Mrs. Nance returned hom from
soup. I felt embarrassed for HeneY -Criteity Hospital last
our gargantuan appetites.
Saturday. She will go to
Paducah for treatment MonorreVarricarro•v
t
r vos.0.100;gtv boor..agTowsx.kos
oWsoirCE%wee wtref wf*wow
wav
r.,4t
.4,17•07,
74,if,7!••:74,..
s day.
sAlt
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wyatt
A. and son from Jackson and
Druey McSwain from Florida
W. visited Mrs, Wattie Taylor over
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke spent last weekend with
M Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt in
W. Nashville and attended the
First BaptistChurch to hear Dr.
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Dedication Thanks
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Appreciation
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Sunday, 0001;er.1, 1972 was truly a great day in the history of Murray United
Methodist Church. It was a.day of reminiscing, joy, dedication, togetherness of both
u old and new, fellowship, feasting and rnusic.—

3

n

3
3

The event was characterized by giving thanks, praise, and honor to Our Heavenly
Father, the giver of all perfect gifts, and to all those who contributed in any way in
word, deed, and song (past and present) towards making this an achieved, successful, and memorable mark in the history of our great church.
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The dedicatory activities were so appropriately climaxed by a beautiful and impressive mugical program arranged and directed by Prof. Paul W. Shahan of the
Music Department of Murray State University, and also choif director of our church.

44
To Prof. Shahan ahd choir we wish to convey our most sincere thanks, and to
heartily express a deep sense of gratitude and appreciation for the outstanding
presentations of such inspirational musical programs for both morning and evening
services, greatly contributing to a perfectly celebrated occasion in Murray United
Methodist Church.

Members of

Murray United Methodist Chureh
4:7473i.r0.74=3:*::Cil..."47.f.:*::**::CK.ils.11.3.37.31:.W
....10100C.C.N.:Ciailv#::*::::*.if::43.:411111.1e..

FOR SALE

1967 DATSUN station wagon, NEW- DOUBLE Wide mobile
automatic. Extra sharp. See at home. Only $6,395.00. Financing
916 North 18th Street.
09C on spot. Plenty of other mobile
homes to choose from. Bill's
EXTRA NICE 1966 Volkswagen, Mobile Homes, 3900 South
white with red interior. Perfect Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky,,
mechanically. Like new tires. 443-6150:07C
Price reasonable. Phone 753-1586
days or 753-3590 after 5:00
VA LOANS, no down payinent for
07C qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out- . almost to
1968 CHEVY Nova, 6 cylinder Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
straight shift, call 753-9806 after 7 Bank financing on spot. Bill's
07P Mobile Homes, 3900 South
rmo.
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
1965 MUSTANG with 1969, 203
443-6150.
07C
engine or 1964 Chevrolet station
wagon with 1967, 283 engine
CARPORT SALE, Friday and
Automatic, power and air either
from 8:00for $300.00. Phone 753-1874 after 6 Saturday, October 6-7,
5:00. Clothing, infant, children
pin.
07C and adult, paints, old mirror, toys
and many: other items. 1515
1962 V-8 CHEVY 2 door hardtop
J;;Iinson.
07C
straight shift. 1964 V-8 Chevy 4
door hardtop automatic. 1965
Chevy 6 cylinder straight shift, 4
door, 1951 Chevy ha-ton pick up.
Phone 753-7143.
07C

stretching her skin like that of.
an old woman. Lien said she
was practicing the three delays: delay love, delay marriage, delay babies. That is the
slogan the North Vietnamese
use to keep the female work
force at full strength, and it
seems to be working. Women
were carrying rifles, digging
mud to fill shell holes, working
in the fields.
We saw no miniskirts or lipstick on the streets of Hanoi.
The drama of travelling behind the North Vietnamese
lines was paraHelect by the unusual nature of the visit — escorting home the three pilots,
the first to be released since
1969.
Add a mother and a wife to
the party;stir in well-publicized
Pentagon opposition to the
About Our
whole venture, and,the stuff of
mystery and intrigue is made. 1964 INTERNATIONAL SCOUT.
07C
Aluminum Plates
Toward the end of the Hanoi Call 753-4184, after.5
stay it became apparent to me
there were three forces at
FOR SALE OR RENT
251 each
work. One was the pilots, anxious to leave for home.The secThe ledger & Times
ond was the North Vietnamese
or
government, also eager for us
103 N. 4th Street
to depart because the world
was beginning to wonder_ about
Murray, Ky.
NICE 3-BEDROOM
the delay. The third and most
Phone
753-1916
important force .was the escort
HOUSE TRAILER
delegation of antiwar activists
Bath and A Half
who wanted to make the most
AKC REGISTERED Alaskan
of the affair-for fezo reasons —
Malainute, female. GrandREASONARE
to get more prisoners out later,
da ughter"-TO.-ThTil-afahlithg —
and to reinvigorate the antiwar
Malamute in the nation. Other
Phone 753-5865
movement in America.
chainpierisin bloodline. Also year
For.this reasonthe pilots did
old wale.Phone 753:9390T '07C "
not fly out of Hanoi via Vietiane, Laos, the logical route. A
BABY CALVES Pure bred and
determined U.S. Defense Decross bred, Murray Rt. 3. Phone
partment could have whisked
1TC
474-2236.
the pilots away from the escort
groan at the airport.
YARD SALE for Saturday, Oct.
Instead, delicate negotiations
7, at 8:30 a.m. located 735 Nash
were made to fly out via PeDrive.
ITC
king. When I filed a chspatch to
that effect, my Hanoi guideSTRAW
DELIVERED-- IN
censor told me, "You can't
Murray 75 cents a bale. Phone
write that. The American
489-2352.
012C
planes will force you from the
sky when they discover where
1961 CHYSLER $100.00. End
you are going."
g
tables and coffee table , good
I wrote it, and:the planes left
Condition 635.00. Phone 437us alone. .
4493.
09C
The Deferise-DePartment revealed itself at Moscow Airport
T
where a party of official American welcomers included a'Maj.
-.Ronald F. Walker who said he
was the einbassy,doetor.
The three pilots turned down
1705 Johnson Blvd.
the offer of a -U.S. Air Force
_
%c ote1
:.
• alan oy
'Sat, Oct. 7, 9:30-3:30was waiting at Copenhagen airport. Walker joined us for the
.4 Black & White
ride home. At one point, he sat
o Clothes; Men's tailor
with me and praised both my
•ool made Slacks size 34;
p) Shirts, Med.; Soeaters;
professional abilities and personal character. fwas suitably
Boy's Baby Clothes;
flattered.
Play Pen with pad;
o Pictures; MetIox
But the major revealed his
true nature later when he apPotteey. Many Other
e• Item. Golf Clubs
peared from the first class
lounge an hour out of New
,`-'• All Reasonably Priced
York with the uniformed soldiers at his elbow. Tempers at
this point in the journey were
1.UZIER COSMETICS,
hot, with the peace group
distributed by Linda Outland.
claiming the Defense DepartSpecials till Saturday, Oct. 7, are
ment was breaking its promise,
Cleansing and moisturizing
and Walker insisting the pilots
cream, half price. Last time on
were ,under military jurisdic'special for this year. Phone 431tion.
4755,
09C
As I raised my camera, Walker turned on me, and flailing
FRIGIDAIRE
REFRIGERhis arms he cried loudly, "No
ATOR.Phone 435-4592.
pictures!"
I took the picture anyway. In
Hanoi if I had disobeyed such a
1969 YAMAHA, 125 Enduro, in Acommand-I would have had my
1 shape. Phone 753-5590.
09C
film confiscated. All Walker
could do was glare,
4,000 FEET OF dry cypress
I knew I was back in the
lumber. One inch thick. Phone
West..
753-8479.
,
69c

CALL

FOR SALE
FOR RENT

Sell
Your
Business

-3 JOHN YATES
3 GARAGE SALE

Sell
Household
Goods

Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr
and son have moved into their
new home this weekend.
Lz.4 Visitors in Friday and Saturday
er.; were Mrs. Jessie Paschall, Mrs.
Estelle Morris, Mrs. Bertid
Jenkins, Mrs. Floria Jenkins,
W Mrs. Douglas Vandyke, Mr. and
Mrs. Underwood, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill- Wilson, Mrs. Joe Dunning
and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
A Gaylon H. Morris and Michelle,
Mr. and Mrs. Butch Paschall
w and children, Mr. and Mrs.
-7.; Edgar Paschall and children October 3, 1972_
-A and Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key.
Wilson,
filti
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
ADULTS .105
Mrs. Tom Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. NURSERY 7
J.P. Wicker, and Mr. and Mrs.
,
Ralph Darnell visited Mr. and
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs..
Morris
_ Sunday afDISMISSALS
ternoon.
Mrs. Melba Inez Landers,
Mr. arid Mrs. Henry Sykes New Concord, Leander Carmen
and son, Tony, spent the Piercy, Kenl.ake Tr. Pk.,
Ls
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Murray, Paul Edward Latham,
Herbert Smyth in Memphis.
530 S. 6th, Murray, Joe Brown
A. Peggy Cornwell and Linda Crutcher, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Hayes visited Bro. and Mrs. Loretta Meador and Baby Girl,
Warren Sykes Saturday night. New Concord, Mrs. Melinda
L. Visitors in the home of Mrs, Sledd and Baby Girl, Rt. 9,
Ella Morris Sunday afternoon Benton, Mrs. Sondra Grimes
were Mr. and Mrs. Coy and Baby Boy, 316 College Cts.,
Kuykendall, Mr. and Mrs. Murray. Mrs. Marion Watson
Gaylon Morris, Mrs. Ralph and Baby Boy, Rt, 2, Hazel,
Gallitnore and Michelle Morris, Mts. Amanda Otie Erwin, Rt. 1,
.aj Mrs. -Bertie Jenkins, Mr. and SRazel, Mrs. Ludic Lawson,
ri Mrs. Glynn M. Orr and son, Mr. Hazel, William Moses, Turner,
'At
t 3 and Mrs. Louis Paschall and 414 S. 8th, Murray, Mrs. Euna
A grandchildren, Elisha
Covington Knight, Rt. I,
• Paschall and Mr. and Mrs. Murray, Mrs. liottie Garner, 719
Gaylon H. Morris.
Riley cts., Murray. --Wt!

3

°LC

AUTOS FOR- SALE

By TOM HOGE
Vitello Tonnato is a specialty
AP Newsfeatures Writer
of L'Aiglon, a restaurant in
EDITOR'S NOTE: AP SpeFor centuries, the versamidtown New York The owners picked up the recipe in a cial Correspondent Peter "Artile bulb known as garlic
small trattoria in the Milan re- nett, the Pulitzer Prize winning
perhaps has been used to
gion, and adapted it for their writer who spent eight years
flavor more types of food than
cuisine.
covering the war in Vietnam,
any other seasoning.
VITELLA TONNATO
. recently returned from a visit
Despite the potent aroma this
1 five-pound veal roast, boned to Hanoi. In the following
member of the onion family
final
and tied
gives off — by scientific estiarticle on the trip he tells about
4
cups
chicken
broth
mate one millionth of an ounce
the drama of freely traveling
2 cups dry white N, ne
can be detected by the human
behind North Vietnamese lines,
I
bay
leaf
nostril — garlic is delicate if
where once as a war corre4 chopped garlic buds
prepared properly.
spondent he was the target of
6
celery
tops
In the Mediterranean area
enemy bullets.
where garlic is used lavishly, 2 carrots sliced
Bag of mixed herbs t available
By PETER ARNETT
cooks have discovered that
in most food stores)
AP Special Correspondent
crushing the bud reduces its
Place veal in heavy pot and
Vietnam is the first foreign
potency. Boiling garlic also
sear
over hot flame. Add above war where Americans have
fact
kitchtames the scent. In
ens in Provencal feature a soup ingredients. cover pot and cook regularly gone behind enemy
slowly 2 1/2 hours. Remove lines to see what is happening
composed of,,a'4couple of dozen
garlic cloves, water and not from fire and let cool.
and to write about it. Many had
For the sauce. place in a
much else.
blender, two medium cans been to North Vietnam before
In ancient times, garlic
white-meat tuna, 4 anchovies, 2 toe, but I was still not prepared
than
a
served as a food-rather
teaspoons
Dijon mustard, 1 tea- for what I found.
seasoning. Historians tell us the
Maybe this was because I
garlic
powder, 1 teaspoon
spoon
Egyptian slaves who built the
had spent nearly ten years
Great Pyramid in the 5th cen- each powdered thyme, savory,
tury B.C., virtually lived on salt, white pepper. Add 4 looking at the. North from the
garlic and onions. And the Ro- ounces fresh lemon juice and vantage point of South Vietman poet, Virgil, urged reapers put blender on low speed, add- nam. My ten days visit was ofTurn ten unnerving.
to eat garlic to help them with- ing slowly 1 cup olive oil.
blender-to high speed I minute,
I had to resist a compulsion
stand the broiling sun as they
remove sauce to a bowl and stir to run
toiled in the fields.
whenever People's Army
ounces
capers
and
four
in
four
Garlic also was used for mesoldiers came by in their baggy?
chopped
parsley.
Slice
ounces
dicinal purposes in olden days.
and place in a shallow green uniforms, their Ho Chi
When one suffered from a cold veal
has a cover. Pour Minh rubber tire sandals, their
dish
that
toothache, a sliver, of, the bulb
over meat, cover and oversized pitch helmets emblasauce
was placed in the caVity. It
keep in refrigerator 2 days. zoned *ith the red star.
generally was 'W1ideed-1n mediServes four as a main course.
On -the battlefields of .So
eval times that garlic could
Good with a chilled Soave white Vietnam these-were the enemy.
eure dog bites, poison arrow wine
a....reporter with the Allied
wounds and the sting of a ven• forces, I was --fair - game. foromous snake.
their bullets.
One tends to link Italian food
Now behind the lines in
with the flavor of garlic and Widely read
—The
IUPI
NEW
YORK
this is true of many dishes of
Hanoi, these same soldiers walsays
at
Society
Bible
American
that land, from the rich toone book of the Bible has ked by me with tittle more than
matoe sauces of southern Italy least translated into 1,431 a Curiouslbok 'as they htunped
been
to the tangy dishes of Milan in languages and the entire Bible their small canvas rucksacks
the north. Good Italian cooks into 249. The New Testament behind them.
are careful not to over-season a has been translated into 329
I had' another compulsion
dish or sauce with garlic, but languages.
while I was there with a delethere is usually enough of an
gation of antiwar activists.
aroma to make it clearly deThat was to run away from the
tectable.
American war planes that
In Naples they serve a pasta
flavored with garlic and olive
sometimes wheeled high in the
1, and in Piedmont restausky above.
nts feature a powerful sauce
Many a night I had sat in the
nown as bagna cauda, or hot
ward rooms of Seventh Fleet
• th. Made from .butter. ancarriers in the South China Sea,
and
garhovies, white truffles
or balanced drinks in the offic with olive oil, this authorcers'
clubs of U.S. air bases in
ive mixture is used as a hot
South Vietnam, and heard the
p for cold raw vegetables and
pilots talking animatedly of
• kes a delicious antipasto.
their air attacks that day
In Milan, they have several
against the North.
rlic specialties that have
d their way to America.
Now I was a visitor to the
target area. Af one point I
One is Osso Buco, which, contravelled a slowdoioving ferry
sists of veal shanks braised
across
a river near Nam Dinh
with vegetables, white wine and
with its bridge destroye49,nd I
traria toe*. Before.heing served,
started. thinking abour what
this pungent dish is garnished
wpu appen - US-..aircraft
• •
with a mixture of chopped raw
came over and bombed us. /
garlic, lemon peel and parsley.
One of the most delightful
SNIPER TARGET—William could visualize the blanti, anprlic dishes for which Milan is Craig, leader of Northern nouncement later that day at
muted is Vitello Tonnato. It con- Ireland's militant Protestant the military press briefing in
sists of sliced veal flavored vanguard Movement, was fired Saigon: "Targets today includwith garlic,- wine and herbs, upon by a sniper in Belfast, but ed strikes against a ferry north
served cold with a sprightly was not hit, police said.
of Nam Dinh. Damage heavy
tunafish. anchovy and garlic
(AP
Wirephoto
sauce.
The planes didn't come near,
.
F1%.

.ta

Hospital Report

Turn
Castoffs
Into
Cash

AUTOS FOlt. SALE
_
1968 OPEL. -See at 1610 College
Farm Had or phone 753-5808,
after 4:30 per:
06C
1966 CHEVROLET track, long
wheel base, one ton. Bean sides.
,. 06C
Plroilie 753-5401.
1969 FORD picklm, like new. 1963
Chevrolet four door WW1% A real
second car. Phone 753-1277 days
or 753-5175 eights. .
06C

1

qta,

BEDROOM SUITE about 50
yeii--S-htd. Bed with mattress and
springs, chest, Vanity type
dresser and stool. Reasonable
09C
priced. Call 753-3730.

Rent
Your
Apartment

.0 dark green,
1971 DAT,SUN,,,120
factowy air, tioetollent condition),
low mileage. Phone 753-2923 or
753-5532.
06C
1971 DATSUN 1200 Coupe, blue, 4
speed: mags, console and tach.
Phone 753-1319 before 5:00 or 75306C
7541 after 5:00p.m.

'
,
.
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FOR SALE
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Benton,
247-8187

FIMN .

Phone

12'x64'-1971 .FLEETWOOD
--mobile -home,
.living r t
expando. Also 12'x12' metal
utility building to stay. Landscaped. Central heat and air,
three bedrooms, 11 2 baths, shown
by appointment. Phone 753-8560
after 6:00 p.m. or 753-3648 days.
205 Riviera Courts.
016C

L.

NOTICE:
,

Lo

&Ito

NOTICE

y

753-1916

(51

G (-9 r?

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

'3

'1 C-

SERVICES OFFERED

Spiders
Termites
Eat Your Horn,voiliath*
4
ki 1111 C.
Roaches,
Carry Germs

King's Den
"Mens Factory Outlet"
OPENING THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12th

GET Itto ix

PESTS

Hours: 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.

1970 Model Chevrolet
* New Grain Bed & Hoist
* 8000 Lb. Front Springs
* 2-Speed Rear Axle
* 8.25x20 10-Ply Tires
* 23,000 Lb. Rear Springs
* Overload Springs

Protect Your Home!

* Southside Shopping Center *
South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

'KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914,100 South
13th Street. "Every day you
AUCTION SALE
delay lets bugs have their
of
TFC
UNCLAIMED STORAGE way."
LEGAL NOTICE

GOODS

.1
1

H&R USED Furniture on 121
Concord Road, 4 miles from
Murray. Has lots of good used
furniture and lots of antiques. See
us for your needs. Phone 753Octoher 10P
4716.

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
day the year round...Winter and Summer.
CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

100 S. 13th

Street

--40° PUBLIC SALE

s427

TOBY

00

FIVE POINTVCA-FE-and BARBECUE

See or Call . .
Guy McCuiston
Charlie Jenkins J. H. Nix
Phone 753-2617

litensed by State_a_Itentucky
M mber Ch m•.r oUtbmm aq.

Invite You To Have a '3.00 12-oz

BONELESS STRIP STEAK

At A SPECIAL
sq5o
PRICE Of '
Including Baked Potato and 2 Other Vegetables
Sat. 8

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, Inc.
Hazel Highway

WE SPECIALIZE IN BAR-B-Q
Many Other Dinnertand
Sandwiches to Choose From!

Murray, Ky.

1....;
H&H SEAL COATING
• Protects driveways from Winter freeze.
• Preserves new driveways and renews old
driveways.
• All work guaranteed. • Free estimate.

Try One of Our 2 Daily
Specials at $ 1 10

ir*Stinr111**1
* CABLEVISION*
* Before Oct 13 and *
*Receive Installation for*
Write for Free
Only 99' I
pictire brochere: *
* CALL 753-5005 *

Thank You!!

_Auctikneering Service

Must,aeg Ridiat
lave Mowers.
4200 Cadieux
Detroit, Mich.48224

COW & CALF BREAKFAST
Special Family Rate:

Experienced in Livestock, Farm,
Household and Antique Auctions.
KENT KORTE gJOHNNY KELSO
d (Associate)
Lynn Grove, Kentucky
Phone 4354872

FOR SALE

Holstein calf, bulls or heifers, from 1
week to weaning age.
For further information phone . . .
489-2161 after 5:00 P.M.

FOR
SALE

TRIANGLE INN

If You
Miss Your Paper

Trailer & Lot

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.

Settle The
Estate
Through A
Public Auction
John Randolph
Realty & Auction
753-8382

753-7278
Between 5:00 p.m.
& 6:00 p.m. In

FOR SALE

Good Used 19" Portables
For Sale Guaranteed
Alst MOD USED COLOR
REASONABLE

TV SERVICE CENTER

A

rliastilIP FOR
I
i CABLEVISION i
: Before Oct. 13 and
:
Receive Installation for •
•
.
•
:
. Only
CALL 753-5005

FOR RENT

TWO BEDROOM mob'
10'x40', all electric,
ditioned. Water and gar
up furnished. Phone 75
6551.
LARGE TWO beetroot
apartment. Newly
piffled. Ideal for tw
Inquire at Kellys Pe
1.ocated 100 S. 13th St.
8' x 50' TWO BEDR 0]
electric heat. $50.00
Heine 489-2595.
HELP W
EXPERIENCED WA
ull time and part
Must be neat and
phone calls. Colo
Smorgasbord.

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
lir In. aecertlance with the
and ANNA of
provisions of leRS 355.7-206 - tn
.
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
KRS 355.7-210, inclusive, Clifton
B. Emerson,of Emerson Movers,
• will, on October 21, 1972, at 10:00
o'clock a.m., sell
at public
auction on the premises of
CARPET-LINOLEUM in- BARN PAINTING and comEmerson Movers, at 703 South stallations and repairs, all types. mercial praying. Local painter.
E.o,urth Street, Route 5, Murray,
Residential or commercial. For References. Free estimate.
Kentucky, the following unfree estimate phone 436Phone Farmington 382claimed household goods and
2124.
November IC 2299.
October20C
miscellaneous personal property
stored with Emerson Movers and
not claimed, or so much of it as
L
may be necessary to pay the liens
thereon and the expenses of the
sale, plus advertising, and any
This
Sun. the 7th 8 8th
other just claims against said
material, stored. by or on
behalf of the persons named, to
satisfy the liens in the amount
shown owed to Emerson Movers
Mustang Riding Lawn
as of October 1, 1972:
Mowers powered by Big
Attie M. Perry, of 505 South
Powerful 7 H.P. Briggs and
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
GARAGE
SALE, 1708 Keenland
Pho e 247-7201 - Mayfield, Ky.
Stratton Motor. Direct
in Kentucky. No increase in Second Street - $152.00 storage
Drive, 8:00 a.m.-12:01:1 noon,
from factory. Still in
prices. Country Boy Stores, charges on One ( II Upright
Saturday, October 7. Clothes, size
crates, over 3,000 grand
Army Surplus, 9 miles from Piano,stored since September 10,
12 and 16, quilts and bedspreads,
new 1973 Models. With Full
WILL DO Coin ining. Phone 753Iiopkinsville, Junction Kentucky 1970;
drapes, and many household
PIANO TUNING-Repairone
year
117 and 164. Open Sunday until John Cole - 8276.00 storage
Factory
7287.
09C
items
'rebuilding. Prompt expert ser06C
charges
on
20
cartons,
for
Warrants.
total
4:00p.m.
06C
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
weight of 760 lbs., moverroin 200
Must be sold immediately,
WILL DO any kind of haulipg,
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
not for $389.95, only $189.95,
SUEDE COAT,size 16. Also black North Fifteenth Street, Murray,
including garbage in teunts*ift Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- -.Fail priceIUtak claimed.t_k_
winter coat, size 14. Phone 753- Ky. on June 9, 1969, containing
the lowest prices. Phone 753October 1 IC
8911.
sour door.
_
7450.
06C household goods, books, records,
09C
4apes, and miscellaneous- perle.zace, Jerry Ross and
USED 30" General Electric sonal property.
LLAVORLD ELECTRONICS
range and older refrigerator. Benny Flahive, formerly of Charles Aldridge mana'Rers.
307 N. 4tif 7534091 September
22.
Friday,
Opening
Phone 753-3748 or 753-6883 after Route 3, Murray, Ky. - $262.56
TELEVISION,
RADIO,
5:00p.m.
SMALL APPLIANCE
No Sales Too Large or tmalr
06C storage charges on 1020 lbs. Speclializee in Mercedes Benz
SALES & SERVICt
moved from Brandon Dill Trailer Toyota and Volvo. Also car air
* or visit the Murras *
CAR
SPECIALIZING IN CB &
Court December 15, 1969, in- conditioning and road service. RADIO REPAIR
• Cablevision Office in the * BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
cluding dishes, wardrobe, 2 437-9594,11ardin, Ky. October 21C
Rent
to
purchase
plan.
Lonardo
* Bel Air Shopping Center *
sets,
fan,
Piano Company, across from television
* on South 12th.
miscellaneous
household
goods
Post
Office,
Paris,
Tenn.
06C
*************
Let us help you get off to church Sunday Morning
and personal property.
(Licensed and Bonded
"NEVER used anything like it," USED BAI.DWIN Spinet piano. Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Gibson
Auctioneer)
say users .of Blue Lustre carpet Used Baldwin organ,
used storage charges of $253.50 on
cleaner. Rent electric sham- Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo living room, bedroom, and kitpooer $1. Big X, 13elaire Shopping Piano Company, across from chen furniture and equipment
Breakfast for Two- $1.50
Breakfast for Four- $2.98
Center.
. 07C Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
Breakfast for Ten- 17.42
Breakfast for Three- $2.24
06C and miscellaneous household
18' MARK TWAIN boat with 100
GENERAL HOUSE wiring. ...FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank'
goods and personal property,
H.P. Mercury motor. Trailer
Installation or rework. No job too. installation. Phone 753-7850. TFcIncludes:
Breakfast
Calf
Each
and
Cow
including
sofa.
included. Phone 753-7547 after
big or too small.Call for estimate..
-Two eggs, cooked any style
The present address of Benny
2:30p.m.
09C
436-2159, Jim.
October23P WILL DO any type of carpenter
-Buttered toast or biscuits
Flahive and of Mr. and Mrs.
work, small or large jobs Free
Ewing
-Gibson
-Blackberry
is unknown.
preserves or jelly.
NICE ONE bedroom mobile
CUSTOM COMBINING, plus eitimate. Phone 753-,
Warehouse charges are in default
-Coffee, tea. milk or orange juice
home, 8'x38',,, priee $850.00. Can
hauling corn or beans. Phone 753- 7955.
November2C
for more than twelve (12)
-Kellogg's individual cereals with milk or hot oats.
be seen at Hale Lock Shop and
8090.
October25(7
months
on
each. listing. For
Trailer Court. Phone 753SINGLE BREAKFAST-85 cents
further information inquire of
5980.
07C
Offer Good Seven Days A Week
Emerson Movers. Douglas
ACK THE stone for your new
Open
5 a.m.-Breakfast Anytime
Shoemaker
will
be the auctioneer
home. Let us build your fireplace.
12 FOOT SEMI-V Richline boat
at the sale.
Visit our showroom for ideas.
and trailer with 5 H.P. motor with
Stone Craft, 904 East Wood
tank. All in excellent condition
EMERSON MOVERS
Street, Paris,Tenn.,904-642• and ready for the 'fall fishing
1199.
Octoberl1C ,
season. Priced at $225:00. Also 1971 MOBILE HOME 12'x65', 2 1955
Will
driver
the
vehicle
of
the
GMC pic'k'up truck with bad
fiy: Clifton B. Emerson
. 30" electric oven only 11 months bedroom,2 baths, all electric and motor.
that hit a 1970 Ford LTD, ivory
Cheap. Phone 753-(
Oct. 6&13('
44d for 695 00, Phone 436-2396 07P
gold, in the left rear back door PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
ttliag carpet. Call 753-5452 after 5 6215.
06P
while it was legally parked in the carpets, floors, furniture and
or visit the Murray
07C
1964 SIMCA, Single bed.
Hendon parking lot at North 4th wall cleaning. Ask about our
Cablevision Office in the
treasonably priced. Call 753and Walnut Streets on Wed- housewide cleaning, weekly,
Bel Air Shopping Center
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air, washer, dryer, fireplace, GARAGE SALE, Saturday,
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arge porch, underpenned,
8'00 2 bedroom
Phone._
PROFESSIONAL
PAINK1NG, garage, or outbuildings, where
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experienced in interior and ex- you have old things accumulated._
Riviera Courts,753-3966.
09C woman's clothing, books and
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06C
and dine at ease
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Come
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ROYAL
MANUAL
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October17C JOHN'S REPAIR Service
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Of
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AND yard sale, Friday
After ", oo
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Homemade Ice Cream
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with Reynolds weather tight
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IVfen's and women's jewelry, 50 to 100 mud grip tires,
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CURIOUS TO know if ads for the
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aluminum siding. Also we do
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number,
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rates.
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him first If you get no
LIKE NEW. 40 cord double key
TRADE 1970 Dart with air, power Storm .windows & door, shutters
•(16C Street.
07NC
010C
Canton, Ky.,42211.
results then call John
board, electric organ and antique
and automatic, for pick up with and carports. Free estimates.
Pasco , Jr at the above
, organ stool. Call 753-5544.
07(
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Hungry Enough
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To Eat A Cow & Calf,
1972 125_HONDA. •Will sacrifice
thited
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Two Can Have Breakfast
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I
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5
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horse mare, very --tame. Has YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service,
PEST
CONTROL
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_
a
a heifer milk
to 12: Lamps, glassware: toys',
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1409.
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4:
-.4Ak1i3
-
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**************Vc***************************4

CHILDREN'S CLOTHES,-excellent condition. Mostly infant
girl sizes, to 18 months, some
bigger. Also some boy's, assorted
sizes, miscellaneous. Saturday,
October 7, 1602 Catalina
Drive.
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••••••••••••••*****sum
•
•
FALL SALE :
I
i of CAMPERS •
▪ 1973 18 ft. full self- •
•
• contained tandem axle •
•
•
•
•
• Only $2635 •aa
: With Air $2999 •
•
• Arrowhead
•
•
:
Camper Sales •
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Unemployment Edges
Downward Last Month

rapa.a.

State 'Blessed' With Visitors
Looking For New Kind Of Grass

WASHINGTON AP - The earnings increase was only two
nation's unemployment edged cents per hour.
'WINCHESTER, Ky. I API- between 18 and 25, he said, al- condition that they
aren't
down last month and the total
Kentucky dotes on its tourist though a number of juveniles caught in this area again.
If
The bureau said the unnumber of Americans at work
trade, but in recent months the also have been picked up. The they are they have to
serve the
increased, the government re- employment rate for the third
state has been "blessed" witb youngest was 14.
30 days plus any other time for
quarter of the year averaged
ported today.
visitors wanting to see a differ"I'd
say
that
the second offense," Curtis
more
than
half
5.6 per cent.
ent kind of grass than the roll- come from out of the state," said.
The total out-of-work declined
The report said the uning bluegrass that horses nibble Curtis said, citing cases inHe said the method was ef200,000 to 4.7 million, for a rate employment rate for white woron in white-fenced pastures.
volving people from New York, fective and that there had been
of 5.5 per cent of the labor kers declined from 5.1 to 5.0
In the same area that has Ohio, Illinois_ and North and only one repeat case.
force, said the Bureau of Labor per cent while the rate for nongiven
the
world
fine South Carolina.
Catching offenders has
Statistics.
whites-mostly Negroes-rose
thoroughbreds,
smokin
g
He said a news story about proved something of a problem,
This was down from a rate of from 9.7 to 10.2,per cent.
..tobacco and distilled Southern the region's "crop" appear
ed a due partly to a shortage of law
5.6 per cent in August it said.
The unemployment rate for.
Comfort another resource couple years ago. "That really enforcement officers
. Curtis .
The total number of em- blue-collar workers dropped
thrives-wild hemp left over brought them in," he said.
said he and Clark County Attorployed actually dropped 1.5 mil- from 6.5 to 6.1 per cent, lowest
from the days ( as late as World
lion to 82 million, but since it in more than two years, but the
Curtis praised the Kentucky nes' Blake H. Page had spent a
War II) when the government
few nights, "on stake out"
normally drops more than that rate for workers in service jobs
paid farmers to grow it for Legislature this year for giving themselves in
an effort to assist
for the month, the bureau fig- rose sharply from 6.3 to 7.3 per
county
courts
jurisdic
tion
to
try
rope.
local
police.
ured it as an increase of cent, the report said.
mariju
ana
cases. Previously
Today it is a weed, better
"We're getting cooperation
250,000.
The jobless rate for construeknown as marijuana, all but the cases could be heard only from the farmer
s in this area,"
,The bureau also reported that ion workers declined from 11.6 in
circuit
courts,
which
only
impossible to eliminate from
he 4aid. "They're not setting
average earnings of some 50 to 9.2 per cent, lowest in 29
roadsides, railroad tracks and meet three times a year in themselves
up as vigilanties
million rank-and-file workers months.
back lots. Recently a patch was some rural areas. The result, • barthey
're
coopera
ting with us
rose six cents per hour to $3.71
Manufacturing unenii
he
said, was a tremendous
removed from a Lexington city
and calling the law."
and $1.51 per week to $138.75.
ploysoent at 5.1 per cent was
backlog
of
cases.
park.
Woodmen of the World Including Woomen Grove 126, Woodmen Court 729, Tau
.rmirtis said if a farmer sees a
A large part of the hourly also the lowest in 29 months.
Phi Lambda
Marijuana possession is a
"Our fiscal court last year
Sorority 817, and Woodmen Camp 592 presented an American flag and a Kentucky flag
strange car on his property he
pay increase was technical,
to the Murray agreed
misdem
eanor in Kentucky carto subsidize farmers by
The report said the labor High School Band on Thursday. Joe Sills, band director, said the flags would be used for the first
usually will block a drive and
caused by the many school
paying for 2-40,(a type of her- rying a maximinn penalty of 90 hold
his visitors until the sheryoungsters leaving lower pay- force declined as expected by , time in the MSU Homecoming parade. He said this school year the flags will be used for parades only,
days
in
jail
and
a $250 fine for iff
bicide) to use on it," said Clark
or
state police arrive. In one
ing summer jobs to return to 1.7 million as school youngsters but next year the flags will be incorporated in the marching band's half time program. Shown, left to
a
first offense.
County Judge Dorsey P. Curtis.
instance a farmer held an untheir classes.kand thus raising left the labor market to go right, Grover Burkett, WOW area manager; Glenn Wooden, Kentucky state president;
"It's
been
my
policy
"If
James
to
you
fine
can .get (the mariback to their studies.
Parker, district manager; Madeline Parker, court treasurer; Joe Sills, band
average pay.
director; Loretta Jobs, juana) when it's first coming them $100 and give them a 30- wanted guest at gunpoint.
_
field representative; Eli Alexander. school principal.
But the central Kentucky
On a seasonally adjusted
The rePert
day suspended sentence on the
up you'll kill it," he said.
marijuana season .is almost
basis, the bureau said, the past year, total employment
Curtis said, however, that a
over for this year, Curtis said.
The unemployment- rate fer-- has risen more than 2.4 million,
lot of farmers don't have-time
"After
the first frost hits it that
men edged down from 3.9 to 3.8
800,to spend fighting the crop.
kills it," he said.
• per cent with a total of 1.6 nal- 000 women and nearly 500,000
The judge estimated 30-35 of(Continued from Page I)
lion. The rate for women de- teen-agers,
fenders were brought before his
clined from 5.5 per cent to 5.4
before
moving-te-Murray,
court
on
The report added that unpossession charges
per cent with a total of 1.8 mil- employ
this year. "One weekend we Humphrey is a past president of
ment among recently
lion. The jobless rate for teen- dischar
the tocal club and has been
picked up nine," he said.
ged arined services
agers declined from 16.9 to 16.5 veteran
Most of those arrested are publicity chairman for three
s aged 20 to 29 declined By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS idents desk that exceed the
per cent with a total of 1.2 mil- from 7.7
years.
Members of local units of the
to 6.6 per cent.
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each $2 of earnings. Under asked to contribute a total of 60 Wyatt, Glynn Wilson and Hans expressed his thanks and be the theme
ment with the Icelandic Chess
of the Meditations school systenis who attended
"A medical tea m is reviewpleasur
Konrad
e
hours
and
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those of the p.T.A.
in community service.
present
law,
the
ceiling
$1,is
presented by three members of the meeting were Geneva
Federation for exclusive rights ing my situation and the many
for the large attendance.
Before Mrs. Mack was inthe congregation on,. this Laity Brownfield, Charlotte
to make motion pictures and vi- possible avenues of modern sci- 600 without penalty.
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troduce
followe
d
Barker,
by
d
the
Qr.
L. J. Hortin,
school
--Reduce from six to four
deotapes of the Fischer-Spasky ence open to us, such as chemday schedule of students by Sunday, October 8, at the First Alberta Korb, Jo Lovett, Ben
months the period a disabled program chairman for the day,
latch last summer.
otherapy
Humphreys and Robert Rowan,
and
visiting each class for a ten Presbyterian Church.
radiation person must wait before he can six Murray girls, representing
The suit said it had entered therapy."
minute
the
period,
various
'phases
Meeting
of the Girl
Those speaking, will be Mrs.,
the
receive Social Security dbe
into numerous contracts, based
teacher and receiving a short Carroll Guy, Alan Leurons
Scout program, led the Service October 6, 1972
ability payments.
, and
on the agreement and that FisWALTHAM, Mass. MAP) Market
Report includes 9 briefing of - the hopeful Paul Lynn. All
-Require. issuance of Social Rotarians in the pledge of
three
are
cher's refusal to permit filming The new president of Brandeis
achievements for the coming members of the church's
'•
CHICAGO 111)
Security numbers to each child allegiance to the flag. They buying stations
11 - Most
Inof the match subjected Chester University, Dr. Marver H.
Receipt
s:
Act.
school
528 Est, 1800
were:
year.
terpretation and Steiardship piano education experts believe
when he enters school.
Fox and Co. to "substantial fi- Bernstein, says he proposes to
Barrow
s and Gilts 25 to 50 lower
Refreshments were served in committee and will be sharing group instruction in the 1930s
-Guarantee that the 20-perRebbie Houston. daughter of
nancialliabilities."
make the school "a community
and 1940s never really took
the cafeteria. All the parents their . convictions
Dr. and Mrs. Hal Houston, sows steady
Social
cent
Securit
increas
y
e
as the
hold because of the lack of
The company said that Fis- of faith in pursuit of truth."
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 28.2-28.75 seemed to agree it was indeed
which just took effect would nof Brownies;
congreg
a
ation
Liz
looks
to
its Capital qualified teachers.
Hendon,
cher had "evidenced his deBernstein made the comment
result in a cut in old-age-assist- daughter of Dr. and Mrs: Gene US 1-3 200-250 lbs.. 27.75-28.25 pleasure to have their children Fuild Campaign, Octeber-2.129,
Now. according to the
sire" _prior to the match to Thursday - as he -was. inance, payments, loss of Medi- Hendon, and Sty Overbey, US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 27.25-27.75 attending such a modern and a spokolman said.
National Piano Foundation,
we the championship .series augurated as the fourth presicaid benefits, an increase in daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 26.50-27.25 well-equipped facility, 1.yons
Also participating in this more than 300,000 youngsters
with Spassky filmed by Fox. dent of the university, succeedsaid.
public housing rents, or loss,ef Overbey, Juniors; Emily Byrn, Sows
service of worship will be the are involved in group inThe suit also contends Fischer ing Charles I. Shotttand, who
(laughter of Mi. and s. Jirri US 1-2 270-350 ,lbs. 25.00-26.00
(god stamps or commodities.
•Children's Choir; singing the struction. In Atlanta. Kansas
City .and Dallas, group indemanded and received money retired.
-Eliminate a disadvantage Byrn, - and Marilyn Howard, US 13 350-650 lbs.. 24.00-25.00
anthem' 'Tether In Heaven.," atructio
nlias been linked with
from Fox. The amount was not
2-3
US
450-650
daughte
lbs., 23.00-24.00
which now gives men a lower
r of Mr. and Mrs. Ted
The church choirs are under the -big increases in piano sales.
specified in the suit.
MIAMI rAP)
Havana Ra- Social Security retirement pay- Howard, Juniors
•
PURYE
AR
PTA
direction of Dr. Carl Mowery. Last -year. sales in the three
; and Gina
OAKS BRIDGE
The suit seeks $3 million in dio says Angela Davis, the ment
Willard Alls, pharmacist at
than women even, though Starks, daughter of'Mr. .and
The Primary and Junide cities went up 92, 89 and 47
Ladies
day
bridge will be held the Murray-Calloway County '
actual damages.ang.. 1250,000 in American black militant and
per cent-respettively.
they have identical earnings Mrs. Roy Starks, Seniors.
Depart
ments of the Church
the Oaks Country Club on Hospital and chairman of the
punitive damages.
*Immunise has left Cuba for a
Also guests at the meeting at
records.
Scheol
•
will
have
an Open House,
Wednesday, October 11, at 9:15 Calloway Council on
visit to Chile.
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Drug especially for parents. im.
The bill would provide a.new were Mrs. Alice Komorowski, a.m. with
Mickey
Hurkee
- NEW YORK (A')- ExplorThe- -former • philosophy. inn
753Educati
on,
will
slaeak
on
"Drug mediately following the Service
administered and Calvert City, and Mrs. Betty 8461 As hostess
FORT FUE FACTS
. Reservations Abuse"i at the meeting of the
atory surgery -for possible can- structor at UCLA who is on a federally
Of worship.
federally financed program. of Gi„,, Mee t ay: Other guests- should be made
.
Pentagon has only 13 eleThe
tour
by
of Communist countries.
cer has- been performed on forTuesday Pilryw School Pitreit-Teacher
-J.M. Perdue, Man,The P‘iblicisinVIted to attend vators, all for freight except for
increased aid for most peahen)
noon. Winners for October 4 Havana radio said she left '
mer Gov. Winthrop Rockefeller.
Associ4
tion
ow-LMe
mday, Oc- Church School at 9:30 a.m, and the secretary of defense's.
on the aged, blind and.disabled sfield, Ohio; I.kmyd
were Norma Robertson, high, tober :9, af sevetivin.
of Arkansas at New Yerk.Hos- ,Carbafer Chile on Thursday.
at the the service of worship at 10;45 However, there are many
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wellarrprograms.
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stairs, escalators and ramps
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Kiwanis ...

McGovern Pledges No New Local Units To
Attend District
Taxes For Wage-Earners PTA
Conference

Guidance Group
Holds Meeting

Sermon Topic Given
By Rev. Glover
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Laymen Speakers
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"Pm not the. progqam
director of eitherk, station but
from the musical point of iew
I'vebeen pointin out shme
things. We don't have to ftick
strictly to the charts and what
is selling best at the mordent.
Most black stations have a format of r and b and gospel and
possibly some jazz. Harry Belafonte, the Ink Spots, Johnny
Mathis, Lena Horne and BrOwnie McGhee and Sonny Terry
wouldn't necessarily fit into
that format. Most black, stations are owned by white owners They think they know what
is best for us, and they're chartoriented.

primarily interested in prestntmg the contributions of my kwn
ethnic group.

advertisement in the Leisure Time, and they will

homes in Calloway County. This means that over
25,000 Calloway Countians will see your

your ad in the Ledger & Times Leisure Time is s
read in over 6,625 homes — More than 6,20G.

MR. ADVERTISER .

• .103 N. 4th St

.1wereAr40.49rAr

Murray, Ky.

The Ledger & Times
Phone 753-1916

Call Today and Let A Member of Our Expert
Advertising Staff Help You!

see the ad all week long!
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BILLY TAYLOR
"We're programming classiwhen things bother me I try to
cal music. There are remarkdo something about them,"
Taylor, who was born in able black classical writers and
Greenville, N.C., in 192L was performers going back 150
years. We're also having/comreared in Washington D 'C and
munity opinions shows kvhere
is a graduate of Virginia State
the problems of the communiCollege, also is working on a
ties can be discussed.Ph.D. in black music lit the
As for recording, Taylor says
University of Massachusetts.
he hasn't decided what he
In August he was named to a
wants to record next. "I'M foolsix-year term on the National
ing around with electricipiano.
Council on the Arts.
Maybe I'll do that
This year, Taylor has become
part owner of two radio staHis last two LPs are "Ok.
tions He and two other black
Billy!" and "From Davi4 Frost
men bought WSOK in Savannah. and Billy Taylor, Merry ChristGa.. and he is part of a con- mas,"- both on Bell_
glomerate that bought WLIB in
He says, "My recordiigs are
New .York. the city's first the best-kept secret in jazz.,I've
black-owned station.
made. about 30 as leadO, not
-This is all a part of my counting other stuff. Most of
career Which has to do with them are out of print
Wish I
communication on many levels
Knew' on, Tower and the early
What I'm concerned with is re- trio albums on
ABC came off
ally expanding the minds of the best, probably •
people. I feel there is so much
information availablle - that
The Taylors also have a son.
people are interested in, but who is studying architecture at
they're never exposed to it. I'm Grinnell ,University
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French prima ballerina Claire Motte stars as the Firebird
and Mllenko
Banovitch is Prince Igor, in a 'dunning television version of
Igor Stravinsky's
ballet "The Firebird." The production launches the new KET
International
Performance series on Tuesday at 9 p.m. CDT on WKM13,Channel
21.
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Almost Too Busy To Be Jazzy
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Jazz pianist Billy Taylor is so
busy that he has to write down
in his daily schedule, "time at
ths piano."
'Three years as orchestra
di`rector of the David Frost
Show ended June 30.
But there was the summer's
Jazzmobile. which Taylor
helped start in 1965 A woman
member of the Harlem Cultural
Council had gone to the World's
Fair and noticed that, though
there were many expensive exBARBARA McNA1R, as Valerie Tibbs, and Sidney Poitier, as
hibits, a lot of people were following brass bands and listenLt. Virgil Tibbs, star in "They Call Me MISTER Tibbs," the story
ing to the music. She suggested
of an almost perfect crime, which has its first television showing,
some street music for Harlem.
in color, on 'The CBS Friday Night Movies" Friday, Oct. 13
Taylor says, "Everybody on
18:00-10:00 PM, CDT1 on the CBS Television Network.
the .council said no but me.
Sincie I spoke so loudly in favor
of itLI became the one they told
to go out and do it. It became
my baby.
"The exciting thing is being
Ore thonday, October 9, WKunderground
passageways,
MS fin, 91.3, will begin
until, finally, he- discovers thci able 6) pull together sources of
funds. We: get our biggest help
broadeast of a new conentrance to the fourth toweil
from the State and a lot of help
temporary radio mystery
that only he is able to see. Once
from the city, like from the
series, The Fourth Tower of
inside the tower, Jack discovers
Sanitation Department and PoInverness.
strange, exotic planes of
lice Department. Coca Cola has
existance, that take him, (and
been our most important comThe story concerns a young
the listener) to further and
pany sponsor for the last five or
man,) Jack Flanders, who
further stretches of. eonsix years." This year the budreceived an invitation to visit
get was $250,000
sciousness.
Inverness from his aunt, Lady
Taylor taught history of jazz
It's not all fantasy, though.
Jowls, the owner of the estate.
piano at the Manhattan School
Upon arriving, he encounters `There are scattered bits of
of Music this summer, mostly
information and wisdom which
strange happenings at the old
to music- teachers, and he'll
have been passed down through
Victptian mansion. For one
teach it this fall at C_W Post
.
the
ages.
Some
of
it
comes
from
i College. He wrote a dozen or so
thingi an old juke bog that
Lama' Govinda's "Foundations
cannot be located plays old 50's
, books for music teachers in the
of Tibetan Mysticism;",. also. early
tunes just before an accident is
1950s and he's revising
Man14,
Hall's "Secret
about to happen. Jack discovers
and condensing those into one
Teachings
of
All Ages," and so
that.there are only three towers
or two volumes. -As an underon.
graduate, I was going to be a
• at Idverness, e'en thou411 he
will broadcast the
music teacher I think educahas Seen a fvurtli.
tional techniques should not be
FotIrth Tqwer of Inverness
So. he pursues the source of
nightly, Monday throiigh - divorced from the practical as'the juke box,searching through
pects of playing music, as they
Friday at 11:00 p.m. The series
have been in this country And
• sliding panels, hollow walls and
will run for 13 weeks.
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Saturday, October 14
10:30 am.—Movie: "Last of the

10:15, p.m.—Movie: "Copper
Canyon," Channel 29. Ray
Mililand, Hey Lamarr,
MaeDonald Care,y. Southern
veterans moving West to find
money to rebuild their homes,
encriunter many problems.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: "Sergeant
Rylter," Channel 6. Lee
Marvin, Vera Miles, Peter
Graves, Korea: Sergeant
faces court martial as a
traitor and after a stormy
seutind trial the case against
Rylter is finally decided. TV
series "Court Martial" was
taken from this movie.

portrays a beautiful society
woman who disappears from
her ,husband's yacht during
their second honeymoon.
Manhix, while touring the
waters in the area in search of
clues, is pulled from a small
boat by twp frogmen who
attempt to drown him.
Channels 5, 12.
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hunter who demands his
surrender.

I

detective assisting in a
murder investigation• of
Mexican heritage, he races to
prevent the killing of the

discovers a young new
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AURORA, KY

crIlecBasscLantee Itstau

Wed., Thur., & sun
Fri. & Sat. 5-10 p
'7Iosed Mon B. Twis.

5.9 p rn.

Cha7Goilecf Steaks

Western Kentucky's Most Unique Restaurant

crheciltasscLantefil

MONTE MARKHAM stars as a clairvoyant physics professor
who goes to the police about a seriss of visions he's had of bombings in the city, in "Visions" on "the New CBS Tuesday Night
Movies" Tuesday, Oct. 10 (8:30-10:00 PM, CDT) on the CBS
Television Network.
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Sunday Daytime Schedule

premiere, starring Richard
Starring Efrem Zimbalist,.Jr.
Boone in the title role as a
Full-hour
dramatization ,
Midwestern lawman with a
based on closed file cases of •
her name.
Sunday,'
October 8
fast-gun reputation who
the FBI with co-stars Philip
6:00 p.m.—Movie: 'Ihe Old
prefers scientific crimeAbbott and William Reynolds
Fashioned Way", Channel 29.
10:30
.m,—Movie: "Off
solving techniques. ("Hee
in The Franklin' Papers."
W. C. Fields, Judith Allen.
Limits", Chinnel 29. Bob
RainSey" premiere)
Dina Merrill guest stars with
Efforts'of performing troupe
Hope, Mickey
Rooney,
7:30 p.ip.—Movie: "That Man
Rithard
Adderson and Dan
playing "The Drunkatd," to
Marilyn Maxwell. Story of the
in Istanbul," Channel 29.
Traventy. The Case: While
avoid sheriff in each town
trials and tribulations of a
Horst Bucikolz, Sylvia
InSpector
they
play.
Erskine
fight manager who is drafted
inKoscina. FBI agent, posing as
vestigates a con game per6:30 pin—DISNEY. Channels
into the army.
umemployed stripper, drags
petuated by Christine Minton.
4,6. First half of "Savage;
3:30 pin—Movie: "The
an Istanbul playboy into a
(Dina Merrill, and her acSam," starring Brian Keith,
- President's Lady," Channel 8.
hunt for a kidnapped atomic
complice. the pair set out to
Tommy Kirk, Marta Kristen
Charlton Heston, Susan
scientist.
sell forged documents to an
and Kevin Corcoran. Three
Hayward. The scandal that
8 pin—Movie: Channels 3,8.
amateur historian.
youngsters follow their dog,
dung to the wife of Andrew
"El Dorado," John Wayne
7:30
pin—MYSTERY MOVIE,
Savage Sam,on the scent of a
Jackson and the future
• and Robert Mitchwn star in a
Channels- 4,' 6. "Hec Ramwildcat and are kidnapped by
president's struggle to clear.
bruising, brawling western
a special two-hour
a band of renegade Apaches.
adventure of two old fighting
friends—a gunman and a
sheriff. Also starring James
Caan, Charles Holt and
Michele Carey.
•
8:30 p.m.—Mannix, actiondetective drama series,
starring Mike Connors with
WSJ L
WWI;
WLAC
WPSD
WS)X
- KFVS
WDXR
Gail Fisher. Anjanette Corner
Ch. 3 •
Ch.8
' Ch.6
Ch.5
Ch. 12
al. Z3
Pa d..c als
eed.tok
Nashville
. )lerrisburg
erniecks
P4°4h7lia

7 p.m.—THE FBI,Channels 3,8.
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By JERRtBUCK
Associated Press Writer
HOLLYWOOD ( AP) — Two
years ago Jim Davis, a veteran
of 250 movies and two
television series„ did a few
hours of aCting before the cameras and so far has collected
S20,T1b0 for it.
What Davis did was make a
television commercial—as are
an increasing nwnber of per-.
formers.
"I'd 'like to have a` couple.
More of those," said Davis.
could retire. Twenty thousand
dollars for one day's work is a
good deal, but you've.got some
peatile who have a halfdozen
going."
In the past five years
television commercials have
become the single most important source of income for Hollywood performers. In 1971 members of the Screen Actors Guild
earned more from commercials
than from
movies and
television series combined.
Actors earned more than $59
million from commercials . in
1971, an increase of $13 million

movies only 820.6 million.
As the munber of movies and
television shows being made
declines, even some of the most
important stars are appearing
on commercials or are touting
products with their distinctive
voices.
Commercials are said to have
rescued a few sagging careers
and given some actors for the
first time the luxury of turning
down bad parts and the financial freedom to pursue cultural
sidelines.
"At first the big actors didn't
want to have anything to do
with commercials," said Jack
Worinser, one of about 35
agents who handle performers
exclusively for commercials.
"They thought it would hurt
their careers or downgrade
them. But circumstances, economic reasons and the fact that
the money got very good
changed that. They found commercials didn't hurt at all.

fast year teleVision programming provided 333.9 million and

in the past five years. Income
(rota movies and television, on
the other hand, is declining,
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STANFORD
Calif.
4UPII--History courses are
"better than ever" at Stanford
.University because of the
movies, says a professor.
Mark %mean teaches a
class called "Modern Western
History Through Film." He
says the use of such movies OA
-To Die in Madrid,- "The
Guns of August- and
"MaratiSade- introduce his
students to modern history in
the form most familiar to them.

Movies are teachers

•
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Central Shopping Center
753-5865
TAPES -RECORDS -CAR AND HOME STEREOS
TV ANTENNAS AND TOWERS
At Wholesale Prices
"You Can Pay More But You Can't Buy Better"
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i

was too hard-sell," Fonda said.
"Now it's like reading the
script of a picture or a play.
It's not embarrassing, and obviously the money is attractive."
How much is a Sponsor willing to pay a star like Fonda
for 11 commercials a year?
"1 don't want to talk money,"
he said, "but when you think
that I can do 11 commercials in
5t7 days, let's say I earn more
money than from a couple of
movies that take from 16 to 18
weeks each. So, it's a good figure."
Fonda also believes the commercials have been good for his
career. "If it's good exposure
it's good for you, and good exposure in a commercial is better than bad exposure in a play
or a movie," he said.
Most actors on commercials
don't command that kind of
money, however, says Tannen.
"The average lay person thinks
all actors are wealthy, but
that's not true. Most actors
have to struggle to stay alive
financially. When you mention
the kind of money that a commercial can bring in, you get
their attention."

TV SERVICE CENTER

Some found it actually helped
their careers, retindled interest
in them."
Terry Kerrigan, casting director for EUE-Screen Gems, a
major producer of commercials, said, "An actor can
average $2,000 to 83,000 for a
commercial and if he does 10
or - 12 a year he can do very
well. He can make as little as
$136, which is scale for a day's
work. The amount he makes
froin residuals is always a surprise. There's no guarantee."
The amount an actor gets
usually depends on how many
times the spot is broadcast. In
the case of Jim Davis, his commercial for Coffee Mate has
been running for two years.
A performer who acts as a
spokesman for a product is
more likely to work for a negotiated fee. Miss _Kerrigan said
she bas paid $25,0130 to several
people and in , one instance
$50,000. She said, "When you
see a big star as a spokesman
for a product you can be sure
he's getting a lot of bread."
Herb Tannen, an agent who
specializes in commercials,
said, "The advertisers go after
the stars. They're an attraction
for commercials just as they
are at the box office. Forty million people see the commercials .
and are influenced."
GAF, a maker of film and
cameras, negotiated with Henry Fonda for two years before
he accepted. At issue, Fonda
said, was not the money but the
sales approach. He wanted it to
be soft-sell.
"I wasn't interested no matter how much the money if it

Inside Country Music—
Color Plentiful
nds
In Period Filmin Banjoist Stringbean Conte
La
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Commercials Provide Actors More
Opportunities Than TV Or Movies

himself as president of a Redskins fan club, said the Skins'
53,000 season tickets are purchased by only 13,569 persons
or corporations.
Ficker asked the subcommittee to amend the bill to al-,
low no one to purchase more
than two season tickets "until
everyone who wants two season
tickets has them."
Sen. John 0. Pastore, D-R.I.,
co-sponsor of the bill and chairman of the subcommittee, said
President Nixon has endorsed
the bill and wants to see it
passed before Congress adjourns.
"I'll tell you how serious this
has become," Pastore said.
"This has become a national
crisis."

A misunderstanding leads a bruthish killer, played by Chuck Connors, to invade the life of an innocent girl in "Night ofTerror",a suspense thriller on ABC Television Network's "Tuesday Movie of
the Week" Tuesday, Oct. 10 )6:304:00 p.m. CDT.)

By BOB GREENE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
National Football League has
said there is no such thing as a
television blackout, then gone
on record as opposing a bill
that would lift the blackout for
pro football fans.
, "NFL home territories are no
longer blacked out on television
On Sunday afternoons even
when the home team is playing
a game at home," NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle told a
Senate subcommittee Wednesday.
A bill eliminating local blackouts of home games "does not
deal with blackouts," Rozelle
said. "It is an effort to prescribe by statute which NFL
games must be telecast in what
area on what occasions."
Rozelle, accompanied by
three NFL team executives,
was joined in opposing the
measure by Walter Kennedy,
National Basketball AssOciatien
commissioner; Robert Carlson,
American Basketball Association president, and Don Ruck,
vice president of the National
1-lockry League.
Two witnesses," both identifying themselves as football
fans, supported the bill that
would allow home games to be
televised locally if they are sold
out 48 hours before the contest
is to begin.
The three-day hearing ends
today with several witnesses,
including Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn; Dean Burch,
.Federal Communications Commission chairman; Roone Arledge, president of ABC Sports;
John A. Schneider, president of
CBS Broadcast Group, and Dayid Foster, president of the National Cable Television Associations Inc.
The NFL commissioner said
only nine teams—the Cincinnati
Bengals, Chicago Bears, Green
Bay Packers Minnesota Vikings, New York Giants, New
York Jets, Philadelphia Eagles,
Washington Redskins and Denver Broncos—are sold out for
their remaining games of the
1972 season.
Robin Ficker of Silver
Spring, Md., who identified

WLAC
Ch.5

WSM
Ch. 4

WSI L
Ch,3

WDXR
Ch. 29
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NFL Opposes Bill To
Lift Sport Blackout
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AOLLYWOOD IUPI) MGM has come up with a new
euphemism for non-network
television
gerier—prime-time
access series—which it applies
to -Young Dr. Kildare,"
starting Mark Jenkins and
Gary Merrill.
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name had a certain ring to it,
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who

worked at Disney whose name

He also likes a fellow

down as fast as possible."

in
Poland, a fairy tale about a
yellow slipper found among
the huge statues of saints
carved in wood for the altar of
St. Mary's in Cracow.
1:00 p.in.-Movie: "The Violent
Men," Channel 29. Glenn
Ford, Barbara Stanwyck,
Brian Keith. Ex-Civil War
officer fights ruthless land
baron trying to take over
valley.
7 p.m.-ALL IN THE FAMILY,
Channels 5, 12. Archie coils
:over when he finds out that his
21-year-old niece, who is who
is visiting from Baltimore,
has been dating Lionel Jefferson.
p.m.-KUNG FU,Channels 3,
dramatic8. One-hour
adventure series concerning a
Chinese-American
fugitive
living a precarieus existence
along the rubulent American
frontier of the 1860's. David
Carrdine stars as Caine-a
stoical but sensitive Buddhist
priest trained in the physical
mental discipline of
and
Kung EU. "King of the
Mountain" with guest stars
Brandon Cruz, Lara Parker
and Richard Lao. Special
guest star is John Saxon.
Caine, witk a price on his •
head, finds refuge at a

Yellow Slippers." Filmed

FESTIVAL,Channel 12. "The

the
Buccaneers," Channel 29.
Paul Henreid, Jack Oakie.
Jean Lafitte, feeling illrewarded after saving New
Orleans, returns to piracy.
noon-CHILDREN'S
12

10:30 am.-Movie: "Last of

Saturday, October 14

p.m.-MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE, Channels 5 12.
Adventure-suspense drama
series,starring Peter Graves,
Greg Morris, Lynda Day
George and Peter Lupud.
Peter' Haskell and Barbara
Anderson guest star. To
iocate a terrorist ring called
Alpha Group, the IMF convinces a turncoat intelligence,
agent that he has been exposed to the stolen biological
weapon he is hired to deliver.

4*RVI

—3

305 North 1th Street Phone 753-5602

Keys Keel, Office Manager

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
Jackson Purchase Production
1404, Credit Association

RCA the go ahead people

307 North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-6091

Radio-TV -Electrical Appliances

SALES and SERVICE

SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

Phone 753-1272
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It- We Will Oct It -Or It Can't Be Rod

11:00 pin -Movie: "The Last
Adventure," Channel 6. Alain
Delon, Lino Ventura. Twol
men and a girl who loves
them both, seek out the
gambles of life, and death.
12:00 mid.-Movie: "High
Hell," Channel 29. John
Derek, Elaine Stewart.
Owner reaches mountain
mine, only to, find partner
with his Wife. •

9

WALLIS DRUG

hunter who demands hisl
surrender.
7:30 p.m.-Movie: "Luv,"
Channel n. Jack 'Lemon,
Peter Falk, Elaine May. Comedy in which man tries to
involve suicidal derelict with
his wife.
8 p.m.-Movie:Channels 4,6.
"Devil's Brigade," starring
William
Holden,
Cliff
.; Robertson, Dana Andrews(
and Vince Edwards. In 19411
Lt. Col. Robert Frederick
(Holden) is given the job of
whipping an array of soldiers
into a special service unit,
destined to break down
German lines and cause Italy
to drop out of the war.
.8 p.m.STREETS OF SAN
FRANCISCO, Channels 3, S.
One-hour adventure series
about people,and their city as
seen through the eyes of two
police detectives-Karl
Malden as Detedive IA. Mike
Stone and Michael Douglas as
Assistant Inspector Steve
Keller. "Hall of Mirrors"
with guest stars David Saul
and A. Martineyz. When Mike

discovers a young new
detective assisting in a
murder investigation is of
Mexican heritage, he races to
prevent the killing of the
Chicano suspect.
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few of those.
Melchior has
movies, directed

had a spare moment. He's had

because his wife, Cleo, pestered
him to work on it whenever he

Three years in the writing, lb
said he completed the book only

seller.

U.S. Counterintelwith
the
ligence Corps during World War
II and has come up with a best

novel

a

the

could

other disciplines are all Ib's.
This year he fashioned

to

probably

Melchior

ter.

father."

reality. I like to get my ideas

more quickly by hand than I do
on the machine. The book

my

was because

where I

of

understand, but I write much

gotten

writer's cramp.

from the start and eliminate

Why, he was asked, didn't he
put it down on the typewriter

read

quickly, otherwise

longhand," lb said. "Then I had
to transcribe it to a typewriter

"I wrote all

curious fashion.t,

is imperfect.

This is not to say his English

lingual talents. Just which one
is impossible to determine.

influenced

that I'd

my father or

102020

.

He

"This may be difficult to

become a singer

beard.

sneaks with a slight accent

Herningwayesque

lb is a quixotic man with a
full sense of humor and a

they'd say I was not as good as

"If I had

a

famous

like

Became an Actor

tragedy," said lb.

persons

of

"If you go through the history

common either.

came upon his monicker. After
all. Lauritz is not all that

lb

Danes

where

offend

inasmuch as that's

bly,

full given name and, presuma-

immigration authorities. lb is a

ation, initials or a blunder by

typographical error, an abbrevi-

The

a single aria by lb.

go to its grave without hearing

Doubtless this generation will

among

grabs

a note in public.

for

moviemakers.

far as is knoWn, has never sung

up

is

tenor Lauritz-Melchior and, so

speaks six languages.

shows

Has Hemingway Beard
His novel, "Order of Battle,"

the son of famed
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being filmed aboard
the old Morgan reminded
hundred; of Mystic sight-seers
of lavishly mounted scenes
from "Gone With the Wind."
Local theatre groups from
Mystic, .Hartford and New
including
Haven,
the
prestigious Eugene O'Neill
Center, all contributed particpants :to the costume ball.
After *filming other spectacular scenes including the
boarding of a slave ship and the
liberation of its captives and a
pirate ship encounter, the cast,,
and crew of "The Man Without
A Country," under the direction
of Delbert Mann and the
guidance of producer Norman
Rosemont, all moved to
Newport, R.I. for a stay of
almost three weeks_
The ball

'ill naval uniforms circa 1812- and ladies in wide
ball gowns thronged the transformed deck of the 1841 whaler
for a grand ball, the first scene
to be filmed for the forthcoming
ABC Television Network
special, "The Man Without A
Country."
The classic story recounts the
plight of young Philip Nolan, an
Army officer whose sympathies
with Aaron Burr cause his
court-martial and his hasty
outburst: "Damn the United
States! I hope that I will never
hear the name of the United
States again!"
Then begins an almost 60year exile during which time
Nolan roams the seas never to
set foot on land, or to hear word
of America again. His sentence,
Men

Holder.

Geoffrey

Strudwick,

the mirror-like surface of the
Mystic River.
and

Cullum, Sheppard

Joseph Conrad shimmered on
Abel

Ryan, Beau

Bridges, Peter Strauss, John

the picturesque training vessel

Walter

Nolan and other key roles are

Cliff Robertson stars as Philip
played by Robert

Seaport

Reflections of the old

Mystic

meticulously executed, is begun

in the year 1807.

whaler Charles W. Morgan and

(Conn.).

historical

the moon shone brilliantly over

It was 3:30 in
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relax,"
He admits that he likes
relaxing almost as much as
fishing. Accordingly, he finds
that acting on Hee Haw "ain't no

most of my life. It's easy to me. I

Concerning Hee Haw, String
stated,"What I've been doing on
there is what I've been doing

making no more."

confided, "Put your money in
land, boy, 'cause they ain't

this writer that he invests his
money in the bank, then

likely making more money than
at any time in his life, he told

Monday-Friday Daytime Schedule

who write, String doesn't get
paid extra for what he authors.
He isn't complaining.
String and Estelle. his wife of

books."
His lack of schooling hasn't
hurt him. Instead of the three
R's, he learned to pick the banjo

didn't,"

said

material for Hee Haw. "They
it wouldn't be me if I

his humor to their liking. String
writes much of his comedy

become more sophisticated.
Luckily, the public still finds

he explained. Unlike
some of the show's performers

me

Little
Rabbit." However, he doesn't
record regularly at present.
Country record buyers have

"Run,

nothing. They tried, but I just
couldn't get my mind on those

''But they couldn't teach

"I went to school for a while
when I was a boy," he stated.

education.

he regrets is his lack of formal

seek nothing more than he has
already attained. The only thing

with his career and seems to

Kentucky Wonder" is contented

months,

a few fair dates in
summer

and

Working the Opry, Hee Haw,

and

but the fact doesn't alter his
outlook on life. Though he is

Eventually, Stringbean found
some success in the recording
market with "Barnyard Banjo
Kentucky."

Pickin' "

Hee
Haw
has
made
Stringbean a national celebrity,
I used to do when I got started in

fishing.
liked the youngster who picked
the mean banjo.

same," he told this writer in an

a

interview. "I do the same things

Goallettsville, Tenn. His spare
time is spent at his cottage on
Center Hill Lake or in his boat

years, still live in a frame
house with a fireplace near
29

tunes.
He
turned
professional at 18 and people

'banjo

remembers that by 14 he was a
master of many of the old-time

"the way my Daddy did."
The 57-year-old entertainer

David "Stringbean "Akoman

the

youngster. "Ive stayed

legendary Uncle Dave Macon as

with

pick-

he began
ing

since

changed

that he hasn't

String insists

appearance.

cents his lean

outfit that ac-

long - waisted

traditional

dresses in the

picker

mances at the Opry, the banjo

For

years.

on the Grand Ole Opry for 30

By DARRELL ROWLETT
No country music performer
David
is
than
purer
"Stringbean" Akeman, who has
been doing his thing regularly

Inside Country Music—
Color Plentiful
In Period Filming Banjoist Stringbean Contends
Hee Haw Comedy Is 'No Sweat'
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the

A misunderstanding leads a bruthish killer, played by Chuck Connors, to invade the life of an innocent girl in "Night of Terror", a suspense thriller on ABC Television Network's "Tuesday Movie of

TV ANTENNAS AND TOWERS
At Wholesale Prices
"You Can Pay More But You Can't Buy Better"

Downtown Murray

6..

LINDSEY'S JEWELERS

THE.:

modern setting like this one You'll safeguard
your diamonds and enjoy a magnificent new ring
at the same time Play it safe-come in soon

It your rings are worn, you could be gambling
with your diamonds Worn settings and worn prongs
are responsible for many lost diamonds every year
Come in and look over our new selection of Wedding
rings We'll reset your diamonds in a beautiful,
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5:00 MR. ROGERS
5;30 ELECTRIC COMPANY

5:30 FOLK GUITAR
7:00 SCIENCE TEACHER'S STATE-WIDE
WORKSHOP
7:30
TV
HIGH
SCHOOL
8:00 JOYCE CHEN:
,
6:00 WINDOW TO THE Lobster
CLASSROOM:
PLAYHOUSE
Sum- ,Fi:30
merhill
,Y.: Antigone
TV
6:30
HIGH M OO SOUL
SCHOOL
7:00 HOLLIS SUMTHURSDAY,
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WINDOW
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and Things
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'HIGH
Education'
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TV
'HIGH
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8:00 SPECIAL,OF THE
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Are the sales units dealing
filth coldly . calculating politiores who have well-conceived
television ad campaigns to
' 11" their candidate? No way,
ys one network veteran who
lined to be identified.
"They just seem to buy as
.. e spirit moves them," he
said.

WSI L

600i coc,..
7
8
9„
in,05
. .

only after his campaign committee made a last-minute time
change to avoid pitting it
against "Love Story" on ABC.
The uncertainty ef it all is
making life extremely hectic
for
network
programming
people and the special sales
Units all three networks titive
set up to handle political time
purchases until Nov. 7.

Monday Evening Schedule

slim n ilias been made yet on fur•
ther time purchases for 30-ininute shows about Nixon.
This apparent lack of firm
decision on when and where
half-hour campaign spots will
be shown isn't limited to the
Nixon forces.
The first 30-minute ad for
Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D.,
aired Sunday night on CBS. But

Changes By Candidates Confuse TV Networks

THE LEDGER & TIMES -I MURRAY. KENTUCKY

By JAY SHARBUTT
AP TELEVISION WRITER.
Monday. October 9
NEW YORK (AP).- Because
of a sinus infection, poor plan3:00 p.m.-Movie: "Bigger
ning, or both, the first 30 min, Than Life," channel 4. James
utesiof ABC's "Julie Andrews
Mason,Barbara Rush, Walter
Show" wasn't taken up WednesM3tthau. How a sick man and
day night by a paid Democratic
his illness affect his family.
ad for President Nixon.
4:00 p.m.-Movie: "Bell, Book
Instead, the entire Andrews
& Candle," Channel 5. show scheduled for Wednesday
James Stewart, Kim Novak, night was indeed shown, even
Jack Lenupon. Young lady
though this particular program
with a "strange" power
had been rescheduled to appear
meets book publisher on eve
the night of Oct. 11.
of his wedding. She breaks up
If this is confusing, imagine
engagement so that she eau
what it is for the guys at the
marry him herself.
three television networks who
7:00
p.m.-GUNSMOKE, have to clear time slots purWestern:, starring • James
chased by the Democratic and
Arness, with Milburn Stone,
Republican presidential camAmanda'Blake, Ken Curstis,
paign committees.
Buck Taylor and Glenn
Wednesday night may prove
Strange. •"The Drummer."
to be just an isolated case, but
Victor French portray& a
it was the kind • of situation
former soldier, trying to
that'll give networks the willies
escape his past, who meets an
right up until the day the next
emotional challenge from a
president is elected. It worked
young widow and her halfthis way:
breed son. Channels 5, 12.
The "Democrats for Nixon"
7:30 p.m.-Movie: "The Trap,"
committee ordered a half-hour,...
Channel 29. Richard Widof ABC time, from 10 to 10:30
mark, Tina Louise, Lee J.
p.m., for the year's first 30Cobb. Attempting to flee the
minute paid • television corncountry, notorious head of a
inercial for the re-election of
dime syndicate, isolates a
Nixon,
small town in southern
. ABC cleared the time and
California desert.
shifted the scheduled Julie An8 pin -Movie: Channels 4, 6.
drews show --- which had Rob"Firecreek," starring Henry
ert Goulet as its guest star
Fonda, Jaines Stewart and
to next Wednesday night.
Inger Stevens. I.arken
Then early this week, the
(Fonda) lead a band of
"Democrats for Nixon" comfreebooting adventures into
mittee canceled its half-hour
the unsuspecting town of
order. Whereupon ABC hastily
Firecreek, creating trauble
reNtored the Andrews-GoUlet
- and sterring tempers.
segment to its original broad10:30 p.m.-Movie: 'The ( cast date of Oct. 4.
Haunted Palace," Channel
Why was the order canceled?
12, starring Vincent Price and
"Theyr(committee officials)
Debra Paget. Macabre • said they weren't able to put
thriller about a warlock who
the program 'together in: tirne,-!:',
returns to life 100 years after
Saidjan ABC Official.
his execution and seeks
• "Mr. Conna* has a bad
revenge.(11:30 on Channei 5)
sinus infection," said a spokes11:15 p.m.-Movie: ''The
woman for the committee,
Furies," Channel 29. Barbara
which is headed by a prominent
Stanwyck, Walter Huston.
Democrat, former Treasury
Clash between a self-made
Secretary John B. Connally.
cattle king of the Old West
She errplained that the former
and his equally iron-Willed
Texas governor had planned to
daughter.
tape the special half-hour pro-,
•gram until he was forced to
cancel out.
Quinn signs
HOLLYWOOD
(LiPI IThe cancellation gives the
:Anthony Quiin ha% signed with
regular GOP campaign - comprodtmers Joseph Janni and
mittee the first 30-ininute
Luciano , Perugia to star irt
television satin on behalf of the
"The Great Prarie." a Civil
'Air story to be shot" Italy.. President.
It's happening tonight at 9
p.iii. on 'ABC, where the firsti
Ann Blyth slated
half 'if "The Men" will be refor 'South Pacific
DPI ft- placed by what a GOP spokesHOLLYWOOD
Myth
Ann.
will
open , man calls "a film documentary
Milwaukee s Civic Light Opera"'
thtr President's record, both
season next Jude starting in
foreign
and domestic."
•
-South Pacific."
•
The spokesman said no deci!.
1

Monday TV
Highlights
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an
ape4vomari.
Followed by: "The Leech
Woman," Coleen Gray, Grant
Williams. Woman married to
younger man discovers tribe
of savages in darkest Africa
who have discovered secret of
youth.
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For thQ Ultimafe in Sleeping Comfort ask to see Ethan Allen's Elegance Century Bedding

Dreamy savings on modern size sets, tool
$179.95
queen size set (60" x 80"1
Ping size set 176" x 80"-3 pc.) $249.95

In the Ethan Allen tradition of fine
quality, the Deluxe brings you
comfort arid style. Featuring
our exclusive torsion bar
foundation along with extra
coils that give the
support you want for
a good night's sleep.

iii

WLAC
Ch.5

V
NBC Novo,
New.
..
Foil, Gets . . To T•Il
Home
' Truth
4.-*
Sonny &
Brody
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K 'chi . son
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World War II correspondent
Ernie Pyle.
11:15 p.m.-Movie: Double
Feature:
Channel
29,
"Murders in , the Rue
Morgue," Bela Lugosi, '
Sidney Fox. Maid scientist
plans to kidnap a girl to
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This Deluxe matiress or box
spring in Twin or Full sizes-

Valentine in "Hands Across
the Sea." An English transfer
student enrolls at Walt
Whitman High and becomes a
student leader much to the
chagrin of Jahon.
8 p.m.-GHOST STORY,
Channels 4, 6.-"The Summer
House," .starring Carolyn
Jones and William Windom.
Strange noises and a huge
well in the basement force
Martha Alcott (Miss Jones)
into a nightmare of mental
trickery where she is not
certain what is real and what
is fantasy. Sebastian Cabot is
host.
8 p.m.-Movie: "They Call Me
Mister Tibbs," Channels 5. 12,
starring Sidney Poitier.
Suspenseful drama revolves
around a policeman torn
between his duty and concern
for 'a friend seen leaving the
scene of " a crime. Martin
Landau and Barbara McNair
co-star.
9 p.m.-BANYON, Channels 4,
6., starring Robert Forster as
private detective Miles
Banyon. "Meal Ticker."
Banyon tries to find a prize
fighter who disappears right
after scoring an upset victory.
Joan Blondell and Richard

Tuesday TV Highlights
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Kentucky
Educational
Television (KET) is providing
U.S. Senatorial candidates an
opportunity to respond to
questions from citizens across
the state
Each of the tour senatorial
candidates has agreed to appear by himself for one hour on
a live KET statewide broadcast.
The programs, originating at
the KET Network Center in
Lexington, will provide time for
a candidate's opening and
closing remarks The major
portion of the program will be
reserved for questions phoned
in by viewers.
Members of the League of
Women Voters of Kentucky will
3taff a battery of phones, accepting collect calls from
citizens anywhere in Kentucky
beginning at 5:30 p.m. On the
four'program nights.
Questions received via phone
will be given to former
newsman, Tom Duncan, who
will serve as program host and
moderator. Duncan will then
pose the questions to the can•
didates.
William Bartley, Peoples'
Party candidate, will respond to
questions from viewers this
Thursday from 6 to 7 p.m.
Mrs.
Helen
Breeden,
American Party candidate, will
appear on KET Thursday, Oct
12, from 6 to 7 p.m.
Senator Walter Dee Hud
dleston, Democratic Party
candidate, will appear on the
KET forum on Wednesday. Oct
26, from 6 to 7 p.m
Former Governor Louie A
Nunn, Republican Party can
didate, will answer questions
from viewers on Monday, Oct
30, from 6 to 7 p m

Senate Seekers
Appear On KET

Friday, October 13
3:00 p.m.-Movie: "Triple
Cross,"
Channel
4.
Christopher Plurruner, Yul
Brynner. Light and easy spy
spook, World War U.
4:00 p.m.-Movie: "Voyage to
the Planet of Prehistoric
Women," Channel 5. Mamie
Van Doren. 1997: Spaceship
lands on Venus and the crew
is attacked by a giant flying
reptile, god of the Gill
Women, who inhabit the
planet.
7 p.m.-SANFORD AND SON,
Channels 4,6, starring Redd
Foxx as junk dealer Fred
Sanford and Demond Wilson
as his'son, Lamont.
7:30
p.rn.-PATRIDGE
FAMILY, Channels 3, 8.Family
musical-comedy
series starring Shirley Jones
as the widowed mother of five
musically-inclined children
in "A Penny For His
Thoughts." Stuart Margolin
guest stars. The Partridge
family's, bikeriding friend,
Snake,is determined to end it
all because his grilfriend
turned down his offer of
marriage. Co-stars are David
Cassidy, Susan. Dey, Danny
Bonaduce, Brian Forster,
Suzanne Crough and Dave
Madden.
7:30
"Cash on
Demand," Channel 29. Peter
Cushing, Andre Morall.
8 p.m.-Room 222-Channels 3,
8. High School comedy-drama
series starring Lloyd Haynes
as American history teacher
Pete Dixon and co-staring
Deaise Nicholas, Michael
Constantine and Karen

Jaeckel co-star.
10:30 p.m.-Movie: "Story of G.
I. Joe,", Channel 12 (11:30
Channel 5), starring Burgess
Meredith and Robert Mitchum. Hard-hhitting drama
of the combat soildier, based
on the newspaper columns of
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1001( 0
rings, Well reset your diamonds in a beautiful,
modern setting like this one You'll safeguard
your diamonds and enioy a magnificent new ring
at the same time Play it safe-come in soon
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Tom John idesigning the
sets for the
television
production.

The
:adaptable
Shakespearean .characters in
the play are transported from
16th-century Italy to early 20thcentury middle America, where
they step into high-button shoes,
spats and starched collars amid
such post-Shakespearean innovations as Model T Fords,
Keystone Kops and cigarettesmoking exarryples of early
women's lib.

villainous Don , John and
Borachio.
Donald Saddler, a Tony
Award-winner for his dance
direction Of "No, No, Nankfe"
and "Wonderful Town," is
choreographer for the special,
and prama Desk Awardrecipient Peter Link is musical
director. Both men had the
same respective credits in the
Central Park production, as did
the special's costume designer,
Theoni V. Aldredge.
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special will be Nick Havinga.
Bernard Gersten is as.snciate •
producer.
The cast for the special is
substantially the same as it was
in the outdoor production. Sam
Waterston, whose clistinguished•
background with the New York
Shakespeare Festival includes
key roles from the Bard's "As
You Like It" to "Hamlet," and
Kathleen Widdoes, who won an
Obie Award for her recent
performance as Polly Peachtun
in "The Beggar's. Opera,"
repeat their acclaimed performances as Benedirk and
Beatrice, and Glenn Walken
and Theater World Awardwinner April Shawhan repeat
theirs as Claudio and Hero.
Dogberry, the play's Falstaff* priliCe chief, and his cow
stable cohort Verges are again
played by Barnard Hughes and
Will McKenzie, respectively,
Others from the original cast
include Douglass Watson as
Don Pedro, and Jerry Mayer .
and Frederick Coffin as the.
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Joseph Papp's New York.
Shakespeare, Festival
production of "Much Ado About
Nothing,"
the
updated,
Americanized version of the
witty
and
ageless
Shakespearean comedy which
ikon high praise during its
Central Park- presentation in
August, will be taped in New
York in October for broadcast
an the CBS Television Network
Thursday, Jan. 4, 17:00-10:00
poll., CST) as the first of a
series of dramatic specials to be
produced by Papp under his
recently announced long-termn
'agreemert with, the Network.
A.J, Antoon, the young
directIir,•currently represented
oo Brbadway with qhe awardwinnitig Papp production "That
Championship Season," will
direct • "Much` Ado • About
Nothing." as he did in the park
and will on Broadway when the
Shakespearean comedy heads
for its limited engagement
there in ,November. Assisting
Antoon is co-director of the

THE

Thursday, October 12
3:00 p.m.—Movie: "The
Shuttered Room," Channel 4.
4:00 p.iii.—Movie: "Journey to
Shiloh," Channel 5. James
Caan, Brenda Scott. Seven
young Texans, in 1861, leave
Dallas to join the Confederate
forces, not even vaguely
aware of what the .war is
about.
7 p.m.—MOD SQUAD, Channels
3, 8. Hour-long police drama
series starring Michael Cole,
Clarence Williams RI and
Peggy Lipton with Tige
Andrews in "Taps, Play It
Louder." Peter Hooten and
Michele Nicholas guest star.
Julie's Kansas cousin enlist
her aid in trying to •find her
brother who hadn't been
heard from since his
discharge from the Army
three months ago.
7 p.m.—THE WALTONS.
Channels 5, 12, The Baldwin
sisters reluctantly entrust
John-Boy with the loan of
their historic 1908 typewriter,
and Mary Ellen thoughtlessly
sells it to a junkman.
7
p.m.—FLIP
WILSON,
Channels 4, 6. Flip's guests
are Bill Russell, Stiller and
Meara and Kenny Rankin. In
a filmed segment, former
Beatle Paul McCartney and
his group, the Wings (including Paul's wife Linda),
perform "Mary Had a Little
Lamb. Flip and
Bill play
partner's in the elevated shoe
busines4. Stiller aryl Meara
appear as lonely,. pple who
have problems with their
telephone answering devices.
"Scalplock,"
7:30
Channel 29. Dale Robertson,
Robert Random. A Kansas
City gambler wins ownership
of Scalplock and Defiance
Railroad and Iteads for
Defiance to tiike over
ownership.
8 p.m.—Movie: "Irtar‘lowe,"
Channels 5, 12: Starring
James Garner and Gayle
Hunnicut. A fast-triggered
drama based on Raymond
Chandler's mystery novel,
"The Little Sister." Carroll
O'Connor, Rita Moreno,
Sharon Farrell., William
Daniels and H. M. Wynant,
co-star.
9 p.m.—OWEN MARSHALL,
Chapnels 3, 8. Hour-long
dramatic serieS starring
Arthur Hill in the title rote as
the brilliant Santa Barbara
attorney with Let Majors as
bis young associate, Jess
Brandon, with Joan Darling
in "Journey Through Limbo."
Michael Brandon, guest stars
with Pat Harrington, Norma
Crane and Sheila Larken.
Owen Marshall defends
District Attorniey Charlie
Gianneta's son :accused of
murder in a drug overdose
death.
10:30 p.rn.—Movie!: "Dracula
Has Risen Frorrothe Grave,"
starring Christopher Lee..A•
spine-tingling thriller about
the return of the vampire tila
small village and the impact
it has on the townspeople.
Rupert Dvies, Barry Andrews
and Veronica Carlson are
featured. ;
11:15 pan.—Movie: "Union
Station," Channel 29. William
Holden, Barry' Fitzgerald,
Jan Sterling. Yoking blind girl
is kidnapped.

Ledger
& Times

753-1916

Want Ads

Buying or Selling, it
makes sense to use
the Want Ads.

ADS

WANT

Check today's

NICE CARS, but
wouldn't you
like something
more modern?
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Thursday TV
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•
WEEK IN REVIEW
tucky History
10:30 HOLLIS SUM- 6:20 LAW
OF
MRS
LAND

The Partridge's biker friend, Snake (Stuart Margolin) takes Penny (Judie Stein) to be his bride in
the family's backyard with Laurie (Susan Day, left), Shirley (Shirley Jones, second from left) and
Danny (Danny Bonaduce, right foreground) in the wedding party in "A Penny For His Thoughts" on
Channel 8's "The Partridge Family" Friday, Oct'. 13, 6:30-7:00 p.m. CDT).
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Teacher Boom
HOLLYWOOD
IUPI
Richard Boone has agreed to
teach an advanced acting class
at Finger College in St.
Augustine, Fla., when he
completes his four segments of
"Hee Ramsey- for NBC-TV's
"Sundly Night Mystery
Movie.

11:15 p.m.—Movie. "The
Harder They Fall," Channel
29. Humphrey Bogart, Rod
Steiger,
Jan
Sterling.
Unemployed
reporter
promotes a fighter for syndicate, and through devious
means gets him a title bout.

10:30 p.m.,---Movie: "The Hill,"
Channel' 12, starring Sean
Connery. A gripping drama
about a prisoner in a British
military stockade in North
Africa during World War II.
Harry Andrews, Ian Bannen,
Alfred Lynch, Ossie Davis,
Roy Kiriear, Jack Watson and
Ian litndrh co-star. Sir
Michae Redgrave appears in
a special role. (1-1:30 p.m. on
Channel 5;

Chief of Medical Design
I
survives a heart attack, but
when withdraws from life,
fearing a second and fatal
seizure. John Vernon and Jo
Anne Linville guest-star.
8:30 p.m.—Movie: "Visions...,"
Channels '5, 12, Starring
Monte Mahkham, Barbara
Anderson and Telly Savalas.
The story concerns a clairvoyant professor, who,
through his psychic powers,
warns the police of what he
has seen in the city of Denver. A building is dynamited,
and 110 comes under
. suspicion!
."
9 p'.1».—MARCUS WELBY,
Channels 3, 8. Hour-long
dramatic series starring
Robert Young in the title role_
as a general practitioner with
James Wolin as his young
• assistant and Elena Verdugo
in "Hobse of Mirrors."
Patrick p'Neal guest stars
with Rolkrt F. Simon and
Steve Vierman. Marilyn
Hoffman is special guest star.
As he plans to remarry so that
his young son caw have a
mother,:a pathologist is told
by Dr. Welby that he faces
serious Surgery.
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In "Kung Fu", showing on
channels 3 and 8 at 7 PD.
Saturday, David Carradine
stars as Caine, half-Chinese,
half-American, brought up. in
China where he became a priest
of the Shaolin sect. This sect
teaches patience, hum- ility,
peace—and king fu, the art of
self-defense which turns an
antaginst's Strength against
himself. Both karate and judo.
were developed from, Kung fu.
After killing a member of the
imperial family who had
murdered his revered teacher,
Caine flees to the American
West of the 1870's seeking.a life
of tranquility. But he is still
pursued by emissaires of the
vengeful mandarins and his
inner serenity constantly
provokes violent reactions from
the volatile frontiersmen who
don't understand him.
As an ABC Movie of the Week
last season,"Kung Fu" drew a
31 share of the television
audience, according to the
Nielsen count.
In the premiere episode of
this new and unusual western
adventure
series, Caine
befriends : a 10-year-old boy
Brandon Cruz) whose parents
were killed by Indians. He takes
the lad to his relatives who are
interested only because they
suspect the boy has his father's
money. When they learn he
doesn't, they are convinced he
has given the money to Caine,
and pursue the pair. Learning
there is a price on Caine's head,
they tip off a bounty hunter who
lays a trap to capture him alive
and turn him over to the
mandarins.

FRIDAY—OCTOB

PHONE 443-6257

808 Chestnut

FASHION MART

* Queen Casual
* Douglas Marc
* Gay Gibson
* Trio of Dallas Jr.

WOMEN'S FASHIONS

"Octopus, Octopus," a
Undersea World of Jacques
presentation in ABC News'
Cousteau" returns for its sixth
action-adventure series, "The
season on television, WedUndersea World of Jacques
nesday, November 15, with
Cousteau," has received a Gold
"The Smile of the Walrus," a
Medalas the Best Documentary
documentary examination of
in Science and Research at the
the life-style and migratory
Fifth Annual Atlanta (Ga.)
habits of these !passive sea
International Film Festival.
mammals.
The program, which aired on
"The Undersea World of
the ABC Television Network
Jacques Cousteau," is produced
December 21, 1971, studied the,. by Metromedia
Producers
facts and fables about the
Corporation and Les Requiris
legendary octopus. On the
Associates in association with
special, Captain Jacques Yves
ABC
News.
Executive
Cousteau and his crew of
producers
are
Jacques
oceanographic explorers
Cousteau and Marshall Flaum.
ranged the Mediterranean and
"Octopus, Octopus," was
the Pacific observin and filming
produced and written by Andy
this
curious eight-armed • White and narrated
by Rod
contemporary of mankind.
Sterling.
The Atlanta International
"The Undersea World of
Film Fettival Awards are
Jacques Cousteau" is sponsored
conferred on the basis of
on the ABC Television Network
"creativity, challenge and
by E.I. DuPont de Nemours &
controversy" in theatrical and
Co. through Battern, Barton,
television films.
Durstin & Osborn, Inc., and by
The ABC News series, "The
the Hartford Insurance Group
through McCaffrey & McCall,
Inc.

Tuesday Evening Schedule

3:00 pin—Movie: "Lucky
Me," Channel 4. Doris Day,
Bob Cummings. Ambitious
showgirl is stranded in
Florida among a group of
showfolk.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "How to
Stuff a Wild Bikini," Channel
5. Annette Funicello, Dwyane
Hickman. Young man, in
Tahiti, calls upon a local
witch doctor to keep an eye on
his girl back home.
7 p.m.—TEMPERATURES
RISING—Channels 3, 8.—
Half-hour comedy series
featuring medical hi-jinks
within Capital General
Hospital in Washington, D.C.,
starring James Whitmore and
Cleavon Little and co-starring
Joan Van Ark, Reva Rose and
Nancy Fox in "The Muscle
and the Medic. John Astin,
guests as a hood who makes
Noland an offer he can't
refuse to become his personal
doctor,
7 pin—BONANZA,Channels 4,.
6, starring Lorne Greene,
Michael Landon, and Mitch
Vogel as Beta Joe and Jamie
Cartwright,' with David
Canary as Candy. "New
Man." Paroled to Ben, Griff
King (Tim ,Matheson) leaves
Nevada State Prison and
heads for the Ponderosa.
Ronny Cox guest-stars.'
7:30 p.iii.—Movie: Channels 3,
8. "Night of Terror," original
90-ininute suspense drama
made especially for ABC
stars Donna Mills, Martin
Balsam, Chuck Conners and
Eddie Egan. A pretty young
artist narrowly escapes death
in an auto crash while trying
to elude the killers in a
murder she witnesses. Cathy
Burns and Agnes Moorehead
are also featured.
7: 0 pan.—Movie: "Pony
xpress," Channel 29.
harlton Heston, Rhonda
leining, Jan Sterling,
orrest Tucker. 1860'7- Buffalo
ill
Cody and Wild Bill
ickock i join forces to
tablish a fast, direct mail
oute from Missouri Plains to
the Pacific. '
8 pm).—BOLD ONE& Channels
8, 6, starring E. G. Marshall
as Dr. David Hartman as Dr.
Paul Hunter. "Time Bomb in
khe Chest." Craig Institule's,
i

OL'EVIL EYE—Comedian Marty Feldman (left) is up to some
shifty business when he guest stars with host Bill Cosby on the
comedy-variety series, "The New Bill Cosby Show," Monday,
Oct.9 (9:00-10:00 p.m.,CDT)on the CBS Television Network.
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Tuesday TV Highlights

PAW.: FIVE

25, from 6 to 7 p.m
Former Governor Louie B
Nunn, Republican Party candidate, will answer questions
from viewers on Monday, Oct.
30. from 6 to 7 p m

Archie Boils When
Lionel Dates Niece

FRIDAY—OCTOBER 6, 1972

Caine (David Carradine ), a fugitive hi the American West, must always say good-bye to those he
has drawn close to. Here he bids farewell to Peter (Brandon Cruz), his temporary ward in the
episode. "King of the Mountain" of "KUNG FU" on the ABC Television Network Saturday, Oct. 14,6p.m.
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When
Crown
Prince
Chulalongkorn has trouble with
his grades, Anna has trouble.
with the King, who proudly
insists his:son can get only A's,
on "Anna and the King" Sunday,Oct.8 t6:36-7:00 p.m. CDT)
on the CBS Television Network,
Meanwhile, Louis and the
CrOwn Prince discover unusual
resources in the palate for
homework when Kralahome
uses the King's wives to complete a written task for
Chulalongkorn, and the boys
work out a math problem. bit
weighing dancing girls.

Son Can Only Make A's

King Tells Anna His

time AFL Most Valuable Player
Daryle Latnonica, the hut-0er
one touchdown-producer during
the past fivc years; centet Jim
Otto, an All-League selection
every season sice 1960; and Allpros Bob Brown (Tackle) and
Willie Brown teornerblick).
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KOUSSEVITZKY COMMIS- SIONS
NEW YORK (API — To celebrate the 38th 'anniversary of
the Koussevitzky Music Founda ti on , Mme. Olga Koussevitzky, president of the
foundation, has announced a
commissioning project under
which six composers each will
write a large-scale piece of
chamber music.
The music will be premierea
by the Chamber Music Society
of Lincoln Cenfer, tbree during
the 1972-73 season, three during
the following season.
The composers are Barbara
Kolb, a native of Hartford.
Conn.; Earl Kim, of Dinuba.
Calif.; Stanley Silverman, New
York; Friedrich Cerha.
Austria; Karel Husa.' Czechoslovakia, ad Tiberiu °fah.
Roumania

Leading the Oilers is secondDan
quarterback
year
Pastorini, who has several

Venerable quarterback George
Blanda is in his ,23rd
professional season.

Wednesday Evening Schedule

• Professional football's most
victorious team over the past
five years, the Oakland
Raiders, meets the Houston
Oilers on Channel 8 and 3 on
"NFL Monday Night Football"!
Monday, Oct. 9, 8:00 p.m. to
('oriclusioii.
ABC Sports commentators
Frank Gifford, Howard Cosell
and Don Meredith_ will be in the
broadcast booth at the Houston
Astriidoine -to report and
analyze the action.
The Raiders finished second
( to Kansas City) in the
ConAmerican
Football
ference's Western Division last
year with an 8-4-2 record—their
worst In five year42-and they
are anxious to regain the form
that earned them the all-time
record of excellence for a threeyear period (1967;60) with 37-41. The Oilers were in the middle
of the AFC'S Central Division
championship battle until a
late-season slump knocked
theta.,froin contention.
Among the outstanding
players on the Raiders are two-

FRIDAY—OCTOBER 6, 1972

Wednesday, October 11
3:04, p.m.,--Movie: "Fighting
Seabees," Channel 4. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward.
Forming of the tough Seabees
and their operation in the
Pacific, close to Japnese
lines.
p.m.—Movie':
4 : 00
"Frankenstein Meets the
Wolfinah," Channel 5. Lon
Chaney, Bela ,Lugosi. Man,
cursed by turning into a
werewolf at night, seeks
release and meets the derelict
monster of Dr. Frankensteln's creation,
7 p.m.—CAROL BURNETT,
Channel 12. Musical-variety s
series, starring Carol Burnett
and featuring Harvey'Korman, Lyle Waggoner, Vicki
1.awrece, the Ernest Flatt
dancers, and the Peter Matz
Orchestra. Guest stars:
Eydie Gorme and Jack
Gilford.
7:30 p.t n.—MYSTERY MOVIE,
Channels 4,6. "No sign of the
Cfross," starring George
Peppard as Banacek. An
ancient religious cross, being
transported by car from

and Try Our
Catfish
Lake
Ky.
Fresh
•
•Country Hams amd Steaks
•All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m. to 10 p.m., 7 Days a Week
— J. C. GALLIMORE —

HAZEL CAFE

COME TO .

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

OFFICE HOURS:
8:00 to 5:00 — 753-5005
After Hours — 75343144

Be) Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street

Murray Cablevision

CBS is preparing for this
lieas)n
a two-hour
,lritmatization of Gay Taltw.e's
hest-seller, "Honor Thy
Father.- which deals with the
real-life story of the Bonanno
family of underworld repute.

Chet Forte will produce the
direct the,live coverage of the
Oakland "Raiders-Houston
Chlers game. Dennis Lewin will
co-produce; Joe Aceti will codirect. Boone Arledge is the
Executive Producer of the
"NFL Monday
Night Football."

outstanding trceivers in Alvin
Reed, Chalie Joiner and Ken
Burrough. The defense is paced
by Ken Houston, the top interceptor( with nine )in the AFC
last season. Houston was the
second best team I behind
Miami) in kickoff returns in the
AFC.

Mexico to the United States, is
stolen and Banacek begins the
task of finding the valued
object.
7:30 p.m.—Movie: Channels 3,8.
"Lieutenant Schuster's
Wife." Emmy Award-winning
actress Lee Grant stars as a
woman who attempts to clear
the name of her policeman
husband after he has been
killed and accused of having
been on the take, outting her
own life in jeopardy. Also
starring Jack Warden, Don
Galloway and Paul Burke,
Eartha Kitt and Nehemiah
Persoff are seen in. cameo
roles.
7:30 p.m.—Movie: "You Must
Be Joking," Channel 29,
Michael Callan, Lionel Jeffries.
Zany
Army
psychological officers selects
five equally zany servicemen
for an initiative test designed
to find "the complete, quickthinking soldier of today."
8 p.m.—MEDICAL CENTER—
Drama series, starring Chad
Everett and James Daly.
Harry Guardino portrays an
impulsive older' intern, in
constant trouble over his
emotional involvement with
patients, who falls in love with
a girl who has tried to commit
suicide. Marcia Rodd is
featured. (9 p.m. on Channel
5)
9 p.m.--JULIE ANDREWS,
Channels 3,8. One hour
musical-variety show
starring the Academy Awardwinner 4ulie, Andrews. Don
Rickles guest stars with Alice
Ghostley and Rich Little as
they give Julie assistance in a
series of sketches.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: "Watssi,"
Channel 12 (11:30 on Channel
. 5), starring George Montgomery and Tama Elg. The
film based on H. Rizler
Haggard's novel, "King
Solomon's Mines;" tells the
story of the exciting search
for the world's most fabulous
treasure.
11:15 p.m.--Movie: "The
Hagman," Channel 29 Robert
Taylor, Tina Utilise, Fess
Parker. Deputy U.S. Marshal
discovers
entire
town
protecting a wanted man.

Wednesday Highlights

Raiders Invade Astrodome On Monday Night Football

TAB HUNTER portrays a World War I American pilot in the French Air Corps who has a liaison
with a lovely Parisian, played by Etchika Choureau, in "Lafayette Escadrille," black-and-white film
on "The CBS Late Movie" Wednesday, Oct. 18 (starting at 11:30 p.m., CDT) on the CBS Television
Network.
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Complete repair service on all makes of TV's and Antennas. Good selection of 1973 Sylvania Color TV's &
Stereo's in stock.

Dealer In Murray

Your Only Authorized SYLVANIA

SALES & SERVICE
2 Miles From 5 Points
North 16th Ext.
Dial 753-2385

ORTEN'S TV

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOIN PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

TV Critic Rates
New Fall Shows

Bix DONALD SANDER
Charlemagne—meekts in with a
Atiociated Pres,s Writer'
young widow who has a son,
-• V4 ASfIINGTON (All
-Theo,:played by Shane NickerThere's :a plump white thick
Si. 8. •
named ,t..'„uddles• living, at the
Theo has a pet duck which he
Kennedy Center for the Per-; carries around. The duck dies
foyinneArts these days waitOffstage, and Theo runS in ing flit ins chance to face' the' tearfully holding a stuffed duck
footlights.
which closely resembles Otto.
..•
• .He-hasn't made.it so, fait, be-•
'Trying /91 console the little
catisillhe is understudy to his
boy, Pippitlbrings him a lamb.,
inatea_feinale with the.equally
which Theo .seurnfully rejects.—
'improbable name of Otto, and - That's no duck. duallhiy.''.
Ottoliasn't missed a performJack Gilbert, the animals'
ance of„..the • musical -Pippin"
handler,'explains that there's
since it opened Sept. 20.
second reason for having tart°
clucks in addition to the poSsicohier of
They'are.living
44*. • Alia
Imlay that Otto may miss a per•llpz huge backstage area of the
AVUNCULAR ARGUMENT—Archie Bunker's bigotry boils over on Lioael's Uncle Henry (Melvin
here,
run
formance
in
,the
Kennedy Center opera house
has
Stewart,
right), who doesn't like it either, when Archie learns that his 21.year-old visiting niece
which ends Oct. 14, or the- subwith-a--tamb named Rosemary,
CBS
the
on
CDT)
PM,
17:00-7:30
Oct.
14
Saturday,
Family"
been dating Uonel, on "All in the
sequent one on Broadway.
turned three weeks old today.
Television Network.
If a pair of ducks is sepaRoseinaiiy has just joined the
rated, he told a reporter, the
cast, -having replaced another
two may pout and even die, so
named Pebbles,-"who- was six
the pair is kept together.
months old and getting too big
.Gilbert is an actor who ei•s,
lor the role.
ert
Roseniary sleeps in a playpen „ up on a farm near
Pa., likes animals, and ne ed
and is still oti a bottle, although
Archie boils over when he
a job.
she'does nibble grass when
finds out that his 21-year-old
"A friend of mine knows the
By JAY SHARBUTT
a year, but with a 50-50 chance
allowed to gambol outside. The •
niece, who is visiting from
Of g second season. "Search,"
AP Television Writer
ducks take a daily con- ° woman who owns the agency
Baltimore, has been dating
one withi us for a long, long time.
(AP)
—
Only
YORK
NEW
stitutional irk one of the half-- .and she was loOking for someLionel Jefferson on "All in the
chore lingers after the burly ABC: "Paul Lynde Show," one
dozen pools which flank the i one to go out of town with the
Family" Saturday, Oct. 14 (7burly of television's premiere station and out. "Julie Andrews
"It's
a
wonj
animals,"
he
said.
center.
7:30 p.m., CDT) on the .CBS
week: THE Fearless Forecast Show," on and on if she cab
&chi, job. because I'm close to
In the -musical, Pippin—a
Television Network.
.1972, which predicts which stand the pace.
of
the
theater."
di
son
character based on the
When the young couple
TIRURSDAY — CBS: "The
new series may succeed or
returns from a date, Archie tells,
Vilaltons," a good chance of sursuccumb in the months ahead_
Lionel in no uncertain terms to
The forecast is drawn without vival if shifted in miaseason to a
"stick with his'own kind," bid a reference to rating charts or tea less fearsome time slot (the
Lionel no longer feels like
leaves and is strictly a personal opposition is Flip Wilson and
placating Archie's views.
Mod Squad). ABC: "The Men,"
guess. Here it is:
SUNDAY --CBS: "Anna and dhesn't look like a long ranger.
FRIDAY -- NBC: "Little
the King," doomed."M-ASH,'
may linger a full season, but a Peitple," Brian Keith will just
questionable starter next fall.. ha4e to settle for the rigors of
"Sandy Duncan," replacement twd years in Hawaii; the shod,
4Wilt be around for at least that
4., imminent in, midseason.
MONDAY — CBS: "Bill Cos-* loft end probably longer.
by," will catch on and prosper. "GI st Story," only the Shadow
ABC: "Thellookies," lousy sto- knd s. "Banyon," one year at
ries, good acting and too early m4t.
SptTU.RDAY —. CBS: "Bricito call.
TUESDAY —CBS:"Maude." gettoves Bernie," will last the
probably will fold due to high length of the old-style tinilysound level, despite good writ- woOd marriage — three years.
ing and acting. ABC: "Tem- "BO Newhart," no worries unperatures Rising," ratings til someone steals his telephone.
lowering and funeral probable. ABC: "Streets of San Fran- WEDNESDAY — NBC: cisito," good acting and great
"NBC .Wedneisday Mystery scenery will keep it going at
Movie," will struggle along for lealst two seasons_
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